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ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation focuses on contemporary American fiction that explores the 
intertwined histories of genetics and industrialism. I argue that Jeffrey Eugenides, Louise 
Erdrich, and Richard Powers interpret industrial and scientific texts from the early 
twentieth century to tell a previously untold history of the era. Emphasizing the 
connections between emerging understandings of genetics and new methods of 
manufacturing, they present the story of how the gene made life seem buildable. These 
writers trace fantasies of the literal mass production of Americans, exposing how 
immigrants, Native Americans, and women became particular targets of an industrial 
impulse toward standardization. Yet the novels in my study also recover an alternative 
history of the gene, in which it possesses a range of abilities enabling it to resist efforts to 
industrialize not just social, but also organismal, life. Genes are portrayed in these 
fictions as agents of transformation as well as replication, thus inspiring optimism about 
the possibility of unsettling the future of corporate capitalism in American life. 
 Chapter One argues that Jeffrey Eugenides’ Middlesex draws parallels between 
Henry Ford’s factory, Thomas Hunt Morgan’s genetic laboratory, and the Stephanides 
family lineage to show how naturally occurring mutations subvert the pursuit of exact 
	  	   vii 
reproduction. Chapter Two examines Louise Erdrich’s Tracks, and its portrayal of the 
Pinkham Medicine Company’s commercial hybridization of plants. Pointing to the 
genetic reversion that often accompanies hybridity, Erdrich undermines Pinkham’s 
efforts to cultivate a uniform American populace from diverse racial roots. Chapter Three 
discusses Richard Powers’ depiction of corporatization in Gain, focusing on Procter and 
Gamble’s pursuit of self-perpetuation by crossing not merely into legal, but also 
embodied, personhood. Turning to chromosomal chiasmus as a mechanism that makes 
reproduction a process inherently variable, and therefore unstable, Powers portrays the 
genetic body as a dubious model for corporate longevity. Taken together, my central texts 
address the relationship between fiction and history, literature and science, and human 
and industrial reproduction. 
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An Introduction to Industrial Fictions of the Gene 
 
This dissertation reads works of contemporary American fiction that negotiate 
two titular claims to the history of the twentieth century: the first, as the Century of the 
Gene; the second, as the American Century. The former term is Evelyn Fox Keller’s, and 
refers to the rediscovery, in 1900, of Gregor Mendel’s work on heritable traits and the 
subsequent and rapid revolutionizing of biology by the rise of genetic science—the year 
1909 saw the coinage of the term gene, 1911 the first chromosome map, 1953 the 
discovery of the double helix, 1973 the advent of recombinant genetic engineering, 1990 
the launch of the Human Genome Project, and 2001 its completion.1 The latter term, 
employed alike by Fredric Jameson and corporate apologists at The Economist, refers to 
the rise of the United States as a world economic superpower, a phenomenon dually 
propelled by the advent of Fordist mass production—as the exemplary instantiation of the 
American System of manufacture—and the incorporate structure that maximized its 
potential.2   
 At the intersection of literary studies, American studies, and the history of 
science, my project fundamentally grows out of an observation enabled by Jeffrey 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Keller’s The Century of the Gene (2002) provides an excellent, and analytical, overview of 
genetic history. Chronologies, academic publications, and press coverage specifically related to 
the Human Genome Project can be found on the website for the National Institutes of Health: 
http://www.genome.gov/12011239. 
2 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism (1984); John Mickelthwait and Adrian Woolridge, The 
Company (2003). 	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Eugenides’ Middlesex (2002), that the Model T and the gene arrived on the world scene 
with near perfect simultaneity, in late 1908 and 1909. Eugenides’ novel posits a 
relatedness between these two events that, I argue, recurs in Louise Erdrich’s Tracks 
(1988) and Richard Powers’ Gain (1998). These novels collectively propose an early 
historical convergence between the practices of business and the science of the body that 
translates into a description of something like The Century of the American Gene. They 
elucidate a common ground between the science of life and the practices of mass 
production: a shared philosophy of the body as comprised of discrete and manipulable 
units. Returning to the century’s start, these novels trace biology’s configuration of life as 
mass producible, and articulate an industrial fascination with the genetic body grounded 
in those reproductive mechanisms and efficiencies with which science invested it.3  
During his 1910 address to the American Society of Naturalists, in which 
Wilhelm Johanssen elaborated upon his new term, he explained that: “‘gene’ is nothing 
but a very applicable little word, easily combined with others, and hence it may be useful 
as an expression for the ‘unit factors’ [...] demonstrated by modern Mendelian 
researches.”4 By design, the diction of genetics is modular, capable of application and 
recombination; in its inception, the term gene exemplifies and encapsulates the 
conception of life it ushers in, serving as a harbinger of the genetic technologies to follow 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 To say that science “configures” and “invests” the genetic body with particular qualities is not to 
quibble with the stolidity of the gene or its role in shaping biological life; it is, however, to 
acknowledge science as a process of description and thereby, also, as a discipline subject to the 
particularities of time, place, and perspective. It may be that the qualities of the gene are 
fundamental, but the processes of studying and speaking about the gene are themselves 
profoundly cultural. 
4 “The Genotype Conception of Heredity,” 133. 
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later in the century, from the engineering of cell lines to assisted reproduction to cloning 
to the synthetic creation of an organism. Likewise, Henry Ford is often quoted as having 
said that, “We want to make men in this factory as well as automobiles.” The novels I 
read in this dissertation examine the extent to which the manufacturing of products 
prompts not only the notion of, but also programs for, manufacturing people, and the 
ways in which genetic paradigms of thinking both enable and reflect these efforts. They 
articulate, as I call them, the fictions of genetic industry circulating in the early twentieth 
century, examining narratives that situate the gene as the workhorse of American 
business—and also the limits of those narratives. 
Johannsen introduced his ideas with the certainty that the gene moved biology 
nearer to the precision of chemistry. The gene fostered a still-unrivaled optimism that 
behind the seeming mysteriousness and chaos of life was order and regularity. It made of 
the body a manageable entity, in the sense of Ford or Frederick Winslow Taylor, in 
which incredibly complicated functions could be achieved through division into ever 
smaller parts and simpler tasks. The body was not a temple, but a factory. Or rather, it 
was both factory and product, the output of its own self-making. In this respect, I argue 
that genetics advances a theory of the body in which the organic attains the rigors and 
exactitudes of industry. On the other hand, the theorization of the body’s efficient and 
systematic self-production made it an object of emulation for manufacturing. In fact, 
genetics arose as what might be called a science of sameness, making it a logical ally of 
standardized mass production. As Keller explains, the gene was biology’s attempt to 
	  	   4 
explain what the theory of evolution, with its emphasis on adaptation and change, 
couldn’t: life’s ability to reproduce itself with astonishing fidelity.5  
An increasing body of scholarship explores the formation and repercussions of 
this emergent link between biology and the instruments of modern capital.6 Melinda 
Cooper, in particular, argues that the autopoetic quality of life, its capacity to (re)generate 
in perpetuity, aligns it with the interest of the market: perpetual growth.7 Cooper reads the 
contemporary life sciences, market, and nation as characterized by the attempt to harness 
the latent energy of life for themselves as they confront the limits of industrial 
productivity. Yet the works in my study suggest that manufacturing recognizes and 
integrates the potential of the biological at a much earlier date, actions made possible by 
the early conceptualization of the gene.  
One original claim in this dissertation is that, contrary to studies of the era that 
propose an industrial impulse to systematize or replace the body—and here I am thinking 
of Mark Seltzer’s Bodies and Machines (1992), Martha Banta’s Taylored Lives (1993), 
and Cecelia Tichi’s Shifting Gears (1987)—Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers excavate an 
industrial admiration of, and even desire for, bodily economy as articulated by genetic 
science. Which is not to say that this admiration comes without its own disciplinary 
rigors, its own biopolitics: these writers highlight political economies in which the bodies 
of immigrants, Native Americans, and women face especial aggression within an 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Century of the Gene, 12. 
6 See for example Kaushik Sunder Rajan’s Biocapital (2006), Thomas Lemke’s Biopolitics: An 
Advanced Introduction (2011), and Nikolas Rose’s The Politics of Life Itself (2007), and 
Catherine Waldby and Robert Mitchell’s Tissue Economies (2006). 
7 Life as Surplus (2008).  	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American culture of industrial standardization. It is to say, however, that these novels 
reposition industrial hostilities toward the body as acquisitive in nature and not merely 
oppositional or destructive in intent, though certainly they may be all of these things. My 
dissertation thus positions Middlesex, Tracks, and Gain themselves as studies of the body 
in an era of machine culture, engaged in questions regarding both its biological 
conceptualization and its industrial fate.  
 Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers—like Seltzer, Banta, and Tichi—are curators and 
interpreters of corporate and scientific texts, interrogating the self-representational 
practices of both factory and laboratory in an effort to decipher the tales these institutions 
told about themselves. A second contribution of my work is to assert the as yet 
unremarked archival work undertaken within these contemporary novels, to read and 
engage the intertexts through which they present and explore what I sometimes refer to in 
later pages as bioindustrial history. As such, my dissertation argues on behalf of 
Middlesex, Tracks, and Gain as historical fiction, a label embraced with varying degrees 
of comfort by the authors. Yet, as they each advance a formal relationship between past 
and present, structurally relating the two through the use of interlocking contemporary 
and historical frames, these works are undeniably historical in the broadest terms outlined 
by Georg Lukács.8 Their sense of the present, in other words, is deeply historical.  
 The present in which these novels were written was, and continues to be, one of 
profound critical skepticism as to the possibility of a practice of history as such. Almost 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 The Historical Novel (1937). 
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as soon as definitive work by Harry Henderson and Susan Mizruchi9 established an 
identifiable historical sensibility within the American tradition of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, scholarship on post-war fiction began arguing for the literary 
depletion and rejection of historical meaning, particularly in works by Thomas Pynchon, 
Don DeLillo, E. L. Doctorow, and John Barth regarded as the vanguard of American 
postmodernity. These works are commonly understood to assert the narratological 
qualities of historiography as described by theorists such as Linda Hutcheon and Hayden 
White.10 Acknowledging the radical situatedness of the historian-as-subject and the post-
structural challenge to referentiality, Hutcheon and White describe the impossible task of 
recovering either an authentic past or a definitive account of it. These arguments coincide 
with Michel Foucault’s description of historical inquiry as a genealogical process that, 
rather than yielding inevitable and linear causation, exposes contingency, multiplicity, 
and only accidental and incomplete relatedness.11 In the respect that they pose the 
impossibility of history, they do also reverberate with Jameson’s influential assertion that 
the fundamental condition of postmodernity is the evacuation of history by capital’s 
success in asserting its own ever-ongoing present.12  
 These reassessments of the merits and possibilities of historical pursuit usher in, 
at once, an invitation and a barrier to history. To assert history as multiplicitous, as 
subject to the particularities of perspective, the vicissitudes of language, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Harry B. Henderson, Versions of the Past (1974) and Susan L. Mizruchi, The Power of 
Historical Knowledge (1988). 
10 Hutcheon, A Poetics of Postmodernism (1988); White, Tropics of Discourse (1978).	  
11 “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” (1977). 
12 Postmodernism; The Antinomies of Realism (2013). 
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contradictions of context, is to foster the various tellings that emerged through revisionist 
projects—such as Erdrich’s, or Toni Morrison’s—that aim to advance accounts of history 
previously excluded from its official ranks. Theophilus Savvas has argued that the 
postmodern historical novel may be fundamentally characterized by its embrace of 
“microhistory”: “the expansion, catalyzed by poststructuralist thought, of what it is 
possible and acceptable to write history about,” and the presentation of “a dispersed 
history, composed from the stories of individual citizens. This is a way of telling history 
which avoids the great man or ‘master event’ approach common to top-down political 
history.”13 In other words, everyone’s history is history, and every thing is history, even 
as there is no History to be had.  
 For David Cowart and Timothy Parrish,14 this conundrum empowers literature to 
assume the role, authority, and form of history, standing as its most accurate incarnation; 
here, fiction is truer than fact. Samuel Cohen likewise maintains that, in the wake of fact, 
the contemporary historical novel upholds the power of imagination in understanding and 
thus shaping the world.15 Yet these readings ultimately testify to what Amy Elias argues 
is the defining state of contemporary historical fiction: “the ability to theorize and 
ironically desire history rather than access it through discovery and reconstruction” (xvii). 
Elias argues that, confronted with the extravagant failure of the Enlightenment project in 
the first half of the twentieth century, literature after 1960 portrays history as a locus of 
irrationality and meaninglessness. What Cowart, Parrish, and Cohen argue that literature 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 American Postmodern Fiction, 8. 
14 Cowart, History and the Contemporary Novel (1989); Parrish, Postmodern History and 
American Fiction (2008). 
15 After the End of History (2009). 
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can provide—an understanding of the past that provides orientation in the present—Elias 
casts as the object of literary longing: “postmodernism in the arts is a cultural mindset 
characterized by an obsession with history and a desperate desire for the comforting self-
awareness that is supposed to come from historical knowledge.”16 
 For Jameson as for Elias, the proliferation of contemporary historical fiction 
indicates a cultural sense of history-less-ness:  
the historical novel has never been so popular nor so abundantly produced 
as at the present time: an assertion that seems counterintuitive in the light 
of present-day enfeeblement of historical consciousness and a sense of the 
past only until you grasp that production as symptom and as symbolic 
compensation.17 
Whether attributable to a post-nuclear or a late capitalist sensibility, Elias and Jameson 
are in fundamental agreement that the pursuit of history in contemporary fiction is a 
pursuit of historicity itself. The various defeatisms described as inherent to this pursuit 
have fostered the sense of arrival in an era of post-historicity. 
 Titles such as After the End of History (2009), Necessary Fictions: The U.S. Novel 
in the End of Ideology (2014), and “‘Clean Hands’: Post-Political Form in Richard 
Powers’s Gain” (2013) seemingly affirm Jameson’s warning about the political fallout of 
a too-robust theorization, in this particular instance, of history in postmodernity:  
Insofar as the theorist wins, therefore, by constructing an increasingly 
closed and terrifying machine, to that very degree he loses, since the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Sublime Desire (2001), xvii. 
17 Antinomies, 259.	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critical capacity of his work is thereby paralyzed, and the impulses of 
negation and revolt, not to speak of those of social transformation, are 
increasingly perceived as vain and trivial in the face of the model itself.18  
Echoing Jameson, as well as Francis Fukuyama’s question, in 1989, whether the arrival 
of liberal democracy had brought with it “The End of History?,” scholarship on 
contemporary American fiction at large seems to suggest that it has, specifically in the 
form of a relentless neoliberal ideology that consigns all effort—political, artistic, 
scientific, bodily—to a boundless and inescapable market logic whose particular talent is 
to perpetuate itself and its institutions interminably. 
 Interested as they are in the legacies of twentieth century industrial giants like 
Ford Motor Company, the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Company, and Procter and 
Gamble, the novels of my study engage this ongoing conversation about the ceding of 
history to the powers and processes of capital. They engage, as well, the related and 
troubled status of historical referentiality in postmodern thought. They advance these 
conversations by invoking an additional contemporary understanding of history: a genetic 
one. Written as they are at the advent, undertaking, and completion of the Human 
Genome Project, these novels are in dialog with the emerging notion of the genetic body 
as a textual body, one inscribed into existence by the alphabet and sentences of DNA.19 
Particularly, they ponder, as did Eric Lander, the notion of the body as “the world’s 
greatest history book.” While leading sequencing efforts at MIT’s Whitehead Institute, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Postmodernism, 6. 
19 See José Van Dijck, “The Language and Literature of Life” (2000) and Judith Roof, The 
Poetics of DNA (2007). 
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Lander predicted in 2000 that, with a fully sequenced genome in hand, “We are going to 
be up every night reading tales from the genome.”20  
 I read Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers as finding a dual usefulness in the prospect 
of the genetic body as a material text of history. It empowers them to assert the stuff of 
history as present, accessible, physical, ongoing—rather than lost in the process of 
signification. This body is a body that testifies, simultaneously, to where it has been, what 
has happened to it, what it might have been, and what it might become; it is a body that 
enlivens the past by instantiating it. At the same time, its legibility attends to all the 
liberating indeterminacies of reading. Keller, among others, has delighted in science’s 
reckoning with the complexities of interpretation. In 2001, Lander confessed that, rather 
than satisfying bedtime reading, the human genome was much more like a “parts list with 
a lot of parts.”21 Biologist Robert Pollack accordingly argues for the more properly 
attributed literary qualities of the genomic body, in which even the precision of genetic 
sequence lends itself not simply to polysemy, but to potentially limitless meanings.22 
As I discuss in my first chapter, DNA is not a static text, but rather one that edits, 
deletes, and reorders itself as part of its regular order of business. It is, at best, a nonlinear 
narrative, and at worst an ephemeral one, increasingly understood to engineer its own 
temporary, and reversible, transformation. It is a narrative that fluctuates in time, during 
the course of an individual life and on the scale of intergenerational evolution. Yet it is 
also a circular narrative: one whose basic operation requires that its ending anticipate and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Roof, 70. 
21 Roof, 109. 
22 Richard Pollack, Signs of Life (1994). See also Barry Barnes and John Dupré, Genomes and 
What to Make of Them (2008). 
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furnish the tools for its own beginning. It is a text of material consequence and 
significance, and yet it defies interpretation through the very excess of its expression.23 
These textual qualities and practices introduce more than one paradox. DNA is the locus, 
the mechanism, of genetic continuity. It is the means through which species predictably 
replicate themselves; yet it is also the vehicle through which evolution and transformation 
take place. It copies and alters itself. Its conclusion is both foregone and indefinite. It tells 
a particular story whereby the past becomes a rich source of potential futurities. 
 As such, it provides an appealingly complex, and, as Pollack suggests, quite 
literary account of life and the history through which it takes shape. In accessing this rich 
genetic textuality, I see Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers—and this dissertation—as 
participating in the ongoing bridge of the two culture divide.24 These writers embrace 
what science may have to offer history and literature, rather than offering an all-too-
familiar admonishment to science that the humanities know better.25 I read their works as 
sympathetic to projects by Elizabeth Grosz, Lynda Birke, and Christopher Breu,26 which 
resituate the body as a locus of political potentiality in critical arenas such as feminist 
studies that have traditionally regarded it as a repository for essentialist discourses. 
Genetic philosophies in the early twentieth century, as they do now, transform the body 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 The Century of the Gene offers a detailed, and approachable, explanation of the mechanics and 
processes of DNA replication, protein coding, transcription, mutation, and editing.	  
24 Gillian Beer, Jay Clayton, Daylanne English, Peter Middleton, and Dana Seitler in particular 
have produced work asserting and demonstrating the intersections between literature and science. 
25 On recent discussions in the humanities regarding the two-culture divide with respect to the life 
sciences, see Patricia Wald, "We Have Never Been Biological” (2009), and the 2007 special 
edition in Literature and Medicine, "Genomics in Literature, Visual Arts, and Culture." Farther 
afoot is Joseph Carroll’s collection on adaptationist approaches to literary studies, Literary 
Darwinism: Evolution, Human Nature, and Literature (2004). 
26 Grosz, Time Travels: Feminism, Nature, Power (2005); Birke, Feminism and the Biological 
Body (2000); Breu, Insistence of the Material  (2014). 
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into a literal and not merely metaphorical construction ground, thereby challenging 
theories of the body as either prior to or produced purely through culture.27 The works in 
my study share an additional affinity with Everett Hamner’s recent notion of 
“predisposed agency,” which suggests that we understand the undeniable specificities of 
the genetic body not as determining our actions and subjectivities, but as inclining us to 
particular talents and potentialities.28 My project demonstrates, I hope, what may come of 
collaborative effort in the sciences and humanities: mutually supporting accounts of the 
possibilities latent in human life.  
Throughout this dissertation, I argue that, in contemplating the genetic body as a 
text of history, these authors reject both biological and historical determinism. They posit 
the genetic body as evidence of the material legacies of history and an engine of salient 
political action within those legacies; it can tell stories previously untold, and it can 
gesture toward the promise of stories we cannot yet imagine telling. In this sense, I read 
these writers as firmly rejecting the various declarations that history is over—either 
because it is inaccessible or because its conclusions are spoken for in the wake of 
capital’s post-historicity. The novels I examine in this dissertation tell, and recover, two 
contradictory stories at once: the fiction by which the gene emerged as the ultimate agent 
of industrial futurity, and the fiction of the gene’s compliance with this vision. They 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 The prospect of the buildable body is, in the tradition of Donna Haraway’s cyborg, both 
inherently sinister and potentially redemptive, making of biology both a culturally situated 
practice and an agent of radical transformative capacity. 
28 “The Predisposed Agency of Genomic Fiction” (2011). 
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animate, in other words, the “multitudinous” nature of the past, as Jameson has recently 
described the task of the historical novel.29  
As a perhaps unlikely grouping, Middlesex, Tracks, and Gain form the center of 
my study not because they present a cohesive account of American history at large, but 
because they each present an aspect of this particular history of industry and genetics, and 
what it might mean for contemporary American life.30 I understand their historical 
interest and methodology to be essential to the critical work they undertake. Rather than 
performing the speculative work of science fiction, their contribution is to reassert 
paradigms of biological thought whose historical precedent can alter discourses of 
genetics in the present. These paradigms, as each novel attests, are often occluded by an 
early twentieth century “biophoria”31 quite similar to that of the genomic era, in which the 
advent of the gene, like the advent of the Human Genome Project, promised the means 
not only to know, but thereby to fix, manipulate, control, and even make life. Against the 
resultant eugenic rhetoric and energies of the era emerges a story of a body stubbornly 
noncompliant, and not due to the recalcitrance with which it appears in, say, naturalist 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Antinomies of Realism, 313. 
30 My selection of Gain, rather than Powers’ more overt novel of genetics The Goldbug 
Variations (1991), has to do with its particular interest in the historical process and moment of 
incorporation and its implications for the life of industry. Goldbug Variations, however, is 
germane in its interest in amplifying the indeterminacy latent in the mid-century discovery of the 
double helix. Powers’ first novel, Three Farmers on their Way to a Dance (1985), is in many 
respects an inquiry into the legacy of Fordism; Gain, however, seems to me a meeting ground 
where Powers’ interests in genetic science and industrialism collide. 
31 Van Dijck, 69. 
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fiction,32 but because, in its creative response to the intrusive measures that confront it, it 
proves itself astonishingly variable.  
 The late century confrontation with the emerging complexities of genetic body 
language, I think, enables and inspires a return to the earliest moments of genetic thought, 
granting the ability to find and reclaim narratives of the body as rife with the capacity for 
social rupture and redescription. Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers depict life’s ability to 
react to, reject, and alter the terms of living with which it is confronted. In Middlesex, 
Tracks, and Gain, those terms are the explicit industrial attempt to transform life into a 
source and mechanism of its own liveliness at the expense of those bodies to which it 
turns for vitality. Though early genetics gave industry good reason to think it could enact 
this transformation, it also, it turns out, reserved for life the ability to dictate the terms by 
which it lives. The recovering of this biological narrative demonstrates precisely, in its 
dually referential and evolutionary capacities—its ability to document and redirect the 
past—why the genetic body is so promising a text of history. Gene, it turns out, is a very 
applicable little word indeed. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 I am thinking here of the inescapable sway of heredity in Frank Norris’s McTeague (1899), or 
even in Edith Wharton’s Summer (1917), in which the terrible confrontation with family origin 
threatens Charity Royall’s sense of self worth, and therefore the course of events in her life. Even 
in work that experiments with inheritance as an agent for directing the course of evolution, such 
as Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland (1915), or Women and Economics (1898), lineage 
functions predictably to advance or dilute qualities of varying social desirability. Like these texts, 
the era’s prominent eugenic works traded on a distorted concept of the gene as a rock-solid 
determinant of biological predictability, with family studies such as The Kallikak Family (1912) 
arguing for the hereditary causes of social phenomena such as poverty and setting out to prove 
Lothrop Stoddard’s view, in The Revolt Against Civilization (1922), that the gene had a 
“predetermined course,” which, “even when actually interfered with it tends to overcome the 
difficulty and resume its normal evolution” (44). For studies of eugenics in the era, see Daniel 
Kevles, Nancy Ordover, Wendy Kline, Betsy Nies, Daylanne English, and Peter Schrag. 
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 In each chapter I pursue a basic strain of thought in which the advent of genetics 
makes the building of life seem possible to science, industry, and, through them, often to 
the nation itself. I also argue, however, that Eugenides, Erdrich, and Powers locate in the 
body a specific, and early-known, genetic ability that allows it to evade the socio-
industrial energies that aim to usurp it. Chapter One argues that, in Middlesex, the genetic 
mutation that causes Cal Stephanides’ late-twentieth-century intersexuality constitutes a 
biological response to the Ford factory’s attempts to Americanize his Greek grandfather 
by imagining the assembly line as a line of succession that could produce identical Ford 
men as well as Model Ts. I propose that the techniques of Fordist manufacture resemble 
the systematic practice of inbreeding in Thomas Hunt Morgan’s fly laboratories, an 
experimental methodology that yielded not sameness, but mutation, thus asserting 
biological limits to Ford’s own incestuous standardizing project. In my reading, the 
sterility resultant to Cal’s mutation amounts to a bodily rejection of the Fordist demand 
for industrial reproductivity. 
 Chapter Two, on Tracks, explores theories of hybrid vigor as practiced by Luther 
Burbank, known as the Henry Ford of plant breeding, and the Lydia E. Pinkham 
Medicine Company, manufacturer of herbal tonics for women. Examining the novel’s 
portrayal of the sale of cranberry bark by Chippewa Indians to the Pinkham’s dealer, I 
argue that Erdrich exposes and outwits the dangers of these theories to the Native 
American characters to whom the Pinkham’s dealer turns as a supply source. Erdrich 
exposes hybridity as a methodology for attaining racial sameness, reading in technologies 
of plant manufacture a direct affront to the diversity of human life through products like 
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Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, which aimed to produce American maternity out of the 
literalized Chippewa roots from which it was derived. Erdrich ultimately animates the 
infertility and reversion that plague hybrid plant products as a defense against the 
whitening energies of industry, and, having documented hybrid vigor as an ideology for 
the hostile manipulation of Chippewa succession, she advocates for the sustaining 
capacities of non-hereditary modes of family life.  
Chapter Three argues that Richard Powers’ Gain traces a corporate bid not merely 
to make or manipulate life, but to assume, for itself, an embodied liveliness. In the Clare 
Corporation, I argue that Powers depicts Procter and Gamble’s desire for a body it both 
perceives, and attempts to produce, as limitlessly regenerative. I examine the natural 
entity theory of the corporation and its attempt to characterize the corporation as an 
organic institution, and the organic as an extra-cultural realm of timeless perpetuity. 
Powers undoes this fantasy by invoking the process of chromosomal chiasmus, in which 
the genetic body’s reproductive process is endowed with an inherent mechanism of 
variation, and, hence, instability. This dynamic plays out in the plot and the structure of 
the novel, as Clare crosses into Laura Bodey’s life in the form of ovarian cancer. Powers 
thereby asserts the parasitic nature of the corporate bid for biological life, as well as the 
volatile nature of nature. Laura’s body is not inert, but reactive, and her mortality—as a 
symbolic refusal to perpetuate Clare’s life—emerges as yet another end to the industrial 
inroads I describe throughout my dissertation.  
The offering of sterility, family fracture, and mortality perhaps seems a feeble 
defense against these inroads, or even capitulation to them. Yet volatility and rupture, in 
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whatever form they take—even death—are essential forces in evolutionary process. I 
read them not as the defensive dead ends by which Walter Benn Michaels argues 
American-ness became an absolute and unattainable quality, but rather as means to reject 
the cultural shape American life has taken.33 The end of a life form is a broad biological 
assertion that it is no longer viable. Which is not to preclude the biological value of 
inviability; rather, in their failure to perpetuate the forms of industrialized American life 
in which they find themselves, in which they are so thoroughly intertwined with the 
instruments of capital, the bodies in these novels indicate life’s intolerance of the current 
terms of living, and therefore its initiation of new forms to come. We do not need to 
know what these forms are—possibly and probably this act is beyond the task of a 
contemporary imagination so thoroughly steeped in the specificities of its own existence. 
We do, therefore, have urgent need to uphold the body’s ability to undertake this task of 
reinvention. Doing so does not amount to political inaction or futility: as a matter of 
agency in contemporary culture, this need translates into an impetus to maintain the value 
of genetic diversity as an essential locus of human vitality and possibility.  
Fukuyama, in 2001, argued that, with its potential to alter the very terms by which 
we recognize humanity, perhaps only the biotechnological revolution holds the potential 
of inaugurating a new historical era, a posthuman one. Although Fukuyama does not 
dismiss the possibility that a posthuman future may hold unforeseen virtues, he 
nevertheless cautions that, “this will be the constant trade off that biotechnology will 
pose: we can cure this disease, or prolong this person’s life, or make this child more 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Our America (1995). 
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tractable, at the expense of some ineffable human quality like genius, or ambition, or 
sheer diversity.”34 
Richard Powers steadfastly maintains that, “Art doesn’t answer social questions, it 
asks social questions.”35 Without posing specific answers to the set of complex questions 
they raise, Middlesex, Tracks, and Gain decline to reduce genetic theories and 
technologies to the playthings of either early or late capital. They do not, in other words, 
subscribe to Aldous Huxley’s hellish vision of life After Ford. Rather, they offer the 
ambiguities of genetics as mechanisms of subversion internal to the field itself, present 
from its beginnings and capable of derailing the often sinister trajectories onto which 
industry would project the course of life, then and now. They articulate, finally, the many 
historical fictions of genetic industry such that we may locate—and enact—stories of the 
gene by which future lives may be transformed.
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 Francis Fukuyama, Our Posthuman Future, 172.  
35 Jian Sun, “Fictional Collisions” (2013), 342.	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Chapter 1 — Genes on the Line: Biology and The Ford Factory in Jeffrey 
Eugenides’ Middlesex 	  
Observing the assimilative spectacle of New York in 1906, Henry James wonders 
whether the immigrant’s transformation into a “tolerably neutral and colourless” (128) 
American can ever be fully achieved: “but may not the doubt remain of whether the 
extinction of qualities ingrained in generations is to be taken for quite complete?” (129). 
“Isn’t it conceivable,” he asks, “that for something like a final efflorescence, the business 
of slow comminglings and makings-over at last ended, they may rise again to the surface, 
affirming their vitality and value and playing their part?” (129). In his own mixed 
metaphor, he laments the whitewashing effects of the melting pot, the aggression of the 
“visible act of ingurgitation” taking place at “the terrible little Ellis Island” (84). Yet he 
simultaneously fears the “tint” (129) that remains in the “terrible tank” after the 
immigrant has been laundered (129). Where do those colorful qualities go? “In what 
strange secret places are they held in deposit and in trust?” (129). If the immigrant’s 
emergence into an American could in fact occur in totality, then, James speculates, “only 
a mechanism working with scientific force could have performed this feat” (128).  
In this chapter I position Jeffrey Eugenides’ Middlesex (2002) as offering a series 
of answers to James’s questions. Eugenides’ best-selling and Pulitzer Prize-winning 
novel opens in 1922, one year after Jamesian fears about the tinting of the American 
population inspired the first iteration of the Johnson-Reed Act. Intent on protecting the 
nation’s Anglo Saxon majority, the Act’s immigration quotas limited entry to the likes of 
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two of Eugenides’ main characters: Greek villagers Lefty and Desdemona Stephanides, 
who, fleeing the violence of the Greco-Turkish War, board an ocean liner and seek to 
reinvent their lives in America. The terms of their reinvention, however, would certainly 
test the limits of James’s nostalgia for fading immigrant “manners” (129).  “Aware that 
whatever happened now would become the truth, that whatever he seemed to be would 
become what he was—already an American, in other words,” Lefty proposes marriage to 
Desdemona, his sister (Eugenides 67). And the two attempt, on their journey across the 
Atlantic, to escape not only country, but heredity itself. When they arrive at Ellis Island, 
Lefty and Desdemona meet interrogators seeking to deny entry to those “undesirables” 
outlined in another piece of protectionist legislation: the Immigration Act of 1917 
(Eugenides 73). The novel indicates the substance of the Act, depicting how “illiterates 
learned to pretend to read; bigamists to admit to only one wife; anarchists to deny having 
read Proudhon; heart patients to simulate vigor; epileptics to deny their fits” (74). While 
Lefty and Desdemona evade the exclusion mandated for those holding “incestuous 
relations,” the fact of their transgression remains. Though they make it through Ellis 
Island, so, too, do their genes: “no matter how well trained, medical eyes couldn’t spot a 
recessive mutation hiding out on a fifth chromosome” (80). The multigenerational epic 
that follows from Lefty and Desdemona’s transformation from siblings to spouses, from 
Greek to American, documents the “roller-coaster ride of a single gene through time” (4). 
Each carriers of a mutation that manifests in an intersexed body, Lefty and Desdemona 
pass along one copy of the mutation to their son, Milton, whose marriage to his cousin 
Tessie leads to the birth of Callie, who narrates the novel as her adult self: the male-
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identified hermaphrodite, Cal. Cal inherits both copies of the recessive gene and, along 
with it, the 5-alpha-reductase syndrome that feminizes his body to the extent that it 
initially masks his XY genotype. Cal retraces his family history from Lefty and 
Desdemona’s union through to his adulthood in the year 2001 in order to explain his own 
life, which involves his transformation, at the age of sixteen, from female to male.   
The saga of the Stephanides family confirms James’s fears and hopes that 
“qualities engrained in generations” do indeed lurk in “strange secret places” waiting to 
reemerge. Eugenides, however, is able to give name to the entity that James intuited, but 
lacked the vocabulary for: the gene. And Middlesex presents Cal’s genes as maintaining 
the genetic integrity of the individual in the face of the assimilative machinery that 
evokes James’s discomfort. Middlesex identifies a genetic attack on the immigrant that 
offers a new understanding of the material implements of assimilation in the early 
twentieth century, and what the novel defines as their ambitious aims—the genetic 
engineering of immigrants into Americans. I read Cal’s mutation as a bodily rebellion 
against the rigorous course of Americanization Lefty undergoes when he lands his first 
job in the United States, as a factory worker at Ford Motor Company. Lefty’s attempts to 
assimilate through the avenues offered by his employer expose Henry Ford’s own 
attempts to father—in his factories—an American populace to his own liking. Eugenides 
literalizes James’s “machinery” of assimilation by pointing to the Ford factory as a 
producer of shiny new Americans (James 120). Upholding Aldous Huxley’s derisive 
moniker for the automaker, “Our Ford,” the novel examines the implications of Ford’s 
statement that “We want to make men in the factory as well as automobiles” (Marquis 
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154).1 It offers a thesis that Henry Ford succeeded in genetically altering the American 
populace:  
 Historical fact: people stopped being human in 1913. That was the   
year Henry Ford put his cars on rollers and made his workers adopt the 
speed of the assembly line. At first, workers rebelled. They quit in droves, 
unable to accustom their bodies to the new pace of the age. Since then, 
however, the adaptation has been passed down: we’ve all inherited it to 
some degree, so that we plug right into joysticks and remotes, to repetitive 
motions of a hundred kinds. (Eugenides 95) 
According to Cal, heritable change is the output of the assembly line, and my reading of 
the novel aims to explain how Ford could envision so radical a biological role for the 
mechanical innovations he introduced to mass production.  
Huxley’s post-Fordist Brave New World (1932) illustrates a nightmare scenario: 
“The principle of mass production at last applied to biology” (7). But Eugenides reverses 
Huxley’s statement; in Middlesex, biological principles inform and empower industrial 
practices. The novel elevates to notice what is otherwise an unremarked simultaneity in 
history: that the first Model T emerged from the factory, in October 1908, just months 
before biology was permanently revolutionized by the invention of the term “gene.”2 The 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Biographer Stephen Watts also quotes Ford to this effect, relaying a story in which, having 
learned that a number of employees failed to come to work after over-celebrating the Easter 
holiday, Ford suggested to his managers what he considered an “easy” solution: “go ahead and 
make some more men for these jobs” (158). 
2 Evelyn Fox Keller cites Dutch scientist Wilhelm Johannsen’s 1909 paper “Elemente der 
Exakten Erblichketislehre” as his first introduction of the term, which came to broader awareness 
in the United States in 1910, when he addressed the American Society of Naturalists with a talk 
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1913 debut of the assembly line occurred four years after laboratories had already 
developed a system for the genetic production of organisms built to order. Ford Motor 
Company borrows from genetic logic on its factory floors. Eugenides exposes this 
convergence of industrial and biological energies, and, through Cal, what is at stake: the 
potential usurpation of the body’s capacities for reproduction in the service of the 
profitable and efficient manufacture of a nation by design.3 What James was three years 
too early to articulate with precision, Ford was able to exploit with astonishing rapidity: a 
conception of the body as comprised of discrete and manipulable units that made it akin 
to automobiles on the factory floor—perfectly mass producible.  
Middlesex affirms James’s incisive pairing of the scientific and the mechanical 
within a predatory culture of Americanization. It additionally interrogates the sordidness 
of the early-twentieth-century American scene as James describes it—in which the 
intimacies of the melting pot amount to a tinting not merely racial, but sexual, in nature. 
For James, the threat of the alien’s “obstinate, unconverted residuum” (124) is ubiquitous 
distastefulness: “Is not the universal sauce essentially his sauce, and do we not feel 
ourselves feeding, half the time, from the ladle, as greasy as he chooses to leave it for us, 
that he holds out?” (117-18). The disgust evoked by the metaphor operates through the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
titled “The Genotype Conception of Heredity.” Henry Ford’s autobiography My Life and Work 
confirms that the first Model Ts became available for purchase in October 1908 (51). 
3 The ideas in Melinda Cooper’s excellent book Life as Surplus (2008) are central to my study. 
Cooper argues that the autopoetic quality of life, its capacity to (re)generate in perpetuity, aligns 
it with the interest of the market: perpetual growth. Cooper reads the contemporary life sciences, 
market, and nation as engaging in what she calls “delirious” behavior characterized by the 
attempt to harness the latent energy of life for themselves as they confront the limits of industrial 
productivity. But I argue here that industry recognizes and incorporates the potential of the 
biological at the very beginning of the twentieth century. Indeed, the promise of limitless growth 
is an important part of the Fordist era, and may account for the kinds of crises Cooper describes: 
the need for recuperating what was imagined to be the possibility for endless expansion.	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suggestion that the immigrant’s slow assault on the traits of the American body politic 
occurs through the latter’s greedy ingurgitation of a greasy stuff of heredity. The 
universality of the immigrant’s sauce configures the collective American body as an 
entity singularly fed upon, and therefore singularly comprised of, a foreign depravity 
signaled through the startling conflation of the edible and the sexual, and redoubled by 
the sense that even the cleansing of the immigrant has the effect the dirtying the melting 
pot. Lefty and Desdemona pose just the threat James raises; their union promises to 
introduce a line of undiluted Stephanides sauce into the melting pot that, in James’s worst 
fears, will come to be representative within—and even overtake—the American gene 
pool altogether, making them the incestuous forbears of the modern nation. The potent 
and unpalatable residuum of the incestuous union would seemingly prove itself the most 
threatening and unconvertible variety. 
Yet Eugenides presents the embrace of incest as an exemplary act of becoming 
American, in part because it pushes, to its limits, the belief in self-making that inheres in 
the romance of immigration—a strategy that leads Patricia Chu to call Middlesex a 
“breathtaking revival of the white immigrant narrative” (280). It would be easy to 
pinpoint Cal’s mutation as the proof of a simple thesis: that in the age of genetics, incest 
will out. Cal’s embodied evidence of his grandparents’ transgression could very well 
support a reading of Middlesex in which the possibilities for reinvention inspired by 
immigration are undermined. But Lefty and Desdemona are not the only incestuous 
transgressors in the novel, and I do not advocate such a reading. In what the novel 
portrays as his desire to father of a modern nation of Americans through his singular line 
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of assembly, Henry Ford, too, raises incest as a specter at the heart of Americanization. It 
is “the pure products of America,” as William Carlos Williams describes, who express 
“the truth about us,” the “degraded” forms of prototypical American life. Yet these 
products arise not because there was “no one to drive the car,” but because there was 
(“To Elsie”).  Lefty and Desdemona, and Henry Ford, pursue Americanization by the 
same means: the manipulation or evasion of heredity.4 And they do this, paradoxically, 
through a practice of inbreeding.5  
The novel presents incest as a mechanism of genetic modification because incest 
was, in the 1910s and 1920s, the genetic technology for the production of new life forms 
in laboratories. Middlesex aims to undermine the concept of the gene as a stalwart agent 
of biological determinism. It unites critical faculties of the gene known in the earliest 
years of its discovery and theorization with capacities being appreciated anew in 
contemporary genetics. The novel’s multigenerational plot thus unites Cal’s history with 
his grandparents’, as well as current conceptions of the gene with the gene’s own history. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 The senate debates surrounding the Johnson Reed Act demonstrate that nationality was 
understood by many in the era as a hereditary, and not just civic, property. As Senator Ellison 
DuRant Smith put it: “I recognize that there is a dangerous lack of distinction between people of a 
certain nationality and the breed of the dog” (2). Arguing that democracy itself was on the line if 
America were to be overrun by an influx of inhabitants from the world’s various genetically 
servile nations, he explained: “the predominant breed in America, can govern themselves by a 
direct government of the people. If this Government shall fail, it shall fail by virtue of the terrible 
law of inherited tendency. Those who come from nations which from time immemorial have been 
under the dictation of a master fall more easily by the law of inheritance and the inertia of habit 
into a condition of political servitude than the descendants of those who cleared the forests, 
conquered the savage, stood at arms and won their liberty from their mother country, England” 
(2) (emphasis added). 
5 In this respect, Eugenides explores an ideology of incest working precisely in opposition to that 
described by Walter Benn Michaels in Our America. Rather than warding off impurity and 
intrusion, inbreeding emerges in the novel as a convoluted technology for producing American 
lineage out of foreignness. American-ness might be heritable, but that did not necessarily make it 
unattainable.	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Cal’s mutation evidences the gene’s capacities as an agent of hereditary transmission as 
well as transformation. Cal is genetically and bodily distinct from his family, and yet 
derived of them; his mutation makes him an American uniquely empowered to ward off 
the Fordist machinery of Americanization faced by his grandfather. Or rather, Cal’s 
mutation marks the successful evasion of Ford’s attempts to engineer the genetic body for 
his own purposes. The genetically buildable body, in this story, reserves for itself the 
capacity for production. The novel therefore makes of the immigrant’s unconverted 
residuum the body’s own internal agent of Americanization, one that preserves both the 
integrity and the flexibility of the gene, and, in so doing, the integrity of the body politic 
as defined by its ready evolution toward diverse forms and modes of life unhindered by 
any sense of their taintedness.   
My reading thus counters the prevailing critique of Middlesex: that it is guilty of 
“neutering” its own queer potential (Lee 45). This critique derives from Cal’s loyalty to 
his genetic sex, and what scholars read as Cal’s disappointing adoption, in the frame story 
from which he narrates the novel, of a masculine heterosexuality.6 Olivia Banner argues 
that it is Cal’s very attraction to normalcy that accounts for the novel’s mass appeal to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Sarah Graham issues the most indicting claim, asserting that Middlesex mobilizes both the 
techniques of the freak show and the prominence of incest and intersexuality in classical Greek 
tragedy in order to “exploit” Cal and present him as a shameful and monstrous other against 
which readers can assert their own normality (3). Rachel Carroll and Merton Lee produce equally 
exacerbated readings; both position the novel’s frame narrative as providing an interpretive 
register of normalcy that deflates Callie’s queerness, relegating it to the realm of an adolescence 
that must, and will, be passed through to arrive at adult heteronormativity.  
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readers.7 Yet critics have largely expected Cal to canonize an exemplary queer American 
subjectivity that undermines compulsory heteronormativity by dissociating sex, gender, 
and sexuality. The novel’s apologists cast its failings within the difficulty of the task they 
presume Eugenides has undertaken.8 Zachary Sifuentes, however, argues that Cal’s 
“strange anatomy” confounds even the most conservative heterosexual encounter, thereby 
making possible the category of a “queer heterosexuality” (156). My reading asks, with 
particular attention to the reproductive capacities of Cal’s body, whether critical attention 
hasn’t focused unfairly on its own assumption of what radical critique it is that Eugenides 
offers. As Banner indicates, Cal articulates the essentialist impulse motivating the notion 
that his body radicalizes his subjectivity: “we hermaphrodites are people just like 
everybody else. And I happen not to be a political person. I don’t like groups.  Though 
I’m a member of the Intersex Society of North America, I have never taken part in its 
demonstrations” (106). Existing scholarship on Middlesex places an undue burden on Cal 
to resolve its own desire for livable and writeable queerness. However it is equally 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Banner poses an intriguing argument about Middlesex: that it is “a work whose effect in the 
material realm overcomes its limits in the theoretical” (864). For Banner, the book’s ability to 
portray the social and emotional vicissitudes of an intersexed identity without alienating what 
readers largely understand sex, sexuality, and gender to be has actually helped to establish this 
subjectivity in praxis (860). Stephanie Hsu conversely observes “the absence of intersex identity 
as a viable social formation” in the novel (87). She argues that Cal’s masculine identity arises out 
of narrow and essential concepts of both race and sex. Linking Cal’s ability to assimilate into 
white America with his ability to attain a normative gender identity, she reads the novel as 
enacting a biopolitics that constructs and marginalizes both racial and sexual otherness by linking 
the two. 
8 Deborah Shostak suggests that Eugenides writes Cal at the limits of representability. Though he 
seeks a “language of the real that may convince the reader that the strange is in fact normal,” for 
“showing what can be as what is,” he reaches a fatal impasse between the theoretical possibility 
of Cal’s body and the practicality of his existence as a writeable, liveable subject. The cost to Cal 
of extreme rebellion against social norms, Shostak argues, is social invisibility; the burden of the 
subject attempting to construct an identity outside the norm is too much to bear—for both Cal and 
for Eugenides.	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oppressive to demand queerness as it is to exact heteronormativity, a realization lost in 
denouncements of the novel’s gender politics—one that undermines the moral impulse at 
the core of the queer and feminist projects behind these critiques.  
Equally observable is the inattention to one key feature of Cal’s body and sexual 
practices. Before articulating his political indifference, Cal makes note that “Like most 
hermaphrodites, but by no means all, I can’t have children” (106).  This statement in the 
frame immediately follows the revelation, within the story, that his grandparents, Lefty 
and Desdemona, have incestuously conceived his father. And this revelation occurs just 
as Lefty graduates from the Ford English School, freshly emergent from Henry Ford’s 
English Language Melting Pot as an official, institutionally verified American. This 
convergence between the frame narrative and the main story of the novel indicates the 
significance of Ford Motor Company within the family’s heritage. Lefty, now a Ford-
made American, has in turn made his first American; yet this coalescence of the 
productivities of manufactory and biology ultimately begets the end of the Stephanides 
line. The novel juxtaposes the ready producibility of American-ness, signaled through the 
simultaneity of Lefty’s certified assimilation and his fatherhood, with Cal’s sterility. And 
this, I argue, constitutes the novel’s radical critique: the genetic rejection of the terms of 
American production as encountered by Lefty. Cal’s infertility stands as a direct affront 
to Ford’s primary criterion for American-ness: the ability, engineered by him, to mass 
produce to specification, both biologically and industrially. Cal is the end of the line for 
the Stephanides family, but he is also the end of the assembly line manufacture of 
Americans. Cal’s non-reproductivity is a powerful rebellion against the demands placed 
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upon his immigrant forbears to produce efficiently on the factory floor, and in so doing, 
to be produced themselves as pedigreed Americans capable of continuing the Ford line, 
in the fullest sense of the term. Cal’s inability to perpetuate a line of Stephanides is a 
paradoxical defense of the family’s genetic continuity in the face of industrial forces of 
Americanization that would undermine and alter it. 
My presentation of Cal’s non-reproductivity as the novel’s stronghold on a queer 
sensibility derives from Lee Edelman’s conceptualization of sterility as the politically 
salient quality of queerness. In a heteronormative social order, Edelman argues, the 
projection into futurity of psychic and social well-being, invested perpetually into the 
promise of the child, amounts to the interminable relinquishing of an ethical and livable 
present. Without adopting Edelman’s Lacanian framework, I read Cal’s infertility as a 
queerness that usefully disrupts the specific affront to the procreative body presented by 
Ford Motor Company. The political value of Cal’s sterile intervention into practices of 
human and industrial mass production more than compensates for what Kenneth 
Womack and Amy Mallory-Kani offensively argue, in their “adaptationist” reading of the 
novel, is Cal’s inherent unfitness in the evolutionary hierarchy. The sheer inability to 
imagine sterility as anything but a condition of biological degradation illustrates both the 
power of heteronormativity in generating discourses of human worth and the radically 
disruptive potential of Edelman’s call for a queerness defined by its stance against 
reproductivity. Though Cal disclaims his predisposition for social activism, the novel 
allows for his mere embodied-ness to constitute a lived protest that validates the 
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contributions of the queer body toward the evolution of a social order that respects and 
normalizes deviant anatomies and subjectivities. 
The terms of the novel’s queerness are misunderstood due to the failure to engage 
the historical specificities to which Eugenides positions Cal’s mutation as a response.  If 
the novel neglects the introduction of a radical practice of intersexuality, it upholds a 
radical practice of incest as an ethical—and genetically viable—strategy for generating a 
variant body whose physiology exposes and rejects an era’s intrusions into biological 
reproduction. In so doing, the body emerges as an entity that possesses its own internal 
mechanisms of challenge to discourses and practices of heteronormativity purportedly 
rooted in it.9 This emergence is legible only if read within the context of the histories—
political, industrial, scientific—that the novel so painkstakingly re-presents. Eugenides 
not only cites and reimagines history in the pages of his fiction; he also readily 
incorporates archival material that invites a detailed return to the past as an entity whose 
significance evolves through its continued vitality within contemporary life and literature. 
In its complex meditation on the past’s ability to chart the course of the present, 
Middlesex theorizes a history capable, like the genetic legacy of Cal’s body, of generating 
rebellious and revisionary meaning through its very perpetuation. Like Cal, Middlesex, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Reading the body’s genetic propensities as political propensity, I think, is one route to clearing 
the central impasse of Judith Butler’s still salient declaration that sex “[has] been gender all 
along” (11). Hsu articulates this impasse in the following terms: “gender performance theory” 
“has reaffirmed the body as the stable referent of social processes of identification” (89). 
Attention to genetic responsiveness and inventiveness, however, recasts the body as itself 
shifting, and not at all stable. Against such a backdrop, or in concert with it, the range of 
embodied subjectivities seems to me only to multiply. 	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too, materializes through and as the passing on of the material of continuity, the physical 
fixtures of historical record. And, like Cal, it testifies to the transformational capacity of 
reproduction, the paradoxical ability to give new meaning and new life to a past even 
while instantiating its replication. The novel, then, is also the product of incest, the 
deviant offspring of a deliberate intercourse with those documents and events that are its 
progenitors. My work thus addresses two critical deficiencies in existing studies of 
Middlesex: the mischaracterization of the novel’s rejection of the queer, and the lack of 
attention to the novel’s deep engagement with the history that lives within its pages. It is 
the exploration of the latter that enables the correction of the former.  
 
 
“Tales from the Genome”: Theorizing a Body of History 
 Eugenides has remarked that Middlesex “was not conceived as a historical novel. 
I always think a historical novel continuously remains in the past. This book tried to 
explain the past and comes up to the present day” (van Moorhem). Samuel Cohen 
disregards this comment, drawing upon Lukács to situate Middlesex as a historical novel 
given its “consciously historical conception of the present” (n.11, 390). Certainly, this 
description holds; Cal repeatedly reflects that, “The moments that led up to me fell into 
place as though decreed” (11). The novel effusively catalogs these moments as the 
experiences of a gene biding its time, waiting to enact Cal’s “destiny” (211). Cal 
imagines the moment of his conception as follows:  
Inside my mother, a billion sperm swim upstream, males in the lead. They 
carry not only instructions about eye color, height, nose shape, enzyme 
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production, microphage resistance, but a story too. Against a black 
background they swim, a long white silken thread spinning itself out. The 
thread began on a day two hundred and fifty years ago, when the biology 
gods, for their own amusement, monkeyed with a gene on a baby’s fifth 
chromosome. That baby passed the mutation on to her son, who passed it 
on to his two daughters, who passed it on to three of their children (my 
great-great-greats, etc.), until finally it ended up in the bodies of my 
grandparents. [...] Crossing the ocean, it faked a romance, circled a ship’s 
deck, and made love in a lifeboat [...] It joined the Boy Scouts and painted 
its toenails read [...] It dated a future priest and broke off an engagement 
[...] always moving ahead [ ...] until the biology gods knew this was their 
time, this was what they’d been waiting for [...]. (211)  
This presentation of genetic fate as the dictate of the “biology gods” could 
account for Eugenides’ disinterest in characterizing his work as historical in nature. But 
gods are notoriously fickle. And Eugenides complicates his position by commenting upon 
his research efforts for the novel: “I spent a lot of time in libraries reading microfiche. So 
I wasn’t cavalier about the history” (Foer 79). This seeming contradiction in terms, by 
which Middlesex is historically informed, but not historical, plays out formally in 
Eugenides’ evasive acknowledgment of his sources. The novel’s copyright page features 
a works cited list that includes references on 5-alpha-reductase deficiency, work by 1970s 
sexologist Dr. John Money, and histories of the Nation of Islam, in whose first temple 
Desdemona briefly works during the 1930s. Yet this list is far from complete. And 
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Eugenides goes out of his way to undermine the genetic determinism that superficially 
drives the plot of the novel. As Lefty and Desdemona imagine their ability to cut genetic 
ties to Greece, Eugenides presents just such a possibility—through the documented 
propensities of the gene to induce variation of its own accord. If Eugenides is coy about 
the scientific sources from which he borrows this knowledge, it is because his methods 
mirror the novel’s ultimate rendering of the genetic body, and the view of history this 
rendering enables: that it is possible to be derivative of, without being reduced to, the 
sources of our own making.  
Cohen argues that the novel makes knowable “the historical imagination of its 
times” because the writing of any history reflects the moment in which it is written. 
(371).10  I emphasize, then, that Middlesex was written and published alongside the 
design, implementation, and completion of the Human Genome Project, a decade when 
questions about the significance of the gene in all factors of human life loomed especially 
large. And in which biology promised equally big answers. In June 2000, prior to the 
release of the first full draft of sequencing efforts,11 MIT’s Eric Lander described the 
human genome as “the world’s greatest history book” (qtd. in Roof 70). “We are going to 
be up every night,” he predicted, “reading tales from the genome.” Given Cal’s 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Cohen explores the novel’s post-9/11 contexts, arguing that Middlesex “imposes a false closure 
on its narrative of the main character’s gender crisis” (371) that amounts to the novel’s attempt to 
reassert historical order and stability. I contend that the genetic contexts of the novel’s writing, 
and of its content, offer an equally rich lens for interpretation, and plausibly, a more significant 
set of influences. While the events of September 11, 2001, occurred near the end of Eugenides’ 
writing process, the highly publicized Human Genome Project was underway throughout the nine 
years Eugenides spent writing Middlesex .   
11 For a timeline of events and progress for The Human Genome Project, see 
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Genome/project/timeline.shtml. The Human 
Genome Project was considered complete in 2003.	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characterization of his life story as the “roller-coaster ride of a single gene through time,” 
I suggest that Eugenides offers his novel as one of the first readable tales from the 
genome, an exploration of this new conceptualization of the human body as the bearer of 
its own complete history. Despite the flirtation with determinism inherent in such a 
model—in which the body is a scripted repository and reflection of the people and events 
that precede it—I maintain that Eugenides engages a model of the gene more reflective of 
Landers’ concession in 2001. Rather than “the code, the alphabet, words, chapters, 
histories, the Rosetta stone, the Holy Grail, the recipe, the blueprint, the text, the map” of 
life (Roof 7), the genome was just “a parts list with a lot of parts”—an inventory that was 
much less comprehensible, much less legible, than anticipated (qtd. in Roof 109).  
 Eugenides’ novel, and Cal’s body, sit at the crux of this tension between the 
facticity of the genome’s comprehensive information and the elusiveness of the gene’s 
particular function within it. “In the twentieth century, genetics brought the Ancient 
Greek notion of fate into our very cells,” remarks Cal. “This century we’ve just begun 
has found something different. Contrary to all expectations, the code underlying our 
being is woefully inadequate” (479). Here, Cal ventriloquizes Eugenides’ knowledge that 
“researchers expected to find 200,000 genes in the human genome. Instead they found 
about 30,000. Not much more than a mouse has. There literally are not enough genes to 
account for our human capacities” (Foer 80). In her own “postgenomic” reading of 
Middlesex, Patricia Chu sketches out how the Human Genome Project allowed biology to 
“move away from genetic determinism” (278). Chu notes the emergence of a gene 
defined by its multiplicity, contingency, and variability:  
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The old model was that DNA codes RNA, which then codes the proteins. 
Instead, it turned out that one coding sequence might be involved in the 
synthesis of several different proteins and that making one protein can 
entail interactions of several distinct coding sequences from different 
regions of the gene; that sometimes RNA codes for DNA; that there are 
pathways from the tissues to DNA sequences during development and in 
the course of normal cellular metabolism; and that there are heritable 
characteristics, some acquired over the life of the organism, that do not 
originate in the DNA but attach themselves to it somehow [...] Rather than 
fate, genes offer now probability and possibility. (278) 
The genome is taking shape as an interactive, and even fluid, entity. Add to this Evelyn 
Fox Keller’s exposition of DNA’s routine practices of editing, deleting, and rewriting 
itself, and the human genome as human history becomes a very dynamic text indeed.12 
Historic and genetic sequence overlap in Cal’s body, and his story is one in which 
these two presumably established, staid, and linear discourses collude in their mutual 
destabilization. To genetically situate history within the province of the body is to give it 
materiality, to suggest that it is alive, that it continues to live. Yet to do so is not to 
burden Cal with a Faulknerian past, unrelinquishable or inescapable. It is, rather, to 
embrace biology’s ability to introduce what Dana Seitler calls the “multidirectional” 
notion of time underwritten by the hereditary body’s “polytemporal[ity]” (7). Jay Clayton 
similarly describes the “perpetual present” of “genome time” (167). For Clayton, the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 See The Century of the Gene. 
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phenomenon of inheritance means that “all times are inscribed” in the very presence of 
the gene—including the pasts that have been and the futures that might be (168). An 
embodied history opens the past to the uncertainties of corporeality in the present, as 
scripted by the complexities of the gene. In textualizing the body, in constituting an 
actual semiotics or body language, genetics draws the biological into the realm of the 
readable and writeable, making of heredity not a story of stasis or determinism,13 but 
rather a history that occurs only through a continual re-telling initiated by the very body 
whose simple fact of existence genetically testifies that it has inherited. Eugenides denies 
neither the reality of the events of the past nor the stolidity of the body; but by correlating 
the two through the gene, he rescues both from foregone conclusions and foreclosed 
meaning. These thematic linkings of history and the body through Cal’s retracing of the 
path of his genetic mutation are reiterated through the novel’s formal tactics, which make 
the telling of any one history into the excavation of multiple histories whose meanings 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 My reading is in direct conflict with the “poetics of DNA” as described by Judith Roof, which 
she cautions is profoundly limited in its capacity to generate richness and complexity. Her 
perspective, an object lesson to the humanities in understanding the science they aim to engage, 
comes from an oversimplification of molecular genetic mechanisms. She conflates the processes 
of replication (by which DNA duplicates itself during cell division) with the processes that propel 
development (in which DNA is transcribed into RNA, which is translated into the series of amino 
acids responsible for protein production, which ultimately determines the course of cellular and 
organismal function and development). It is during transcription and translation that editing, 
splicing, and mutation—rewriting—typically occur. The failure to distinguish between these three 
processes causes Roof to conclude that DNA is a biochemically overdetermined language—
metonymic in that any one of its four bases (adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine 
(G)) is only ever part to the whole created when it is matched, during replication, with its 
complementary base in the double helix formation. That is, A can only be paired with T, and thus 
can only ever signify, metonymically, AT. “DNA,” she	  maintains, “is, thus, mechanical with 
none of the arbitrariness or indeterminacy of language. There is no gap of arbitrariness or choice 
to be filled between base and base, as there is between signifier and signified. In contrast, 
language is substitutive, arbitrary, and manipulable” (87-88).  DNA lacks, Roof argues, the 
flexibility of metaphor and, resultingly, the ability to make new meaning.	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accrue the same way the structures of the body form, through the mechanisms of DNA, 
into a constitutive whole: through nonlinear interaction, interruption, revision, and 
collaboration.  
 The meaning of history, in the novel, may not be fully understood without the 
interpolative materialities of its outcomes. History takes shape through complex 
interactions between present and past, in which each plays a role in constructing the 
other. Cal’s body is not merely derivative of his family’s incestuous comminglings; it is a 
retrospective agent within, an author of, the story of its own making. This is true 
inasmuch as Cal adopts a self-reflexiveness about his narratorial interventions, granting 
himself creative license backed by notions of a “prefetal” and “prenatal omniscience” 
made possible through genetic continuity (9, 211). Genes “carry a story too”; to have 
your family’s DNA is to have your family’s story in your physical being (210). But Cal’s 
genetics additionally constitute a material disruption in the perpetuation of the 
Stephanides family saga, one that necessitates recalibration and revision. Cal’s mutation 
reveals Lefty and Desdemona’s tale of their own past, calling into question their 
“fabricated memories” and challenging their “improvised fate” (68). Yet in materially 
reliving their history, Cal also gives it new life and new meaning. Genetic continuity 
evokes physical certainties:  
It brings onto our faces the same wrinkles and age spots our parents had. It 
makes us sniff in idiosyncratic, recognizable family ways. Genes 
embedded so deep they control our eye muscles, so that two sisters have 
that same way of blinking, and boy twins dribble in unison. (37-38) 
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But it also enables the emergence of stories previously untold:  
Our throats and voice boxes, formed from the same instructions, press air 
out in similar tones and decibels. And this can be extrapolated backward 
in time, so that when I speak, Desdemona speaks, too. She’s writing these 
words now. Desdemona, who had no idea of the army inside her, carrying 
out its million orders, or of the one soldier who disobeyed, going AWOL.” 
(39) 
Latent within Desdemona is a genetic rebellion she could not have spoken of, or even 
identified, at the time she and Lefty confronted what were, to them, the merely social 
taboos of incest.  
 Cal’s mutation allows Lefty and Desdemona’s actions to speak anew because the 
consequences of their union take shape only through him. And yet the significance of 
those consequences, of Cal’s life, is apparent only within a renewed investigation of the 
era in which the original transgression took place. The two stories are interdependent; the 
meaning of each inheres in the other. The telling of Cal’s story is the simultaneous 
retelling and revising of his grandparents’ story, with the result being what Chu calls the 
“narrative plenitude” that accompanies the genomic body, or, here, the genetic body 
presented as a text of history (280). The notion of narrative plenitude is evident in Cal’s 
suggestion that there are multiple speakers within the novel, simultaneous voices. It is 
also evident in Eugenides’ own sly incorporation of archival texts within his fictive 
history. Desdemona is not the only co-author of Middlesex, though Eugenides’ 
collaborations are often discreet and unnoted. These collaborations are sometimes 
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traceable to specific texts, achieved through direct, if uncited, quotation. On other 
occasions, they constitute reenactments or readings of the documented events of the past. 
And they sometimes comprise oblique references to historic scientific knowledge hidden 
in the ruse of a literary trope. Having gestured toward his research process without fully 
disclosing his sources, Eugenides constructs a schematic for reading Middlesex that 
enacts the theory of history it advances. This theory, inspired by the wily genetic 
mechanisms the novel catalogs, necessitates a readerly return to a past that is revitalized 
and transformed through scrutiny in the present. The present is likewise destabilized 
through the obfuscation of its origins, something Eugenides achieves by initiating a 
messy search for sources through a partial admission of their existence. This authorial 
sleight of hand undermines the totalizing authority of the past in the process of history 
telling, making the present irreducible to a set of facts that precede it. This methodology 
thus mirrors the scientific confrontation with the genome as a “woefully inadequate” 
explanation of human history. Despite his presentation of family history as bequeathing a 
genetic fate, Cal asserts that, “Genealogies tell you nothing” (72). If genes do “carry a 
story too,” then they, like any other artifact of the past, require sustained interpretation 
and contextualization to generate real meaning. And these acts—nonlinear, collaborative, 
and subjective—expose the rich, literary nature of biological accounts of life. Eugenides’ 
reluctance to call Middlesex a historical novel may have to do with its recalibration of 
what history is; the novel is not, strictly, set in the past, because it envisions the past as 
inhering in the present, susceptible to all the vicissitudes of a living subject undergoing 
the uncertainties of its own making. 
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Silkworm Science and Mutant Manufactory: Notes from the Genetic Archive 
 Though Lefty and Desdemona make it past the inspectors of Ellis Island with 
their genes fully intact, their reproductive integrity has already been affronted. Having 
officially entered the assimilative machine, Desdemona emerges with new clothing and a 
new haircut furnished by the YWCA, bereft of one of the only two possessions she 
brought to America: the silkworm eggs she carried from Greece. The eggs, with which 
she had planned, through her experience in sericulture, “to make some money” (43), 
“appeared on a list of parasites” (82). The confiscation of Desdemona’s eggs correlates 
the immigrant’s reproductivity and the American economy, indicating the latter’s 
manipulation of the former. To make this claim is to assert that the silkworm eggs are 
stand-ins for Desdemona’s own eggs, a correlation encouraged through the descriptions 
of the other possession with which she crosses the Atlantic: the wedding corset she 
inherited from her mother. With the eggs, she plans to establish her productive life in 
America; with the corset, she begins her life as a reproductive American woman. In each 
endeavor, Desdemona will carry on the Stephanides line: in the form of the silk that has 
traditionally sustained the family, and in the form of the children she bears. “To have 
good silk,” her mother taught her, “you have to be pure” (22). If the cultivating of silk is 
a metaphor for the cultivation of the family’s lineage, then its goodness—its strength and 
tensility—is assured by the genetic purity of Desdemona’s union with her brother. 
 The disruption of this genetic, if not moral, purity could motivate the confiscation 
of Desdemona’s eggs as a symbolic preclusion of her capacities to replicate Greek life in 
the United States. But Eugenides casts the silkworm eggs and the corset as agents of 
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genetic transformation as much as symbols of hereditary continuity, and this is what 
makes Desdemona’s eggs a commodity worth taking. Village life for Lefty had involved 
taking Desdemona’s silk to market, where he wished customers “would stand still to 
admire the luminosity of the cocoons” (30). Lefty himself does so, just before 
consummating his marriage with his sister in the lifeboat of the ocean liner carrying them 
to America. In this scene, Eugenides draws a direct correlation between Desdemona’s 
body and the cocoons: Lefty was “struck by how different his sister looked, in moonlight, 
in a lifeboat. She glowed. She gave off white light […] Desdemona was wearing a corset” 
(69). Wrapped in the corset, Desdemona is as luminous as the cocoons spun by her 
silkworms. For her, like Lefty, the garment affects a sense of radical transformation. In an 
earlier scene in which examines herself in the corset, “Desdemona felt as though she 
were spinning her own cocoon, awaiting metamorphosis” (36). Donning the corset in the 
conjugal bed—or life raft—of her marriage to her brother, she undergoes this anticipated 
metamorphosis: “in the lingerie Desdemona saw herself through new eyes, her thin waist, 
her plump thighs; she felt beautiful, desirable, most of all: not herself” (70). The 
correlation between the corset and the silkworm cocoon allows not only for the erotic 
transformation through which Desdemona becomes Lefty’s wife. Desdemona’s 
emergence from a silkworm cocoon additionally shores up the notion that her silkworm 
eggs are her eggs; the capacities of her body and the silkworm’s body converge through 
the shared space of the cocoon. And this convergence makes Desdemona uniquely able to 
generate genetic novelty.  
The silkworm is more than a figurative device in the novel; it is a citation of a 
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biological phenomenon. This literary symbol comes complete with its Latin name: 
Bombyx mori, a species that came to attention in the 1920s for its tendency to generate 
hermaphroditic offspring (Castle 41). These intersexed organisms “were really double 
embryos of opposite sex fused in the median line to form one animal” (41). Asymmetric 
coloring and external sex characteristics indicated that the worms were a merging of a 
male and female. While Cal is an XY male who appears feminine externally, intersexed 
Bombyx mori are, chromosomally, both sexes. These worms contain more than the usual 
two copies of each chromosome, manifesting twice the amount of genetic information of 
their parents. This genetic excess was thought to result from an act of maternal self-
fertilization, in which cells that had divided during the production of the silkworm’s eggs 
recombined and then merged with an egg fertilized by a sperm (42).14 The result was a 
double organism; if the two “half-embryos” were of two different sexes, then the 
gyandromorphic silkworm was born (42). Eugenides names the species in the chapter in 
which Callie is born, “Ex Ovo Omnia.” Or as Callie translates as a schoolgirl, 
“Everything comes out of an egg” (198). Eugenides cites the name, but not the 
reproductive propensities, of Bombyx mori. Yet the implication is that Cal derives from 
his grandmother’s silkworm eggs, complicating the novel’s assertion that the incestuous 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 For organisms that reproduce sexually, the production of each egg involves the creation of three 
“polar bodies,” which, while genetically equivalent to egg cells, contain much less cytoplasm 
than the actual egg that emerges from cell division. The preservation of cytoplasm in a single egg, 
rather than its distribution across the four potential egg cells created during meiosis, is thought to 
promote the nourishment of the zygote after fertilization. Polar bodies typically dissolve, leaving 
just a single, functional egg cell. In Bombyx mori, however, polar bodies sometimes fail to 
dissolve, making it possible that the egg and a polar body could be simultaneously fertilized by 
two sperm; or, two polar bodies might merge, constituting a zygote of wholly maternal origins, 
which can then combine with a fertilized egg. Either scenario would explain the formation the 
half-male, half-female organisms readily observed in the species, though a 1931 study advanced 
the greater likelihood of the former explanation (Castle 43).	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transmission of a mutated gene accounts for Cal’s intersexed body. Though Cal’s 
physiology and chromosomes do not mirror that of the intersexed silkworm, the 
subtextual work of the Bombyx mori eggs is to indicate a biological body prolific in its 
creative, and not just procreative, capacities. The processes of biological reproduction 
emerge as agents of surprise as much as guarantors of hereditary fidelity. And biological 
anomaly and novelty are not reproductive errors per se; rather, they are means through 
which variety is introduced, and, subsequently, through which natural selection and 
evolution may take place.  
As Harvard geneticist William E. Castle explained in 1931, heredity and variation 
are “the twin driving forces of evolution”: “Heredity ensures that descendants shall in 
general be like their progenitors; variation ensures that the descendants shall in certain 
respects be different from their ancestors and from each other [...] Natural selection 
determines survival and thus guides the course of evolution” (45). The introduction of 
variation is an essential part of survival, and the pointed correlation between Desdemona 
and her silkworm eggs while in the lifeboat with Lefty—a space defined by its ability to 
facilitate survival on a journey toward American-ness—suggests that their union has 
biological value. The oblique reference to Bombyx mori introduces the wiliness of the 
reproductive body without derailing the novel’s interest in the hereditary outcomes of 
incest. It textually mirrors the notion of genetic excess by providing more than necessary 
explanation about the potential origins of Cal’s body while also refusing to totalize any 
one explanation, thus formally evading the genetic determinism the novel seeks to avoid 
thematically. The citation in fact enriches the novel’s presentation of incest. By 
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documenting the era’s understanding of the female silkworm’s capacity to introduce 
variety through what is essentially its congress with itself, the outcomes of even 
predictable unions are destabilized. If an individual can independently introduce variety, 
then the reproductive certainties of incest begin to falter. The presence of Bombyx mori in 
the text as a species of interest in the 1920s additionally gestures toward the specificities 
of genetic science during the lives of the novel’s characters. If Desdemona “had no idea 
of the army inside her,” what did geneticists know?  
The novel tours obsolete theories of reproduction, including preformationism and 
the impact of maternal imagination. The family physician, Dr. Philobosian, alarms a 
pregnant Desdemona with the story of a woman who, “in the throes of passion,” glanced 
at a picture of John the Baptist and subsequently gave birth to a furry baby (116). 
Attempting to allay her fears (unbeknownst to him, Desdemona conceives after 
witnessing an erotically charged vaudeville portrayal of the Minotaur), Philobosian 
assures her:  
“All this nonsense comes from the Dark Ages. We know now that 
most birth deformities result from the consanguinity of the parents.” 
“From the what?” asked Desdemona. 
“From families intermarrying.”  
Desdemona went white. 
“Causes all kinds of problems. Imbecility. Hemophilia. Look at the 
Romanovs. Look at any royal family. Mutants, all of them.” (116) 
Philobosian presents his knowledge as cutting-edge, though his incompetence is a 
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frequent source of humor: he fails to notice Cal’s ambiguous physiology at birth, and for 
sixteen years following. Philobosian’s use of the term mutant, which originates in early 
twentieth-century biology, does gesture toward contemporary genetics.15 But his account 
of the term presents only the conservation of traits through incest; he fails to 
acknowledge that for a mutant trait to be conserved, it must be introduced in the first 
place. The gene both innovates and preserves. It is the single agent of the twin driving 
forces of evolution; it enacts a double logic that makes it a repository of sameness as well 
as a vehicle for change. This is what the era’s scientists were coming to understand. And 
it was incest, through its propensity to generate novel heritable traits—or mutations—that 
helped them to do so. 
 In 1910, Thomas Hunt Morgan produced the first evidence of the material 
existence of the gene.16 For over a year, he had been inbreeding fruit flies in his 
laboratory. Within the carefully inbred lineage of this population, “a male appeared with 
white eyes. The normal flies have brilliant red eyes” (“Sex Limited Inheritance” 1). A 
novel life form appeared, one that shared the genetic origins of its innumerable 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 The Oxford English Dictionary documents 1901 as the date of the first occurrence of the term 
“mutant,” arising out of Hugo de Vries’ Die Mutationstheorie, which proposed that spontaneous 
transformation could give rise to a new species within a single generation. 
16 Early in the century questions over the specific mechanism of heredity loomed large. Having 
revived Mendel’s work describing the heritability of traits in 1900, which had gone unnoticed at 
the time of publication in 1866, numerous scientists were working to explain the phenomena he 
recorded. Wilhelm Johannsen, as noted above, named the as yet undiscovered entity of the gene 
in 1909, aiming to replace the term “determiners,” presented by Friedrich Weissman. Weissman’s 
term, which reflected his understanding of germinal material as inviolate to external influence, 
became a lightening rod for eugenic ideologies invested in what they proposed were the 
inevitabilities of biology. Johannsen’s term aimed for more neutral ground, a reflection that 
Lamarckian, and even Darwinian, notions about the acquisition of heritable traits through 
environmental influence remained active in the scientific community. William E. Castle’s 
Genetics and Eugenics provides an excellent look into the history and debates of genetic thought 
in the era. 	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predecessors. In Morgan’s laboratory, incest yielded not reliable sameness, but 
variability. Morgan’s white-eyed fly was rare, but by 1926 over four hundred mutations 
would emerge in his colony (Theory of the Gene 11). An infusion of new genetic material 
could not explain these mutants:17 “These new characters arise for the most part suddenly, 
fully equipped, and maintain their constancy” (Theory of the Gene 59). Having arisen 
randomly out of the same germinal stuff of their red-eyed parents and siblings, white-
eyed flies could produce a whole population of their kind. Here was the double logic of 
the gene at work. Morgan’s ability to reproduce a given mutation serves as the very 
evidence that some fundamental transformation of the germinal material had indeed 
occurred. The very ability to replicate confirms that evolution has transpired. But neither 
the emergence nor the replication of a novel trait proved the actual existence of the gene. 
The advent of the white-eyed fly was remarkable for another reason: white eyes 
manifested disproportionately in male flies (“Sex Linked Inheritance” iii). The white-
eyed fly showed changes “to other parts of the body as well. The sheath of the testes is 
colorless, while it is greenish in red-eyed flies” (Theory of the Gene 62). Groups of traits 
occurred together. Based on the likelihood of mutations to appear alongside or 
independently of one another, Morgan and his students developed maps indicating where 
the genes for particular traits resided; he was able to propose an orientation, in physical 
space, for the genes that caused them—and in so doing, to demonstrate that the gene was 
a real, material entity (“Sex Limited Inheritance” vi). The more likely mutant traits were 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Fly laboratories humorously police sexualities; even in contemporary labs, technicians called 
“virgin catchers” watch carefully as flies mature, meticulously collecting them before they can 
contaminate themselves through unsanctioned and undesigned sexual encounters (Kohler 87). 
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to appear together, the closer aligned the genes responsible for them must be; genes for 
traits that appeared independently of one another must lie further apart. Morgan’s work 
demonstrated that genes existed in a definite configuration relative to each other. Gene 
maps presented the genes as “lying in a line—like beads on a string,” in a linear 
configuration with precisely measured distances between them (Theory of the Gene 24) 
(Figure 1.1).  
Yet the structural orderliness of the gene came into perspective only through its 
tendency to behave in a wayward manner; the effect and location of a gene could not be 
known unless it caused an observable anomaly. The gene that takes shape in Morgan’s 
still foundational work is characterized by ordered disorder. It moves steadily forward in 
time, but not without undergoing and inducing change. Its form and structure endure, 
while its content evolves. What a child inherits may be of, but not identical to, the genes 
of its parents, and a counterintuitive possibility arises from Morgan’s theory of the 
wayward gene: the making of altogether new organisms. The mutants Morgan bred and 
studied were new organisms, of his creation. Contrary to Dr. Philobosian’s explanation of 
consanguinity as evidence of the purely derivative nature of heredity, Morgan presents a 
model of incest valuable for its ability to expose the origins of hereditary novelty, making 
them locatable and manipulable. Morgan ushered in a biological vision of life as the 
cumulative functioning of discrete component parts with distinct operations whose effects 
could be both calculated and wielded. Desired traits, such as white eyes, could be 
produced individually, at will. The generalities of breeding were giving way to the 
precision of the prototype. Morgan and his students built stocks of research flies by 
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isolating and combining desired mutant traits: “useable bits were extracted from a dozen 
stocks and reassembled in a single genetic bricolage” (Kohler 78). Constructing a system 
of what Robert E. Kohler calls “experimental mass production” that marked the advent of 
modern genetics, Morgan’s fly laboratory took the shape of a fly factory that produced 
life to order, by design, and on a scale that rivaled the marvels of modern industry. By 
1923, Morgan had produced nearly twenty million flies, while Ford Motor Company was 
touting its comparatively modest four-millionth Model T (Kohler 67) (Batchelor 55). The 
Model T had been in production since October 1908 (My Life and Work 51). Morgan’s 
fruit flies since the fall of 1909 (Kohler 39). The outpacing of mechanical production by 
genetic production can be traced to the double logic of the gene. As Morgan inbred more 
flies, more mutants emerged; he in turn needed to conduct further inbreeding to isolate 
and study these mutations, a process that continued in perpetuity: the flies “became, in 
effect, a breeder reactor, creating more material for new breeding experiments than was 
consumed in the process” (Kohler 47). Morgan’s work “produced, as a by-product, more 
material for experiments of the same kind” (Kohler 47). Genetic manufactory 
implemented a system of perfect efficiency whereby its product was immediately 
recyclable as raw material. The most reliable of the gene’s qualities was the certainty 
with which it would manufacture novelty requiring further scientific replication and 
standardization. Genetic science had justification for its own ever-expanding existence 
built into its very methodologies—it had the perfect business model for continuous and 
continually expanding production, founded upon an organic mechanism whose 
propensity for reproduction was inextricably wound up with its proclivity to reinvent. 
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 Lefty and Desdemona’s marriage encapsulates this double dynamic. Their 
reproductive act is equally their act of re- production—a making, anew, of both 
biological and national self enabled by the genetic paradox of incest. The very insularity 
of their sexual union yields, for them, an immediate confirmation of a transmogrification 
that is retroactively affirmed through the mutation that marks their grandchild as the 
distinctly novel outcome of their efforts at transformation. The immigrant is a unique 
organism that has openly announced its mutational intention, and the seizing of 
Desdemona’s silkworm eggs is an attempt to control the immigrant’s mutational capacity. 
As in Morgan’s laboratory, this capacity was valuable not only for its potential to 
generate biological originality, but also because it enacted an economy in which genetic 
variation could always be profitably reabsorbed into the further pursuit of standardization 
and order. The loss of Desdemona’s eggs is financial in additional to biological; the 
usurpation of her capacity for creative reproduction is also the usurpation of her capacity 
to create, within the American marketplace, the economic stability of her family. With 
silk making no longer an option, Lefty and Desdemona turn, for their financial viability, 
to Ford Motor Company. There, Lefty will encounter an industrial bid to wield the 
efficient double logic of the reproductive body through the incestuous redirection of the 
immigrant’s genetic waywardness back into a profitable scheme for the perpetual and 
well-ordered mass production of not only Model Ts, but of model Americans as well. 
 
Incest on the Line: Forging the Ford Family Tree 
 “In 1922 it was still a new thing to be a machine,” writes Cal. He makes this 
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statement before describing the work conditions that await Lefty on the floor of the Ford 
factory, specifically the River Rouge plant which was, at the time, the largest and most 
prolific industrial complex the world had ever seen.18 Cal presents an ominous facility 
whose “eight main smokestacks” “each gave birth to its own dark cloud” (94). These 
dark clouds coalesce into a noxious shadow that envelops the “fifty, sixty, seventy 
thousand men” about to join Lefty during the day shift (94). The industrial grandiosity of 
the Rouge is confounded with images of the organic; the grounds were “like a grove of 
trees, as if the Rouge’s eight main smokestacks had sown seeds to the wind, and now ten 
or twenty or fifty smaller trunks were sprouting up in the infertile soil around the plant. 
Lefty could see the train tracks now, the huge silos along the river, the giant spice box of 
coal, coke, and iron ore, and the catwalks stretching overhead like giant spiders” (95). 
The factory takes on lifelike qualities, the ability, endowed by its ample store of 
resources, to sprout in the hostile soil of its own making. As Lefty enters the plant, Cal 
has characterized Ford workers as machine-like and the Ford factory as nefariously 
lifelike. Once Lefty begins his work on the line, it will become apparent that it is the Ford 
factory’s ability to automate its workers that enlivens it, and that this automation occurs 
through an incestuous logic in which the immigrant worker is absorbed into the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 According to website of The Henry Ford museum, the Rouge in its original form (it is still in 
operation today), included a building complex “a mile-and-a half wide and more than a mile long. 
The multiplex of 93 buildings totaled 15,767, 708 square feet of floor area crisscrossed by 120 
miles of conveyors.” Set at the intersection of the Rouge and Detroit Rivers, it enabled Ford to 
ship ore directly from land holdings in upper Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The facility 
included a “railroad with 100 miles of track and 16 locomotives,” and, “at its peak in the 1930s, 
more than 100,000 people worked at the Rouge. To accommodate them required a multi-station 
fire department, a modern police force, a fully staffed hospital, and a maintenance crew 5,000 
strong. One new car rolled off the line every 49 seconds. Each day, workers smelted more than 
1,500 tons of iron and made 500 tons of glass” (The Henry Ford). 
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mechanisms of a collective Fordist body whose industrially unprecedented reproductivity 
hinges on the promise of genetic disruption within it.    
 Cal’s depiction of the working conditions at the Rouge is a condensed rendering 
of Ford Motor Company’s own portrayal of its methodologies. As Cal points out, Ford 
introduced the assembly line to its Highland Park facility in 1913. By 1915, the Company 
began publishing Factory Facts from Ford, which provided a tour of the factory 
highlighting those “fundamentals which have brought success and made the Ford factory, 
in high efficiency and large production, the greatest institution in the automobile world” 
(3). It was these fundamentals that would enable the Company’s eventual growth into the 
scale of the River Rouge plant, and in tracing them, the booklet produces a kind of 
founding myth of the Company’s grandeur. It is divided in two halves, each of which 
addresses the making of one of what were, until 1927, the only two products Ford Motor 
Company manufactured. The Company puts it as follows: “While the Company has 
specialized in methods, material and machinery, and a single model of car, it is also, 
through its Educational Department and the Ford Profit-Sharing Plan, specializing in 
MEN” (41). The chapter in which Lefty’s misadventures at Ford take place reads as if 
Eugenides used this sentence to construct its outline. Cal details Lefty’s experience in 
making Model Ts, and in being made into the equally specialized model of men that Ford 
aimed to produce. The chapter’s title, “Henry Ford’s English Language Melting Pot”—by 
invoking the transformational qualities and immigrative contexts of the melting pot—
clarifies that when the Company states it is making men, it means that it is making 
Americans. The content of the chapter does the interpretive work of explicating Ford’s 
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narrowly defined standards of American-ness, the mechanisms put in place to enforce 
those standards, and why the making of Americans—as practiced by Ford—so crucially 
contributes to the vitality of the Company.   
 Lefty’s career as a line worker begins with a brief introduction to the lathe he will 
operate: “On the factory floor, my grandfather was trained for his job in seventeen 
minutes. Part of the new production method’s genius was its division of labor into 
unskilled tasks. That way you could hire anyone. And fire anyone” (95). Including 
immigrants. Eugenides is careful to represent the multinational composition of the Ford 
workforce; even before ratcheting up to the scale of employment at the Rouge, Ford 
employed, in 1915, “about 30,000 employees” from “fifty-three nationalities” (Factory 
Facts 5). When Lefty takes his “position on the Line,” he is flanked by fellow 
immigrants: “On the left stood a man named Wierzbicki; on the right, a man named 
O’Malley” (95). There is little need to rehearse the well-documented hallmark of Fordist 
production—the divestment of skill from work through the deconstruction of complex 
tasks into single operations performed by single individuals. What is worth noting is that 
this automation of workers, the dehumanizing realities of what Henry Ford boasted was 
“the reduction of the necessity for thought on the part of the worker and the reduction of 
his movements to a minimum,” implement a Morgan-esque genetic logic that allows for 
the ready incorporation of variation into the profitable and efficient service of 
standardization (My Life and Work 58). Cal’s assessment of the Fordist division of labor 
initially suggests that it enacts human interchangeability; O’Malley, Wierzbicki, and 
Stephanides are each substitutable for the other, each equally hire-able and fire-able. But 
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his description of the work they do belies a more complex dynamic: “For a moment” 
before the shift starts, “they are three men, waiting together. Then the whistle blows” 
(95). And their differences, rather than disintegrating, proliferate:  
Every fourteen seconds Wierzbicki reams a bearing and Stephanides 
grinds a bearing and O’Malley attaches a bearing to a camshaft. This 
camshaft travels away on a conveyor, curling around the factory, through 
its clouds of metal dust, its acid fogs, until another worker fifty yards on 
reaches up and removes the camshaft, fitting it onto the engine block 
(twenty seconds). Simultaneously, other men are unhooking parts from 
adjacent conveyors—the carburetor, the distributor, the intake manifold—
and connecting them to the engine block. Above their bent heads, huge 
spindles pound steam-powered fists. (95) 
 The passage emphasizes the line’s ability to exact mental and physical 
compliance by synchronizing the rhythms of man and machine; the careful tracking of 
time reflects Ford’s philosophy that a worker “must have every second necessary but not 
a single unnecessary second” to complete his work (My Life and Work 45). It similarly 
reinforces the rigid definition and discipline of the workman’s body; ideally, Henry Ford 
explained, each worker “performed only as much as he could do without shifting his feet” 
(63). Lefty is stationary, seeing “only the bearing in front of him, his hands removing it, 
grinding it, and putting it back as another appears” (96). The scene, at length, emphasizes 
the repetition of work on the line by repeating itself. In just two paragraphs, Cal remarks 
six times that “Wierzbicki reams a bearing and Stephanides grinds a bearing and 
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O’Malley attaches a bearing” (97). But far from making Lefty generic, Cal’s descriptions 
of the labor his grandfather performs emphasize the distinctive nature of his contribution 
to the Model T. Every recurrence of the workers’ names indicates their distinctness from 
the other. One is Polish, one is Greek, one is Irish; one reams, one grinds, one attaches. 
This stylistic choice resonates with Henry Ford’s vigorous rejection of the notion that 
“we have taken the skill out of work” (My Life and Work 56). “We have not,” he wrote. 
“We have put skill in” (56). The extreme definition and repetitive nature of the laborer’s 
task was, in Fordist logic, proof of rarification and expertise: “each assembler, or 
operator, performs one operation only, and repeats this operation on every unit passing 
through the department. As a result, every operator soon becomes a specialist, and 
specialization is the fundamental principle of the entire Ford organization” (Factory 
Facts 17). The men in Cal’s description function with the precision of the machinery they 
work alongside; they are mechanized, capable of reproducing with efficient exactitude 
because of their differentiation from one another.19 
 Cal’s rendering makes legible a Fordist fantasy operative within Factory Facts 
(Figure 1.2). In one of the booklet’s images of assembly line work, three men appear 
prominently: two tend to a single punching press, while another loads a pile of cutouts 
onto the assembly line. These workers, too, testify to the miniscule divisions of labor in 
place—no man punches parts and puts them on the belt. The foremost worker apparently 
pivots back and forth, reaching for a single cutout and depositing it for the entirety of his 
shift. He does only what work he can do without moving his feet. These workers in the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 This collective act of reproductivity evokes the erotics of factory labor as described by Mark 
Seltzer in Bodies and Machines. 
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foreground of the photograph reveal the intricate actions taking place across on the 
factory floor, which are lost in the attempt to convey scale. But between the definition of 
the right-hand foreground and the blurring of the background is a transitional element. A 
shoulder, an elbow, and a small portion of a man’s face and hat peek out from behind a 
press on the left side of the belt. His emergence makes noticeable the much more subtle 
appearance of the elbow of a worker one machine in front of him. These two men are 
parallel to the three men working on the other side of the belt. But because the camera 
angle trends minutely to the right, it places these men into a vertical alignment that 
creates the appearance of progression. The camera’s perspective prioritizes the men on 
the right, who look as if placed ahead of the men on the left because of the relative size 
they are photographically granted. They seem to appear in front of men they really work 
alongside of. The effect is to grant the assembly line the predominant authority in 
organizing the photograph. It transforms even parallel work into a single, linear stream 
that manages the progressive merger of machine and worker from distinct, to 
overlapping, to fully synchronized entities whose congress is so complete as to become 
invisible to the eye, and so productive as to yield the prolific and perfect parts they 
deposit on the belt. 
 The photograph evinces a paradoxical logic whereby difference is both 
manufactured and absorbed back into the workings of a larger order and efficiency. When 
Ford insists that his contribution to factory work has been to infuse it with skill, he is 
boasting of his own masterful intervention in production processes. The line worker’s 
ability to perform specialized work inhered not in his own abilities, but in Ford’s ability 
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to mechanically produce the worker he desired. Historian Ray Batchelor comments that, 
“the moving assembly line [...] is principally an instrument of labor management” (46). 
Ford rejected Taylorist principles of incentivization through piece-rate pay: “We do not 
have piece work [...] there is a required standard output below which a man is not 
expected to fall” (My Life and Work 87). He likewise viewed middle management as an 
inefficiency to be eradicated; he particularly bemoaned elaborate managerial structures 
that necessitated “the birth of a great big chart showing, after the fashion of a family tree, 
how authority ramifies” (65).20 One of the distinctive features of Fordist manufactory was 
its autocratic structure, its extremely pruned family tree; the Ford factory united the 
worker and the machinery he attended in a perfect union that made the need for 
management obsolete. The worker’s actions, thoughts, and movements were produced for 
him through the mechanical infrastructure of the factory—and this infrastructure was 
attributable to the vision, ultimately, of a single creator: Henry Ford. Made machine-like 
themselves by machines made by Henry Ford, workers could be integrated into a system 
of production that manifested the immediate and automatic implementation of Ford’s 
directives without the corruptive or wasteful interference of “the sub-foreman, the 
foreman, the department head, and all the superintendents” (65).  
 The image affirms the assertion, in Factory Facts, that “All material and unit 
assemblies move in one direction—that is, toward the Final Assembly” (19). It visually 
affirms the booklet’s rhetorical insistence on the reality of the speedy and seamless 
integration of identically rendered Model T parts: 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 For a discussion of Fordism and Taylorism relative to each other, see Evelyn Cobley’s 
Modernism and the Culture of Efficiency: Ideology and Fiction. 
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In following the Assembly Line [...] the visitor is impressed with the 
dispatch with which every movement is executed. The gasoline tank, for 
example, comes down from the fourth floor on a conveyor outside of the 
building, and drops through a chute onto a bridge over the assembly line. 
On this bridge is located a gasoline pump, from which each tank receives 
one gallon of gasoline before it is installed in the car. 
After the gasoline tank is assembled, a number of small units are 
added, such as the hand brake control lever, gasoline feed pipe, and fender 
irons, until the point is reached at which the motor is placed in the frame. 
The ease with which this is performed furnishes one of the best 
illustrations of the interchangeability of Ford parts. (22-23) 
This is a making so inspired as to merit the capital-lettered invocation of Creation; the 
depiction of Final Assembly suggests that the manufacture of each automobile culminates 
in the fulfillment of a maker’s inspired Design. So intertwined are the efforts of man and 
machine that the question of agency is obscured. The passage indicates the actions of 
assembly, but not the agents; it gives the impression of a fully automated process through 
which production simply occurs, with parts joining together of their own accord: the gas 
tank “comes down,” “drops through,” and “receives” gasoline before it “is installed” by 
unacknowledged hands or means. The series of prepositions—down from, through, onto, 
over, on, from which, before, after, until, at which—creates a narrative sense of motion 
that obliterates the need for distinguishing how, and through whom, action occurs. This 
productive and intimate communion between man and machine evidences Ford’s 
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successful replacement of mid-management with the disciplinary rigors of the line.   
 The outcome of such communion is the construction of a “growing” chassis that, 
“when it reaches the end of the line,” will “run on its own power” (Factory Facts 22). 
One 1915 study, Ford Methods and the Ford Shops, describes the Model T as a “new and 
seemingly vivified creation” (qtd. in Watts 146). The era’s newspapers likewise 
presented headlines declaring that a new Model T was “born every twenty-four seconds” 
(Watts 146) (emphasis added). And finally, Ford biographer and employee Samuel 
Marquis clarified that the Model T “is Henry Ford done in steel” (Henry Ford 4). The 
assembly line was not only a means of production; it was a means of reproduction. It 
trimmed the Ford family tree, reshaping the multilateral branches of managerial structure 
into a single line of descent running straight from Henry Ford to the Model T. It made 
possible the enactment of a literal corporate paternalism in which the factory and its 
outputs became an extension of Ford’s body, a mechanical instantiation of his creative 
energies, an astonishingly potent surrogate of a wholly paternal procreation that 
transfigures Ford into the literal, and not merely titular, father of mass production. Ford 
could look out at his fleet and see his own generativity reflected back to himself, in 
perfectly rendered automobile after perfectly rendered automobile. The Model T was akin 
to one of Morgan’s bricolaged fruit flies, produced by an assembly line that functioned 
much as a gene map—as a blueprint for the making of an organism by design, one 
compiled from parts contributed by a series of individuals. Just as Morgan knew that the 
gene for curled wings resided a precise distance from the gene for fringed wings, Ford 
knew with certainty that “On operation number thirty-four the budding motor gets 
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gasoline; it has previously received lubrication; on operation number forty-four the 
radiator is filled with water, and on operation number forty-five the car drives out” (My 
Life and Work 45). The ability of the Ford worker to perform, with mechanical precision, 
the singular task Ford designed for him to perform transmutes him; rather than merely a 
worker on the line, that is, he is incorporated directly into the Ford line, a specialized 
agent that makes possible a rigorously constructed act of Fordist (re)production. He is, in 
short, made into a Fordist gene. 
 The production of the Model T is a double act of fathering in the Fordist 
imagination. The forging of the Model T amounts to the simultaneous forging of Ford 
men endowed with the pedigree of their employer. Factory Facts provides a visual logic 
that makes these two outputs the dual achievements of the day’s work. The booklet closes 
with an image of “1,000 Assembled Chassis,” a “Record Daily Output” in 1913, which 
has since, in 1915, nearly tripled. The chassis—on display under the factory’s open 
windows, giving the impression of chutes out which they might have emerged—appear in 
their perfect, prolific, and ordered redundancy (Figure 1.3). On the cover is a near mirror 
image (Figure 1.4). Once again the modern factory looms large in the background, once 
again the windows appear as chutes depositing finished products into the yard. This time, 
however, they deposit not automobiles, but the workers who built them. As a bookend to 
the photograph of the chassis, the image has the effect of presenting the Ford workforce 
itself as a manufactured entity. These men may operate the line, but they also come off 
the line, products worthy of display. They are unified in ways the chassis are not: the 
Ford Motor Company sign clarifies the manufacturer of these products. And an American 
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flag signifies the nation in which they are made. Taken together, the two images suggest 
that the workers’ ability to produce the day’s 1,000 chassis signals their own readiness to 
come off the line; in making Fords they confirm that they are made of Ford, that they are 
capable of purveying his genetic stuff. Their contributions to building the Model T 
paradoxically make them its direct descendants, since it retroactively confirms their place 
and function within the lineage of the Ford factory. The Model T and the workers who 
produce it are presented as engaged in an act of mutual making. The effect of granting the 
immigrant genetic stock in the Model T is to affirm that he can beget American-ness, and 
that he therefore must be American himself, as signified by the flag that graces the top of 
the factory.21 He is retrofitted, through the factory’s actual and imagined processes of 
reproduction, with American genes. 
 It should be noted that, rather than making him identical to his fellow co-workers, 
Ford’s methodology for retrofitting the immigrant with American genes has the curious 
ability to magnify the differences between them. American-ness is derived from the 
absorption of discrete genetic bodies into a corporate body that proffers inclusion on the 
strict terms that its interests, its livelihood, its reproductivity are the driving aims of this 
bricolaged organism. The vitality of the factory, like that of the Model T, echoes and 
exploits Morgan’s model of the body. To present the body as made of manipulable 
component parts is not only to mechanize life and thereby inspire a vision of mechanical 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Greg Grandin’s Fordlandia (2009), in telling the history of Ford’s attempts to export his 
factory system to Brazil, documents the extent to which the making of the Model T, as the 
superlative American product, fostered fantasies of producing Americans. Grandin depicts Ford’s 
failed attempts to institute the company as an authoritative mechanical and social institution—
among more serious consequences of its colonial gambit, Ford’s South American workers, it 
seems, never caught on to the merits of square dancing.  
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liveliness. It is also to present a definition of life as incorporated. Transfiguring each 
worker into the semblance of a gene negates the need for a workforce made of identical 
workers; it is the collective ordering, rather than the elimination, of difference that makes 
both the production of the Model T and the livelihood of the factory possible. Genetic 
variation was no barrier to the perfection of industrial reproductivity; in fact, it allowed 
Ford to trade on the efficiencies of Morgan’s breeder reactor. Ford actively maintained 
difference among its immigrant workers through its commitment to what it imagined to 
be specialized labor. But it produced difference as well; the men on the cover of Factory 
Facts stand together as a body of Americans, unified and authenticated by the seal of the 
Ford Factory, alike enough to evidence the standardizing prowess of the Company. And 
yet the photograph evinces a second logic in which it withholds the very inclusivity it 
promises. The camera’s ability to compose collectivity, to assert compatibility, also 
asserts imperfection and variation. The image diminishes the details of the workers’ 
facial features and standardizes their height; yet the photographic perspective through 
which this effect is achieved also casts shadows on the men’s faces, revealing the 
divergent direction of each man’s gaze. Some look straight ahead, some to their right, 
some downward; they are distinctly revealed, in their slight variations, as individualized.  
 These subtle variations among the men in the photograph signal the justification 
and impetus for the ordered magnitude of the factory behind them. The very placing of an 
Irish worker next to a Greek next to a Pole draws attention to, and even multiplies, the 
differences between these Ford-made Americans. The very act of constructing 
collectivity makes minor variations apparent, and in need of recuperation. This double 
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logic reveals itself through a tic in the background of the photo. A man standing under 
the window two columns to the left of the flag has his back to the camera; the straps of 
his overalls make his orientation clear. Facing away from the camera, he constitutes at the 
very least a malfunction caught on film; this Ford product does not perform according to 
specification, does not reflect the unifying forces of the factory back to themselves, does 
not permit the portrayal of his American likeness under the authenticating emblem of the 
manufacturer’s flag. Yet his malfunction also reinvigorates the depiction of the factory 
and flag as makers of American-ness. Presumably a finished American product fresh off 
the genetically authenticating line, he comes out of the factory not ready to leave, but 
apparently in need, or even in desire, of immediate reentry. His posture suggests an 
intention or willingness to climb back through the chute, to undergo continued or re-
making. His imperfection reads as his very readiness to return to the line for further 
engineering. The photograph produces difference that it readily absorbs back into the 
rhetorical service of the factory’s continued vitality. The workers standing in the yard are 
at once finished products and works in progress; the man in the overalls clarifies that this 
is a photograph of men subject to continued reworking. Like the man in the overalls, all 
of these men will reenter the factory; the photo session will end and the shift will resume. 
The photograph creates and projects back upon workers the burden of a difference that 
may be mitigated only through a redoubled dedication to factory work, the perpetual and 
futile mechanism through which they are offered the false promise that they may 
manufacture their own American-ness.    
 Part of the futility, and therefore the efficiency, of this mechanism is its 
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incestuous structure. Ford enacts a line of descent in which the Model T and the 
American worker are figured as outputs of a mutual making, each confirming the Fordist 
origins of the other. They are tangled in a relationship that makes them simultaneously 
parent, child, and sibling to the other, the inbreeding offspring of their joint progenitor: 
Henry Ford. As the imagined reproductive methodology of Ford Motor Company, 
incest—manifest as the streamlining of inheritance from Henry Ford directly to the 
Model T through the mechanized absorption of genetic outsiders into a single and 
singularly prolific corporate body—promised cohesion and unity, the reassurance of 
known origins and outcomes. But the very need for such reassurance merely evidenced 
an infrastructural presence of, and reliance upon, the variance coded by the Company as 
specialization. As in Morgan’s laboratory, the controlled reproduction of a genetically 
pure organism (in the form of the Model T) unfailingly yielded genetic deviation (in the 
form of the Ford worker). The immigrant was not merely an acceptable line worker; the 
immigrant was the ideal line worker. His intention to mutate into an American—Lefty 
proudly dons his “new overalls. He spread his flannel-shirted arms and snapped his 
fingers, dancing in work boots” (93)— assures his willing assimilation into the rigors of 
Ford’s incorporated American body. And his capacity to mutate, evidenced by his ability 
to function as a finely tuned genetic component of this body, enables his ready and 
perpetual exclusion, as a mutant, from a fully attained American-ness. Having been 
mutated, incestuously, into a Fordist gene, the immigrant also marks himself as an 
incestuous mutant. Bearing the full stigma of the two terms, which together indicate a 
stubborn adherence to foreign hereditary origins as well as an inherent moral and bodily 
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waywardness, the immigrant emerges from the factory requiring further and indefinite 
perfecting and cooptation, something the factory is altogether eager to provide. Ford 
Motor Company usurps for itself, in other words, the transformational capacity of the 
immigrant body by incestuously redirecting it back into the means for attaining its own 
enduring liveliness, its own ability to evolve into an increasingly sophisticated and 
successful organism. Enacting the double logic of the gene as it emerged from Morgan’s 
experiments in inbreeding, Ford Motor Company demonstrates the appeal, to industry, of 
the new science of life. It adapts for its own use the dual capacity of the gene to 
regenerate and reinvent. It creates an industrial breeder reactor, in which the incestuous 
outputs of its own making may be recycled immediately back into raw materials for 
continued production. 
 Eugenides’ awareness of these dynamics manifests in Cal’s description of Final 
Assembly, which differs markedly from Ford’s. As Wierzbicki, Stephanides, and 
O’Malley ream, grind, and attach a bearing to each camshaft,  
The camshaft flies around the factory until a man unhooks it, attaches it to 
the engine block, growing eccentric now with fan blades, pipes, and spark 
plugs. And then the engine is finished. A man sends it dropping down onto 
a chassis rolling out to meet it, as three other workers remove a car body 
from the oven, its black finish baked to a shine in which they can see their 
own faces, and they recognize themselves, momentarily, before they drop 
the body onto the chassis rolling out to meet it. A man jumps into the front 
seat (three seconds), turns the ignition (two seconds), and drives the 
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automobile away. (97)  
Cal is careful to assert who performs the actions of Final Assembly: “a man unhooks,”  
“a man sends, “ “three other workers remove,” “a man” “jumps,” “turns,” and “drives the 
automobile.” As in his repetition of the workers’ names and the specialized actions they 
conduct, this passage reiterates the distinctness of the labor of Fordist production. The 
men who assemble the Model T, in this description, are not absorbed into an industrial 
corpus that grants them a badge of membership to the American gene pool. They remain 
excluded, they are distinct human elements even as “they see their own faces,” and 
“recognize themselves” in the body of the Model T. This extraordinary intervention into 
the mirroring of man and Model T in Factory Facts explicates the dynamic at work in the 
booklet, and on the factory floor; it suggests that the Model T is of the workers who build 
it, and yet their very ability to see themselves in it reflects back to them their wholly 
recognizable and distinct Greek, Polish, Irish faces. The standardized perfection of the 
Model T projects back on to its immigrant makers their own variation and deviation, even 
as it embodies the promise that, having made a perfect fleet of automobiles in the U.S.A., 
they might themselves be made in the U.S.A.—Americans all. Lefty is the worker in the 
overalls, willing subject to the continued remakings that indefinitely hold out the promise 
of an Americanization so complete as to be incestuous in origin while maintaining, 
through the very deviation inherent in the genetics of inbreeding, an irreducible 
exclusion. 
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Producing the Living: Propriety and Profitability  
 Cal’s depiction of these remakings demonstrates their reach; having been both 
made and unmade during his shift, “Every evening at quitting time my exhausted 
grandfather would come out of the factory and tramp across to an adjacent building 
housing the Ford English School” (97). “The Company expects,” reads the 1915 
handbook Helpful Hints and Advice to Ford Employes, “that every employe [sic] who 
cannot speak English will avail himself of this exceptional opportunity” (32). 
Accordingly, Lefty’s personnel manager declares that he will “have to take the course 
and pass the test. Otherwise he’s out” (93). The Ford English School was a partner 
initiative of the Ford Sociological Department, which came into being with the 1914 
announcement that every male employee over the age of twenty-two “who leads a clean, 
sober and industrious life, and who can prove that he has thrifty habits” was entitled to 
share in Ford profits up to the amount of the then astonishing five-dollar-a-day wage 
(Helpful Hints 8).22 Helpful Hints was a forty-one page manual on how to demonstrate 
these qualities, and hence an employee’s merits as a profit sharer. Mandatory though it 
was, attendance at the Ford English School came with significant financial incentive. But 
perhaps the biggest prize was the Ford English School diploma—possibly the closest 
thing to an authentic American pedigree the immigrant had opportunity to earn (Figure 
1.5). In addition to English, reported the Company’s internal magazine Ford Times, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 For detailed accounts of the announcement, implementation, and impact of the five-dollar 
wage, see David Brinkley’s Wheels for the World and Stephen Watts’ The People’s Tycoon. 
Andrea Tone, in her work The Business of Benevolence, documents that the five-dollar-a-day 
wage was an attempt to combat “an almost 400 percent turnover rate that followed the 1913 
introduction of the moving assembly line at Highland Park” (91). 
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students “learn facts every citizen should know, such as, ‘Mr. Wilson is President of the 
United States” (“Assimilation through Education” 411). The Ford English School 
constituted a course in civic training; it coupled English language instruction with lessons 
in right American living, and administered these lessons so effectively that Ford earned 
an official state role in the naturalization process: “The government has recognized the 
worth of this school to the extent of giving to men who hold a diploma therefrom their 
first papers without examination” (Samuel Marquis Papers 9).  
This honor is no doubt attributable to the rigors of the school’s curriculum. 
During his studies there, Lefty’s “desk felt as though it were vibrating across the floor at 
the Line’s 1.2 miles per hour” (97). Time at the school was an extension of time in the 
factory, spent under the watchful eye of foremen instructors, who ensured that Ford’s 
model Americans were produced to the same standards of precision as its Model Ts.23 
Where Ford exacted specialization from workers within the factory, it demanded 
conformity without—down to the dental hygiene (Figure 1.6). Lefty and his classmates, 
sitting with their “identical workbooks,” undergo a process of perfecting, of 
transformation from begrimed ethnic workers whose hair was “stiff from dried sweat, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 In O.J. Abell’s celebratory account of the English School, “The Making of Men, Motor Cars 
and Profits,” the clear extension of work hours into school hours is depicted as a matter of 
convenience: “the classes are held at such hours that the men can come directly from the shop 
before going home” (39). Likewise, the fact that classroom instruction is provided by supervisors 
is merely evidence of the sincere investment of all employees in the mission of the company, 
something rhetorically indicated by the use of italics to report that, “the instructors are the 
foremen from the shop who volunteer their services” (39). The Ford English School did, however, 
reiterate the power dynamic between the foreman and the line worker, directly translating the 
authority of the foreman to dictate to the immigrant how to work into the authority to dictate how 
to live, both of which derive from the foreman’s ethnic and social standing as an American. 
Oliver Zunz reports that, as a matter of policy, both English School instructors and Sociological 
Department inspectors were drawn from the ranks of “native” white Americans (Zunz 134-37). 
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eyes red from metal dust, hands raw” into finely polished products who “recited with the 
obedience of choirboys” the following: 
  “Employees should use plenty of soap and water in the home. 
  “Nothing makes for right living so much as cleanliness. 
  “Do not spit on the floor of the home. 
  “Do not allow any flies in the house. 
  “The most advanced people are the cleanest.”  (97) 
Ford men lived according to these company rules, as frequent home inspections by 
representatives of the Sociological Department ensured. Having discovered that “many 
employes,” “particularly those of foreign birth,” were “living and sleeping in over-
crowded rooms and tenements,” Ford had issued another mandate: “The Company 
expects employes to improve their living conditions” (Helpful Hints 13). Helpful Hints 
provided clear representations of what constituted improved living conditions. Side by 
side, the employee could witness, “An unhealthy bedroom, a breeder of tuberculosis,” 
contrasted with “A good, clean room with plenty of light and air” (Figure 1.7). “A 
crowded unhealthy bedroom” was especially to be avoided (14). “Employes,” Helpful 
Hints clarifies, “should have a single room, if they wish to be healthy and strong” (14). 
 Married employees were especially encouraged to “Avoid the congested and slum 
parts of the city” (13). Additionally, “Employes should not sacrifice their family rights, 
pleasure, and comforts, by filling the house with roomers and boarders, nor endanger 
their children’s morals or welfare by allowing them to associate with people about whom 
they know little or nothing” (13). And finally, families should “Choose a home in a 
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locality where ample room, with good wholesome surroundings, will enable children to 
get the greatest benefit possible from their play,” rather than expose them to “the streets 
and alleys of the crowded section of the city” (15). While presenting the “opportunity” of 
profit sharing, Helpful Hints confronts workers with the consequences of their failure to 
comply with the standards of American living set forth by the Company. The specter of 
the tubercular bedroom, of the child playing in the filth of the alleyway, of life in the 
slum parts of the city, are indicators of Ford’s determining role in making an American of 
the immigrant, of its importance to individuals like Lefty and Desdemona. Helpful Hints 
provides a formula for the progression of the filthy, slum dwelling immigrant into the 
prosperous, cleanly, home-owning American. A series of photographs documents the 
transformation of a worker’s shack, which he inhabited prior to the profit sharing plan, 
into a small house, and finally into a proper home adorned with a front porch and well-
established, healthful trees in the yard (Figure 1.8).24 Ford presents a story of the 
employee’s inevitably forward progress, whereby he performs triumphantly to 
specification both in and out of the factory. But set beside the house, the shack merely 
represents the un-American fate of the non-compliant worker. The shack is, presumably, 
all he can afford under Ford’s previous wage structure, and yet Helpful Hints presents 
such accommodations as evidence of the backward tendencies of the uneducated 
immigrant. 
 The payment of wages was contingent upon the use of wages; Ford determined 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 The presence of the trees indicates a certain fictiveness in the narrative at hand; the third house 
clearly did not develop out of the shack, given that the previous two photos evidence absolutely 
no plant life, much less trees decades old. 
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appropriate objects of expenditure, and even proper rates of saving (Figure 1.10). In one 
Ford Times article, “The Making of Men and Homes,” readers encounter Lithuanian 
Stanislaw Danzch, who learns that it is his “selfishness” that prevents him from sharing 
in the profits (81). Stanislaw had over saved his money. His savings account balance of 
$890 constituted financial mismanagement, especially because he achieved this balance 
through the letting of rooms. Stanislaw was promptly enrolled in the Ford English 
School, where “he was given some idea of American ways and customs,” and thereafter 
was “persuaded to invest a part of his savings in a house” (82). Three months later, “The 
man and his family were found in a comfortable cottage with six rooms” and a “large 
back yard [...] Certainly clean living and healthy quarters had taken the place of the dark, 
crowded, dismal and neglected two-room arrangement. Contentment was written upon 
the face of the wife, and the children in school promised a bright future” (82-83). 
Stanislaw was at last a profit sharer. Having learned that the spending of money is as 
important as the saving of money, he is entitled to make more money. And money, he 
now understood, should be spent to bolster domestic order and prosperity, to maintain 
ownership of a nuclear household occupied only by “immediate” family (Helpful Hints 
13). The wife’s labor should be freed up for the tending of both the garden and the 
children. The removal of the boarder as a transgressor in the home constitutes a cleansing 
both literal and moral: “The insanitary conditions” of “the crowded foreign boarding 
house” “are the greatest breeders of consumption and immorality” (“Unhealthy Living 
Conditions” 1). Physical cleanliness is linked inextricably with moral cleanliness; though 
this in itself is no novel development, the Fordist use of the term consumption registers 
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meaning beyond the customary conflation of squalor and disease as badges of personal 
depravity, or, in this case, their equivalent, foreignness. The attainment of moral 
cleanliness is achieved through the arrival at physical cleanliness, and physical 
cleanliness is attained through proper spending, through the purchasing and consuming of 
sanctioned domestic goods. In Fordist rhetoric, an American consumes oneself out of the 
habits of breeding immoral consumptiveness; an American breeds, instead, a practice of 
moral consumption by establishing upright spending habits as the foundational bedrock 
of virtuous family life. The purchase of the single-family home, and its requisite 
furnishings, expels the moral dinginess native to the foreign household by expunging the 
foreign element within it—the boarder.  
Eugenides shifts this dynamic in his reading of Ford’s profit sharing policies. The 
lessons Lefty recites indicate the extension of Ford Motor Company’s reach into workers’ 
home lives; yet in the novel’s account, the necessary scouring of domestic space arises 
not from the immigrant’s inherent tawdriness, but from the Company’s own sullying of 
workers’ bodies. In Eugenides’ rendering, Ford’s insistence upon household cleanliness 
is directly juxtaposed with the hair, eyes, and hands it has dirtied, aggravated, and 
injured; the novel suggests a need to recuperate a bodily transgression that, while enacted 
by the Company, becomes the burden of its workers to correct. The incestuous logic of 
the assembly line creates the need for the restoration of sexual virtue off the line. Having 
pursued the particular sexual transgression of incest, Fordism opens the possibility for 
sexual experimentation in general. Fordist production enabled practices such as the 
following: “On one occasion four men were found renting one-half of a small room in a 
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squalid, old bachelor house; two men occupying the bed at night, while the other two 
slept in the same bed during the day, as they were working nights” (Torossian 1). 
Reported with horror by the investigator who witnessed it, the scene is rampant with the 
threat of homosexuality; here was the sharing of beds by four men, made possible by the 
round-the-clock production schedules that necessitated both day and night shifts (Figure 
1.9). The lure of high wages, too, proved to be extremely disruptive to the family unit. 
Gladly trading wages of “ten to twenty cents per day” for Ford’s five dollars, many men 
left the stability of “their family circles” to find themselves “far from their mothers’ and 
wives’ care” (Torossian 1). The profit sharing plan even inspired sham marriages; one 
inspector reported a worker who paid a pregnant woman to pose as his wife; too young 
for automatic eligibility for profit-sharing, he hoped to qualify under the condition that all 
married men could participate (Chamberlain 2).25 
Having embraced an incestuous logic and methodology that mutated its 
immigrant employees into Fordist genes, Ford builds a moral taint into its employees that 
it redirects as a need for intervention at the level of household hygiene, the scope of 
which included the maintenance of sanctioned family units that could replicate, with 
exactitude, the materially comfortable American life Ford held out to them as attainable 
through submission to its full terms of employment. Fordist production created a need for 
the reassembly of the household, as defined in the following story of an unnamed Italian 
worker: Arriving at the worker’s rented room, the inspector observed that, “the place was 
rather clean, except his room in which there was only a cot for a bed, minus sheetings [...] 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Page eight of Helpful Hints contains a full list of criteria for profit sharing eligibility. 
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I gave him two days notice to fix up his room if he wished to receive a share of the profits 
(1). Happily, “After two days the room was completely changed, having a white 
enameled bedstead with a snow-white bed covering” (1-2). And, “a month later I visited 
the place again; he had bought a bureau and a mat for the floor. It was also amazing to 
see him writing a letter to his wife, telling her to come over because he had received the 
increase and was so happy to make his home here” (2). The purchase of the stuff of 
respectable and permanent domesticity, and the receipt of higher wages it in turn justifies, 
makes possible the reconstruction of a family unit headed by a man and woman whose 
sexual purity is marked by the “snow-white” furnishings of their private bed quarters.  
The proper use of wages restores the heteronormative household, defined by its 
dual ability to uphold Fordist production. The immigrant is coerced, through 
representations of poverty as a matter of willful foreign vice, into sharing a Fordist 
embrace of a virtuous American consumer culture. The spending of wages broadly 
stimulates a demand for manufactured goods that invigorates the Company, and the 
reimplementation of the decent heterosexuality this spending enables signals the 
generational perpetuation of Fordist values through its presumed outcome: the birth of 
new Americans who are direct outputs of a Fordist ethos in which the moral impetus to 
consume begets an indefinite willingness to produce even children according to 
specification. The Fordist assembly of the heteronormative household marks an 
intervention in the reproductive practices of the immigrant so as to assure compliance not 
only from the Company’s existing workers, but those workers who are yet to be born. In 
fully becoming a Ford-made American, the immigrant gains the ability to make 
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Americans according to Fordist specification. Hence Eugenides’ tactic for presenting the 
lessons of the Ford English School. Lefty’s recitation of Ford English School course 
material is the novel’s own recitation of Helpful Hints—Eugenides quotes directly from 
pages thirteen and eighteen in the handbook. Splicing several sentences into a list, he 
showcases the Company’s fixation on cleanliness. But he also proposes the link I have 
described between cleanliness and immigrant sexual conduct—and hence, immigrant 
reproductivity. The list is Cal’s quotation of Lefty quoting Ford, the implication being 
that the impact of Ford’s teachings is hereditary. Lefty passes them along to his 
grandchild, who not only recalls them, but also recites them verbatim.  
Cal’s intimate facility with his grandfather’s experience upholds his conviction 
that parents (and grandparents) “pass down physical traits to their children, but it’s my 
belief that all sorts of other things get passed down, too: motifs, scenarios, even fates” 
(109). As well as lessons from the Ford English School. As discussed, Cal’s authority as 
narrator derives from his genetic connection to the events he relates. In the absence of 
citation, Eugenides’ use of quotation marks around Ford’s words makes them attributable 
to Cal, as if they originate with, from, and of him. The effect of this conflation of sources 
is the insinuation that the scenarios Cal depicts have in fact become physical traits, stories 
materially embedded in his person, readable and reportable because they comprise the 
genetic fabric of the body. It is, further, to point to a Fordist intention to genetically alter 
immigrant bodies such that they can produce American life according to the terms of the 
Company’s own making. The novel argues that profit sharing was a companion piece to 
the mechanical manipulations of the factory in building a workforce to order. The 
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Sociological Department and the Ford English School, as the institutional implements of 
the profit-sharing plan, constituted another arm of the factory: “The making of men is 
simply a department of the enterprise” (Abell 39). Or, in Henry Ford’s own words, “The 
business is much more than a name. It produces the living” (Ford 177) (emphasis added). 
As the Company saw it, the payment of wages was a means through which to 
manufacture American life because it granted the authority to define the standards of 
American living. Ford fused the biological and financial sense of the term living into a 
new form of American life altogether—one wholly indebted and committed to the 
reproductive capacities of the assembly line. 
Cal is as much a product of Ford’s making as Lefty, born complete with an 
internalized code of Fordist conduct. Eugenides positions this feat of genetic engineering 
as the animus behind the Company’s attentions to the hygienic minutiae of the body; he 
is a keen and studied reader of Ford. During their inspection of Lefty’s home, inspectors 
observe Lefty’s technique for brushing his teeth, assess the condition of the bed linens, 
count the number of flies, determine that there is “too much garlic in the food,” and 
discover that he and Desdemona board with their cousin Sourmelina and her husband, 
Jimmy Zizmo (102). Nevertheless, Lefty is named a “top student,” and invited to 
participate in the Ford English School graduate ceremonies (99). “A European folk 
melody begins to play” as curtains part to reveal the stage. Its set features a steamship 
with a gangway that “extends into the stage’s other focal point: a giant gray cauldron 
emblazoned with the words FORD ENGLISH SCHOOL MELTING POT” (104). Lefty 
dressed, like his fellow graduates in the native garb of his homeland, follows the 
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procession off the ocean liner and into the cauldron: “Now SYRIA descends into the pot. 
Then ITALY. POLAND. NORWAY. PALESTINE. And finally: GREECE” (104). Once 
inside the pot, the immigrants make a frantic change of costume while their instructors 
take the stage: “They carry long spoons, which they insert into the pot. The lights turn red 
and flicker as the instructors stir. Steam rises over the stage” (104). And for the grand 
finale: “The orchestra launches into ‘Yankee Doodle.’ One by one, the Ford English 
School graduates rise from the cauldron. Dressed in blue and gray suits, they climb out, 
waving American flags” (105).  
The scene Eugenides portrays seems a novelist’s fancy. Yet it is a faithful 
rendering of the School’s ceremonies,26 which a 1916 Ford Times article, “The Making of 
New Americans,” describes as performing the final “fusing process which makes raw 
immigrants into loyal Americans” (151). Eugenides’ primary contribution to the scene is 
the insistence upon the sexual dynamic latent within this depiction of industrial forging: 
“In the front row, Henry Ford nods with approval, enjoying the show. Mrs. Ford tries to 
whisper in his ear, but he waves her off. His blue seagull’s eyes dart from face to face” as 
the instructors stir the pot bearing his name (104). One account of the Ford English 
School asserts that students graduate after nine months of study (Bushnell 156, caption).  
In Middlesex, graduation from the melting pot amounts to more than a superficial 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 In an interview with James Schiff, Eugenides speaks about his encounter with a photograph of 
the English School graduation ceremonies, and his knowledge of the workings of the Ford 
Sociological Department: “I got a lot of books and went to the public library in Detroit and read 
the newspapers from the 1930s. I came across a photo one day of Henry Ford’s English Language 
Melting Pot. Everyone thinks I made this up for the book, but I didn’t. The Ford Motor Company 
actually had a school for its employees to teach them English. It didn’t only teach them English; it 
inculcated them in Protestant virtues. People who worked for Ford actually came into employees’ 
homes to inspect them for cleanliness and to teach workers how to brush their teeth” (117). 
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performance of American-ness. It signals a belief in real transformation, forged by a 
process begun in the factory through the merging of mechanical and organic energies on 
the assembly line and completed under the strict paternalistic discipline of the 
corporation, in which Ford Motor Company births thousands of new Americans from its 
industrial womb (Figure 1.12). “Raw immigrants” are “fused” into “product[s] of the pot” 
through the assertion of a single paternal heritage signaled by Ford’s aroused dismissal of 
his wife during the transformative climax of the ceremony (“Making of New Americans” 
151-52). James’s vision of the nation’s universal sauce resurfaces, with Ford as its eager 
purveyor. It is this fantasy of single origins that grants graduates their status as “loyal 
Americans.” 
The authenticity of this newly attained status is confirmed by the trading of what 
Ford Times characterizes as “poor garments” for “neat suits,” giving the impression that 
graduates were both moneyed and “American in looks” (“New Americans” 151-52). 
Eugenides is careful to depict Lefty’s purchase of a blue suit, reaffirming that, in the 
ceremony, this act of worker consumption confirms the act of Ford’s production. The 
manufactured stuff of likeness redeems whatever anomaly the incestuous workings of the 
Ford plant and melting pot have collectively introduced—Eugenides squarely asserts that 
Ford’s reproductive ethos is an incestuous one, with all its industrially efficient 
consequences. If the Ford English School is a compensatory mechanism for the sullying 
of Ford men on the assembly line, their immersion in the Company’s melting pot 
nevertheless besmirches them anew: “In the cauldron, men are packed together, throwing 
off immigrant costumes, putting on suits. Limbs are tangling up, feet stepping on feet” 
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(Middlesex 104). Lefty is “feeling thoroughly American as he pulls on his blue wool 
trousers and jacket. In his mouth: thirty-two teeth brushed in the American manner. His 
underarms: liberally sprinkled with American deodorant. And now spoons are descending 
from above, men are churning around and around” (104). Lefty’s fastidious hygiene is 
directly contrasted with the threat of an incestuous homosexuality, which arises as the 
unclothed bodies of the graduates tangle and merge at the behest of the Fordist agents 
stirring them together into a collective product of Henry Ford’s making.  
James’s speculations about the tainting residue of assimilative comminglings 
reverberate in Eugenides’ depictions of Ford’s melting pot, with the important difference 
that, in Middlesex, the melting pot is a space where immigrants are tainted. Yet the 
incessant deviance engendered by Ford’s production of Americans is not a problem for 
the Company; rather, it signals the perfect profitability of its incestuous methodologies. 
Brothers of a single father all, whose own work will be to join in the (re)production of the 
Model T and thereby Ford Motor Company itself, the graduates bear the burden of the 
shared origins and outputs that are meant to be their triumphant entry into full-blooded 
American-ness. Ford Times describes the finale of the graduation ceremony in the 
following terms:  
Ask anyone [sic] of them what nationality he is, and the reply will come 
quickly, “American!” “Polish-American?” you might ask. “No, 
American,” would be the answer. For they are taught in the Ford English 
School that the hyphen is a minus sign. (151-52) 
But if the hyphen is a minus sign, then the quantity subtracted from the immigrant is 
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always his American-ness, and it is his American-ness that the immigrant therefore 
always has to re-produce on the line, and that he always has to re-consume off it. In 
Ford’s algebra the Ford men it makes are, like all incestuous offspring, the inheritors not 
of sameness, but of proliferate variation, that consummate badge of waywardness. Ford 
men are, in this accounting, not Americans, but Poles, Swedes, Germans, Lithuanians, 
and Greeks after all. The raw immigrant, having been thoroughly made into a Ford 
product, becomes a raw material to be recycled in perpetuity. I have been arguing that 
Fordism envisioned a process for the actual construction of people. That is to say, the 
striking recurrence of the language of “making” men amounts to the structural pursuit 
and implementation of a practice of biological fabrication. I have further argued that this 
process takes place alongside the rise of genetic science, which gave credence to 
industrial visions of body building, itself mechanistically producing life to order in its 
founding laboratories. And I have suggested that incest provides the underlying 
methodology for these early processes of manufacturing life, which simultaneously 
welcomed and disciplined the deviation—the difference—they inevitably produced 
because it provides an economy that profitably necessitated remaking. This strategy, 
reports a 1915 article “The Making of Men, Motor Cars and Profits” “pays dividends to 
the company,” whose own livelihood emerges out of its manipulation and deployment of 
the mutational intentions and capacities of the immigrant workforce it employs (Abell 
39).   
Lefty, newly emerged from Ford’s melting pot, learns that he has been fired. Just 
as he attains his official seal of approval from the American manufacturer, the Company 
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revokes it. Moments later, he learns that Desdemona is pregnant with Milton, who will be 
Cal’s father. The ostensible reason for Lefty’s firing is his failure to establish a 
heteronormative household; at the time of his graduation, Lefty and Desdemona still 
board with Sourmelina and Jimmy Zizmo. Worse, Zizmo has a police record. The 
Stephanides household does not outwardly conform to standards of Fordist propriety. Yet 
in its over eagerness to address its incestuous infractions through an insistence on petty 
markers of domestic compliance, the Company misperceives the threat that Lefty and 
Desdemona actually pose—which is their incestuous relationship not with Ford, but with 
each other. In firing Lefty, Ford relinquishes the very mutational potential it is attempting 
to redirect into its own reproductive legacy. In the sense that the transformational 
capacities of Lefty and Desdemona’s incestuous union move forward unimpeded by 
further Fordist influence, Cal is a defective output of the Company, a descendant who 
ultimately marks the Company’s failure to tame biology. His mutation testifies to the 
hereditary intentions of Fordist impositions as well as Lefty and Desdemona’s genetic 
defense against it. The inspectors are right to sense an underlying hostility to Ford in the 
Stephanides household; its reproductive energies lead to a rejection of reproductivity 
altogether. By engendering a grandchild whose mutation makes him both intersexed and 
sterile, Lefty and Desdemona exempt Cal’s biological body from the jealous attentions of 
the Company. Cal’s body at once defies Ford’s demands for conformity and resists its 
ability to redirect defiance back into the bioindustrial super-being of the Company. It has 
no reproductivity to give, and none, therefore, that may be manipulated, either 
mechanically or morally. 
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 Lefty and Desdemona’s practice of incest ultimately outmaneuvers Ford’s. Late 
in the novel, Desdemona is glad to learn of Cal’s mutation, because it makes vivid “old 
village stories” left behind: “‘In the village, long time ago, they use to have sometimes 
babies who were looking like girls. Then—fifteen, sixteen—they are looking like boys! 
My mother tell me this but I never believe’” (526). It is, paradoxically, the unconverted 
immigrant residue—a mutation that originates in Lefty and Desdemona’s Greek 
heritage—that allows for the evolution of Cal’s American life, which is free to define 
itself outside the perpetual cycle of industrial violation and discipline in which it was set 
in motion. The double logic of the gene ultimately rescues Cal from the fate of the Ford 
worker subject to the infinite terms of the Company’s making. The body’s very ability to 
inherit ensures its ability to transform. Its very wiliness in the face of threat is the mark of 
its steadiness. While the genetics of the past counterintuitively open new possibilities for 
Cal’s future, the genetics of the future also impact the present out of which they are born. 
The convergence of Lefty’s firing and the news of his fatherhood suggest a preemptive 
rebellion on Cal’s part; the inspectors are right that Lefty does not, and cannot, replicate 
the heteronormative practices Ford requires, even if they misconstrue the terms of this 
inability. The promise of Cal’s embodied rejection of Fordist reproductivity is enough to 
rescue his grandfather from the indefatigable intrusions of factory work and wages.  
This playful sense of genetic time is evident in one of Eugenides’ few deviations 
from the historical record of Ford Motor Company. Lefty works at the Rouge plant in 
1922 and graduates from the Ford English School in 1923; however, the Ford 
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Sociological Department ceased to operate in 1921.27 The novel’s engagement with 
archival materials that date nearly a decade earlier marks a final novelistic argument that 
the Company’s early attempts to synthesize biological energies and industrial practices 
enabled its expansion to the scales of production at the Rouge. The sinister model of the 
bioindustrial organism that the factory comes to embody indicates the high stakes of 
Ford’s boundless vision of itself as a manufacturer of American life. The previously 
untold history of the relationship between the gene and the modern factory emerges from 
this revisitation of the well-known, and often romanticized, legacy of Ford Motor 
Company. Through its embrace and presentation of a genetic model of history, in which 
perpetuation is inextricably linked to variation, Middlesex allows a particular chapter of 
American history to mutate into a more honest version of itself. In Middlesex, as in the 
body, to retell is not merely to repeat. Cal asserts that, “what humans forget, cells 
remember” (99). But as his existence testifies, it is the body’s ability to remember that 
ensures the survival of its ability to evolve. 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Another deviation is Eugenides’ portrayal of the function of the River Rouge plant, which 
served primarily to produce parts for, but not to assemble, Model Ts, a process that continued to 
take place at the Highland Park plant (The Henry Ford). 
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Figure 1.1.  Gene map. Thomas Hunt Morgan. Theory of the Gene (1926).  
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Figure 1.2.  Assembly line, Highland Park. Factory Facts from Ford, 1915. 
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Figure 1. 3.  1,000 Ford Model T chassis. One shift's output, Highland Park Plant, 1913. 
From the Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Figure 1.4.  Cover, Factory Facts from Ford, 1915. From the Collections of The Henry 
Ford.  
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Figure 1.5.  Ford English School Diploma for Mike Pachulski, July 4, 1917. From the 
Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Figure 1.6.  “Have you brushed your teeth today?” Sarah Terrill Bushnell, “Henry Ford’s 
Industrial Policy.” National Magazine, July 1920.  
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Figure 1.7.  “A tubercular bedroom.” Helpful Hints and Advice to Ford Employes, 1915. 
From the Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Figure 1.8.  Employees’ homes. Helpful Hints and Advice to Ford Employes, 1915.  
From the Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Figure 1.9.  “Fourteen men sleeping in one room.” Helpful Hints and Advice to Ford 
Employes, 1915. From the Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Figure 1.10.  Record of investigation showing the financial condition of Ford employee 
Edlore Labrash, 1917. From the Collections of The Henry Ford. 
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Figure 1.11.  Ford English School Melting Pot, Ford Highland Park Plant, 1916. From 
the Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor Company. 
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Chapter 2 — “Half-Forgotten Medicine”: Hybrid Histories in 
Louise Erdrich’s Tracks 
 
The plot of Louise Erdrich’s 1988 Tracks hinges on the market value of an 
unlikely cash crop. Faced with the loss of their allotment land, Fleur Pillager and the 
makeshift Chippewa family that forms about her in the course of the novel raise funds to 
pay the taxes on their tracts by selling cranberry bark to “the Pinkham’s dealer” (176). 
“The tonic dealer came to town each week with an empty wagon for cranberry bark,” 
reports Nanapush, one of the novel’s two narrators (176). “We were ready for him every 
time, although it meant we stripped every bush around Matchimanito, and when that was 
done ranged still farther into the outskirts of the woods” (176). In this brief moment, 
Erdrich signals a nexus of interests as of yet critically unexplored in work on Tracks, a 
novel often read as an account—an “autopsy”—of the disenfranchising outcomes of the 
Dawes Act of 1887, whose policies take full effect during the years in which Tracks is 
set: 1912-24 (Larson 1).1  While Erdrich is undeniably interested in the politics of land, I 
argue that she is equally interested in the politics of plants, particularly their appeal to and 
use by the state’s twin aggressor: industry.2 The dealer’s demand for cranberry bark, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Nancy L. Chick, Sidner Larson, David Stirrup, Tom Berninghausen, and Jana Knittel provide 
context and analyses regarding Tracks and the impact of the allotment process mobilized by the 
Dawes Act, which “parceled out […] reservations into private property” (Knittel 191). The delay 
in the full effects of the 1887 legislation has to do with the twenty-five-year grace period that 
initially protected land awarded under the Act from sale and taxation: 1912 marks the expiration 
of that grace period, though Chick, Larson, and Knittel all demonstrate a steady erosion of this 
protection in intervening years.  
2 Both Larsen and Knittel address the underlying aim of the Dawes Act to disrupt “nomadic, 
communal cultures” (Larson 1) and replace them with assimilated farmers: “self-sufficient tillers 
of the soil who would produce a specialized cash crop to sell on the market” (Meyer, qtd. in 
Knittel). Chick focuses on this convergence of state policy and commercial interest by reading 
Tracks as a dramatization of the White Earth scandal in Minnesota, in which the interests of 
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requiring “toil that split the skin on our fingers,” bespeaks a commercial operation of 
scale (176). Fleur’s cabin teems with the harvest, “a lake of drying peels” whose 
“constant shuffling and scratching” produced “a money sound that dragged around us, an 
irritation” (176).  
During the years 1912-24, the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Company was 
purchasing wild herbs and barks for the production of its Vegetable Compound for 
Female Complaints, which would ultimately transform the small family-run business into 
an international conglomerate.3 The self-proclaimed purveyor of “more herbs than any 
other medicine company in the world,” Pinkham’s is an emblem of the era’s ventures in 
the industrialization of plant life (“Yours for Health”). A pamphlet describing its 
production processes depicts its stores of herbs, foraged from around the globe, neatly 
ordered and contained within the space of the factory (Figure 2.1). Another image of the 
era, however, showcases a less orderly industrial foray into forest and field. In it, 
blackberries topple freight cars, pole beans elude workers elevated by blimps, and single 
ears of corn require cranes to pluck them from their stalks (Figure 2.2). A portrayal of the 
bounty of Luther Burbank, “the Henry Ford of plant breeding,” the image depicts the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
timber companies motivated legislation that radically dispossessed Chippewa tribes of resource-
rich tracts. Where these scholars acknowledge that “the ostensible goal of allotment was to end 
the subsistence activities of indigenous peoples and convert their economy to a capitalist one,” I 
hope to extend their readings by exploring not commerce’s intended transformation of the terms 
of Chippewa productivity, but what I see as its simultaneous aim to redefine and coopt that other 
entity inherent to Chippewa survival: tribal reproductivity (Knittel 191). 
3 Sarah Stage’s authoritative study Female Complaints provides a thorough history of the Lydia 
E. Pinkham Medicine Company. Susan Strasser’s work in progress, Cultures of Consumption, 
also contains an extremely informative chapter on development of the company titled 
“Commodifying Lydia Pinkham: A Woman, A Medicine, and A Company in a Developing 
Consumer Culture.” 	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industrial relationship with plants as one characterized by violence and destruction. The 
plants themselves are grotesques, their exaggerated size attesting to the demands of 
commercial productivity. Individuals flee this newly aggressive flora as it overtakes 
homes, squashes horse-drawn carriages, and generally threatens human life through its 
very abundance.  
In this chapter I argue that Erdrich situates Native America at a specific crux in 
this crossroads between horticultural plenty and human danger. I suggest that Erdrich is 
generally interested in the implications, for Chippewa Indians, of the commercial 
cooptation and deployment of plant life, and that, more particularly, she presents 
Vegetable Compound as a material locus where human and plant reproductivities overlap 
within an industrialized practice. The display of herbs in the Pinkham warehouse 
suggests a ready control of wild plant material that provokes inquiry into the ends for 
which this discipline is pursued. Among its many claims, the Pinkham Medicine 
Company presented its Vegetable Compound as a remedy for infertility, asserting that  
“There’s a Baby in Every Bottle” (Stage 127). In language that anticipates the decanting 
room in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, Pinkham’s unites the manufacture of plant 
and human products, equating the former with the latter. The irritating rustle of money 
that haunts the transaction between Erdrich’s characters and the Pinkham’s dealer 
indicates a certain cost, to them, from the sale of the cranberry bark. Pointing to a 
political economy inherent in the mass production of life—human or plant—the events of 
the novel suggest that any fertility procured through the production and use of Vegetable 
Compound is in direct confrontation with Chippewa futurity. The sale of the cranberry 
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bark renders asunder the “clan” that Fleur, Nanapush, and Margaret Kashpaw so carefully 
cultivate out of the decimated population of their tribe during the course of the novel 
(70). Margaret ultimately betrays the family by reallocating their collective funds to save 
only her tract. In response, Fleur denounces her relationship with Margaret, who has been 
both her midwife and mother-in-law. She severs ties with her husband, Eli Kashpaw. 
And, stunningly, she relinquishes custody of her beloved daughter Lulu by sending her to 
government boarding school. Finally, Fleur razes the “highest oaks” on her timber rich 
land. Invoking the metaphor of the family tree that pervades the novel, Fleur’s act 
symbolizes the disruption of Chippewa succession as set in motion by the presence of the 
Pinkham’s dealer on the reservation (2). If there was a baby in every bottle of Vegetable 
Compound, the children emerging from the Pinkham’s factory would not, it seems, bear 
the imprint of their quite literal Chippewa roots. 
This discordance between origin and outcome, I argue, is a hallmark of industrial 
plant practices in the early twentieth century. The superabundance of Burbank’s garden 
signals a commercial disregard for the strictures of inheritance. The threat of Burbank’s 
particular variety of agricultural plenty comes at least in part from his method for 
attaining bigger, hardier, faster growing plant life: a radical commitment to a genetic 
hybridity achieved through cross breeding. Contrary to the era’s thriving eugenic rhetoric 
about the deleterious mongrelization of the national stock, and in contradistinction to 
fears of Anglo Saxon race suicide, Burbank espoused a theory of hybrid vigor by which 
the child of two “diverse type[s] from widely separated quarters of the globe” resulted in 
offspring “likely to be stronger and better than either ancestor” (Training of the Human 
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Plant 9). His immediately popular and now ubiquitous Shasta daisy, for example, 
emerged in 1901 as a quadruple cross, featuring the hardiness of the American oxeye 
daisy, the large blooms of the European daisy, and the brilliant color of the Japanese 
daisy, all pollinated by the Portuguese daisy (Smith 144-5).4 For Burbank, what was true 
of plants was true of people, and he saw in the melting pot of the United States an 
unmatched opportunity to create a superior race of human hybrids. His astonishingly 
literal treatise The Training of the Human Plant explored his call for the nation “cultivate 
children like flowers” (“Cultivate”) (Figure 2.3). With proper care, America could use its 
multicultural composition as the very means to “work toward a race of children that will 
be the Shasta Daisies [sic] of the human family” (qtd. in Thurtle 13). The diversity of the 
national gene pool was no hindrance to the industrial capacity to produce a standardized, 
and superior, whiteness; rather, it was a means. Undergirded by its dependence on 
admixture, this whiteness nevertheless exceeded its hybrid origins.  
Erdrich accounts for the hostility latent in this paradoxical attempt to exceed the 
nation’s muddied roots in Native American soil. Pinkham’s transformation of indigenous 
plant life and knowledge into an industrial formula for a mass-produced American 
fertility affected, at the very least, the rhetorical occlusion of Chippewa contribution to 
the newly whitened and robust blossoming of the national flora. In contrast to the 
barrenness of the North Dakota reservation at the end of Tracks—stripped of its 
cranberry bark, bereft of its timber, reverberating with family fracture, and haunted by the 
stillbirth of Fleur’s second child—letters poured into the Pinkham Medicine Company 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 See also the account on the website of the Luther Burbank estate: <www.lutherburbank.org>. 
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from women in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming testifying to the central role of 
Vegetable Compound in their newly acquired fecundity. In Erdrich’s depiction, 
Chippewa supply white America’s capacity to vigorously reproduce itself. Given this 
dynamic, Tracks might be read as articulating, in the contemporary novel, the convoluted 
nativism Walter Benn Michaels’ Our America identifies in the early twentieth century 
United States. However, where Michaels locates a discursive fantasy in which American-
ness is predicated on an impossible succession from the Vanishing Indian, Erdrich 
invokes a biological technology by which Native America might be simultaneously bred 
into and out of the nation at large. Erdrich’s work literalizes, too, Alan Trachtenberg’s 
description, in Shades of Hiawatha, of the cultural production of native American-ness as 
a means of both authenticating and denying membership in a nation imagined as white. It 
portrays an intersection between emerging science and material culture that affects the 
realization of a fantasy by which, as Vine Deloria, Jr., wryly states it: “a large portion of 
the American population will eventually be related to Powhatan” (4).  
Tracks, then, anticipates Alys Weinbaum’s investigation of how the modern 
category of the nation hinges on the notion of race as reproducible, a notion that 
necessitates, at once, the construction of race as pure and the willful disavowal of 
miscegenation as the fundamental mechanism of national reproduction.5  By 
foregrounding the politics and practices of industrialized plant hybridity, Erdrich makes 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Reading Kate Chopin’s “Désirée’s Baby” as an allegory for post-bellum racial formation, a 
phenomenon she takes as instructive for describing the race/reproduction bind mobilizing what 
she describes as “racial nationalism” in the transatlantic at large, Weinbaum writes that 
“miscegenation is the overdetermined origin that is finessed by all projections of subjective 
coherence that are grounded in the idea of a ‘pure’ or knowable ancestor” (17). The very need to 
project racial coherence, that is, emerges from the impossibility of securing it. 
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visible what Michaels identifies as the innate and exclusionary racism of certain 
formulations of multiculturalism. Likewise, she locates what Weinbaum describes as a 
fantasy of racial purity contingent on its ready ability to forget the varied origins it 
inevitably arises from: “the idea that racial ‘purity’ can be reproduced is a ruse […] it is 
an idealization of reality that can only be produced by disavowing what is all too well 
known, and by repressing or otherwise manipulating the dimly, sometimes unconsciously 
perceived complexity of our racial and reproductive histories” (59). Through her scrutiny 
of the human dynamics of a plant product like Vegetable Compound—itself a mongrel 
concoction originating from herbs “gathered in all parts of the world”—Erdrich exposes 
the innate impulse of standardization, the whitening impetus, motivating Burbank’s 
hybridizing project (“Yours for Health”).6 Her invocation of “half-forgotten medicine[s]” 
orchestrates a corrective confrontation with fantasies of racial elision facilitated by the 
work undertaken by both Burbank and Pinkham’s (12). In this confrontation, she 
excavates certain internal, and redemptive, limits to industrial hybridization. Erdrich 
invests in a problem that plagued Burbank’s reputation as a vanguard of modern genetic 
manipulation: sterility. Hybrid vigor came at the cost of irreproducibility. While Burbank 
might breed a superior hybrid organism, that organism would be unlikely to reproduce 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Phillip Thurtle warns that “it is very easy for twenty-first century readers to identify the racism 
that saturates much of Burbank’s thinking,” apologizing for Burbank’s eugenic project as a sign 
both of his times and of his own racial and cultural perspective as white  (12). While it may be 
unnecessary at this juncture to “expose” the racism inherent to early-twentieth-century eugenics, 
in whatever form it arises, it is startling to see a dismissal of the movement’s bigotry as merely 
historical; doing so negates accountability for the ideas and practices of any given moment in 
time, and additionally neglects the relationship between contemporary attitudes and institutions of 
race (gender, class, sexuality, etc.) and those from which they arise. Erdrich, for example, clearly 
feels an impetus to address the racism of the present as a legacy of the racism of the past, 
following the latter through to its contemporary affects by linking the experiences of her 
characters across the twentieth century.   
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itself. It might encounter an outright inability to procreate. Or its offspring might have a 
frustrating tendency to revert to ancestral type, making the return to diverse origins a 
recurring problem in any standardizing scheme.  
The dually narrated work of an author descended from Chippewa, French, and 
German ancestry broadly heralded for its ability to meld Native American oral traditions 
with the literary conventions of the Western canon, Tracks is itself thoroughly steeped in 
hybridity. By scholarly accounts, Tracks—and Erdrich’s oeuvre at large—amounts to 
something like literature’s own exemplar of hybrid vigor. Celebrated primarily for its 
recurring use of multiple and conflicting narrators, Erdrich’s work is critically granted the 
ability to transform the modernist alienation of fragmented perspective into a redemptive 
heteroglossia that advances conceptions of self, history, and textuality as contingent, 
playful, and indeterminate. Credited for enlivening the textual with the open-ended, 
communal qualities of the oral, Erdrich is praised for achieving a literary innovation that 
uniquely advances Chippewa culture as not only enduring but also—in its novelistic 
permutation—transforming, evolving, and, therefore, living.7 Yet the novel embraces the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 This description, of course, constitutes a summary of many studies of Erdrich. James Stripes and 
Kari J. Winter specifically explore Tracks in the context of Bakhtin. Stripes argues that 
“Bakhtin’s notion of multivocal discourse offers an appropriate heuristic for histories of the 
borderlands” like Erdrich’s because “the fusion of cultural practices, languages, and cosmologies 
which were once alien to one another results in new forms which resonate with formerly useful 
social dialects, behaviors, and linguistic forms” (29). For Winter, one of these distinctive new 
forms is Erdrich’s “intertwining” novels, a strategy by which “Erdrich’s fiction never arrives at or 
implies a final Truth” (123). Erdrich’s stories, she argues, “complicate and continue instead of 
beginning and ending” (123). E. Shelly Reid argues that Erdrich must negotiate intelligibly 
between Western and Chippewa traditions if she is to present a Native sense of self at all 
intelligible to non-Native readers, and explores the way Tracks employs, in order to destabilize, 
Euro-American practices of autobiography. For Reid, like Sheila Hassell Hughes, the absence of 
Fleur’s voice, the telling of her story in the voice of Nanapush and Pauline, is meant to challenge 
the very notion of individuality. Catherine Rainwater similarly argues that Erdrich invokes 
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real biological limits of hybrid synthesis. It does so, I argue, as a defensive gesture 
against the deployment of hybridity in the service of a malicious standardization that it 
reads in the sale of herbs to the Pinkham’s dealer.8 This gesture emerges as historical 
incommensurability within the novel—the irresolvable tensions between fiction and fact 
that constitute another of Tracks’ important hybridities, and which surround Vegetable 
Compound, as well as the crucial plot point it drives. Erdrich ultimately refuses to present 
her novel as an easy synthesis of fiction and history. Allowing neither entity to overtake 
the other, she protects storytelling as a realm of politically productive imagination free to 
engage—without being subsumed by—the events of the past. Similarly, history emerges 
as redeemable through its very accessibility; its materialities testify to its substance while 
also presenting an indeterminacy of value beyond postmodern accounts of irretrievability. 
In Erdrich’s convergence of the two, fiction and history generate not their own hybrid 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
competing epistemologies in order to stage impasse, thereby both frustrating and revising 
readerly expectation: “the reader must pause ‘between worlds’ to discover the arbitrary structural 
principles of both” (422). In as much as “the world takes on the shape of the stories we tell,” 
Erdrich literally constructs space and place for marginalized cultures and people (422). Joni 
Adamson Clarke, James Flavin, and Maria DePriest additionally present arguments for the 
political value and literary qualities of duality in Tracks. 
8 The skepticism about hybrid confluence that I read in Tracks, then, might also serve as Erdrich’s 
own guardedness about the possibility of literary standardization—the risk, as James D. Stripes 
discusses, that the scholarly acclaim and popular appeal of her work make it “another kind of 
trophy in what Gerald Vizenor calls ‘the new fur trade’” (31). Vizenor poses in Narrative Chance 
that, “consumers demand more cultures and new literatures,” necessitating the production of 
authentic tribal artifacts—such as textual narrative—that can only be “absolute fakes” (5). 
Erdrich’s investigation of the vicissitudes of amalgamation troubles the notion that Native 
American fiction might be so easily coopted by the machinery of consumer culture, in part by 
destabilizing both the input and output of hybrid production. I will argue that in Erdrich’s 
configuration, states of hybridity and origination are equally in flux; the potential reversion of the 
former is matched by the plausible transformation of the latter, making it impossible for her work 
to be the darling of either a market invested in flawed notions of authenticity or an academy 
offering merely an insincere welcome to cultural diversity.  
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entity, but the redoubled vigor of each domain and their distinct abilities to bolster one 
another.  In Tracks, then, Erdrich’s experiments in hybridity enact a counterintuitive 
effect that realizes the subversive potential of Burbank’s work: the liberation of hybridity 
from a category of inheritance altogether, and its emergence as an entity defined by 
willful practice and collaboration in distinct and strategic opposition to its legacy as a 
status violently imposed by the interests of nation and commerce. 
 
 “I was a vine”: Reading, Razing, and Reinventing the Family Tree 
Tracks, like many of Louise Erdrich’s novels, opens unofficially with a family 
tree (Figure 2.4). Before Nanapush utters the novel’s first word to his “granddaughter,” 
the start of his account of the troubled history of inheritance and estrangement between 
Lulu and her mother Fleur, readers receive an overt signal of the novel’s deep interest in 
matters of heredity (Tracks 1). Originating at the behest of publishers and publicists 
rather than with Erdrich herself, these intricately constructed diagrams at once tidy and 
attest to Erdrich’s complicated stance toward succession (Trueheart 119). The very need 
to parse and untangle the relatedness of Erdrich’s fictive North Dakota populace signals 
the messiness of the family structures Erdrich presents.9 When Nanapush begins his tale, 
for example, he refers to Fleur as “the last Pillager,” the one Lulu “will not call mother” 
(2). In his characteristically doubled-edged language10, he both presents and destabilizes 
the relationship between Fleur and her daughter. He chides Lulu for her unwillingness to 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Margery Tower offers an essay tracing the relatedness of and relationships between Erdrich’s 
characters throughout her body of work. 
10 Maria DePriest offers a compelling reading of Nanapush’s role as a trickster figure in Tracks. 
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claim Fleur as her mother, thus asserting the filial relationship between the two. Yet he 
also troubles the line of descent: by naming Fleur as the last of the Pillagers, he insinuates 
that Lulu is not one. And she isn’t. She is Lulu Nanapush, at once his adoptive 
granddaughter and legal daughter. So is she the potential biological daughter of a series 
of other fathers. There is Eli Kashpaw, from whom she must have received “the 
unmistakable Kashpaw nose” (Tracks 70). There are the three white men who rape Fleur 
in the town of Argus, from whom she may have derived her green eyes.11 Or there is 
Missepeshu, the spirit of the lake, from whom she may have inherited “skin the color of 
an old penny” (31). These indeterminacies generate “more talk” in the way of 
speculation. Pauline, the novel’s second narrator, asserts that: “No one can decide if the 
child is mixed blood or what, fathered in a smokehouse, or by a man with brass scales” 
(31). But Tracks is more than a lurid tale of uncertain paternity. 
It is a tale of radical hybridity: Lulu’s. Despite her estrangement from her 
maternal lineage, she receives from Fleur a powerful intimacy with the animal world. 
When Fleur gives birth to Lulu, “it was as if all the Manitous all through the woods spoke 
through” her (59). “Turtle’s quavering scratch, the Eagle’s high shriek, loon’s crazy 
bitterness, Otter, the howl of Wolf, Bear’s low rasp” (59). The bear, as the totem animal 
of the Pillager clan, “heard Fleur calling” (59). It audaciously “came into the birth 
house,” and “filled Fleur with such fear and power that she raised herself on the mound 
of blankets and gave birth” (60). Inheriting by implication bear’s medicinal powers, Lulu 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 While my essay will not be reading the scene of Fleur’s rape, or directly addressing the time 
she spends working in Argus, I would point out that throughout Tracks, Erdrich takes great care 
to construct the spaces and practices of commerce as characterized by sexual violence.  
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also gains her mother’s characteristic “white wolf grin” (19).12 As Pauline describes it: 
“The girl is bold, smiling in her sleep, as if she knows what people wonder, as if she 
hears the old men talk, turning the story over,” as if the mystery of her origins empowers 
her (31).  In a rare point of agreement between the novel’s two narrators, and justifying 
Erdrich’s presentation of dual perspectives, Pauline asserts that, for residents of the 
reservation, the story of Lulu’s heritage “comes up different every time, and has no 
ending, no beginning” (31). Erdrich herself describes the “kinship network” that connects 
characters throughout her North Dakota novels as “chaos”; it is emergent, in flux, and 
subject to continual and even accidental alteration throughout her writing process (White 
and Burnside 107-8). This destabilizing of genetic origin, I argue, is a critical aspect of 
Tracks, and a politically productive one.13 The novel generates genetic ambiguity 
surrounding Lulu that operates in registers biological, mythical, legal, practical, and 
discursive, indicating its experimental stance toward matters of inheritance. The relative 
sparseness of the diagram depicting the characters’ genealogies points out the blatant 
inadequacy of the family tree as a representation of the histories, tensions, and mysteries 
of descent as Erdrich imagines them. The structural succinctness of the family tree, of 
necessity, disregards these complexities, relegating them to a blank and uncharted space 
against which the possibility of an ordered account of descent emerges. Its inscription on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 For readings of Tracks that engage Erdrich’s use of Chippewa animal mythology and 
symbolism, see Joni Adamson Clarke and Michelle R. Hessler. Victoria Brehm also offers an 
exceptional analysis and history of the evolution of the Missepeshu figure in Chippewa culture, 
and its important valence in Erdrich’s work.  
13 Inasmuch as the novel protests the very dismantling of Chippewa succession, Erdrich 
undertakes this destabilization at considerable risk, a dynamic I discuss further below.   
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the page goes so far as to eviscerate complexity altogether, replacing Lulu’s multiple 
hybridities with the literal whiteness that surrounds her on the chart.  
Rather than a helpmeet, then, the family tree that opens Tracks stands as an object 
of interrogation and inquiry. It is in the gaps between branches, those whitened spaces of 
hybridity where origins and relatedness are obscured, that narrative flourishes, and 
Tracks might be approached as a novel that reads the family tree as an agent of a dual 
violence: the simultaneous deployment and denial of racial hybridity in the service of 
American production.  
At the end of the novel, Fleur undertakes a radical and seemingly self-destructive 
protest. With her land slated to become the possession of the Turcot Lumber Company, 
she takes her own axe to the “towering oaks” on her coveted tract of trees, “whose flesh 
was so much older than ours” (220). The shock value of her actions comes in part from 
this anthropomorphizing, a signal of the close affiliation between the timbers of Lake 
Matchimanito and the Pillager family. They are the burial place of ancestors lost to age 
and disease, and Fleur’s stillborn second child, victim of its mother’s malnourishment. 
Their tortured physicality manifests the mysterious power of the Pillagers and the 
histories of hardship they have faced: “Those trees are too big, thick and twisted at the 
top like bent arms” (42). They are fierce defenders against intrusion of all kind: “In the 
wind their limbs cast, creak against each other, snap. The leaves speak a cold language 
that overfills your brain. You want to lie down. You want to never get up” (42). They 
disorient and bewitch lumberjacks, surveyors, and government officials alike, exacting a 
steep price for their aggressions: “The Agent went out there, then got lost […] the next 
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thing we heard he was living in the woods and eating roots, gambling with ghosts” (9). 
Erdrich invokes the figure of the family tree well beyond the genealogy that opens the 
novel, and Fleur ultimately rejects it. Its stolidity proves false: infiltrated by the 
machinery of industry—with Turcot wagons and “steel saws” poised to harvest—the 
Pillager forest has clearly lost its ability to secure its own longevity, to ensure the 
prospect of family succession coded here as property (223). “Land,” Nanapush advises, 
“is the only thing that lasts life to life” (33). Erdrich collapses the distinction between the 
Pillager family’s trees and the Pillager family tree, making the survival of the latter 
contingent on the transmission of the former.  
The violence of Fleur’s actions indicates a sense of betrayal, her anger at her own 
trust in a model of heredity built around the inevitability of inheritance: she had been sure 
that “no one would be reckless enough to try collecting for land where Pillagers are 
buried” (174). But Nancy L. Chick warns that, “the privileging of linear time and blood 
relations that determine traditional family trees is not tribal in origin, and is certainly not 
the ordering mechanism of Erdrich’s fictional universe” (85). It is, in her estimation, no 
surprise that allegiance to this configuration of lineage would prove inimical to tribal 
continuity; in fact, she finds in it the direct means of dispossession. Chick’s work links 
Tracks to historical events that decimated Chippewa property rights at the White Earth 
Reservation in northern Minnesota. She explains how, in a distinct reversal of the “one 
drop” rule by which Plessy v. Ferguson classified Americans as black, pressure from 
lumber companies resulted in a legal definition of Native American-ness that required 
individuals to have no white ancestry (84-85). Eager to label Chippewa individuals as 
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mixed-blood because doing so would lift restrictions on the sale and taxation of desirable 
land held by tribes, state anthropologists “literally and legally eras[ed] a person’s status 
as a full or true Native” (85). They did so by determining, based on examinations of 
“physical features such as hair, eyes, teeth, and skin,” that up to ninety-eight percent of 
some tribes were not authentically Indian, but of white descent (85). In tribal history, the 
pursuit of a blood quantum had made of the family tree a tool constructed expressly for 
purposes of disinheritance, and succession a means to “replace Native with white” (85).14  
Chick reads in the genealogical project at White Earth a drawing of strictly 
enforceable lines of descent that solidifies a malicious racial essentialism in the service of 
a state-sanctioned industry. But I would argue that what she catalogs is a remarkably 
fluid sense of race: a willingness to make of heredity a manipulable entity rife with 
possibility for interpretation and reconfiguration, a tactical eagerness to adopt 
hybridization as a methodology for the literal production of whiteness, and, subsequently, 
the implementation of systems of white production manifest in this instance as the lumber 
industry. What Fleur is so eager to demolish is the astonishing ephemerality of 
inheritance as she encounters it; it is the instability of the genealogical family tree that 
jeopardizes the Pillager forest. Nanapush comes to his own realization of this dynamic 
through Fleur’s protest: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Kim Tallbear’s Native American DNA and Scott Malcolmson’s One Drop of Blood both 
provide sophisticated analyses of the politics and history of tribal membership and heredity. 
Erdrich discusses these politics herself with Henry Louis Gates Jr. during her 2010 appearance on 
his PBS series Faces of America. She describes a problematic in which the specificities of lineage 
function simultaneously to prove and disprove an individual’s status as Native American in 
federal policy; it should be noted that Erdrich declined to participate in a genetic ancestry test as 
part of the show.  
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It was then I understood. 
 Around me, a forest was suspended, lightly held. The fingered 
lobes of leaves floated on nothing. The powerful throats, the columns of 
trunks and splayed twigs, all substance was illusion. Nothing was solid. 
Each green crown was held in the air by no more than splinters of bark. 
  Each tree was sawed through at the base. (223) 
Fleur confronts the fictive rootedness of genealogy; she merely materializes, by enacting, 
the intended outcome of the discursive splintering of family trees that Chick documents. 
Leveling her own forest, she denies both state and commerce the last word. Signaling her 
perfect understanding of a particular device by which industry affronted and whitened 
Chippewa heredity, she decimates it. She severs ties with her daughter and grants the 
Pillager oaks the opportunity at least to confront their aggressors: “the trees surrounding 
Fleur’s cabin cracked off and fell away […] pinning beneath their branches the roaring 
men, the horses. The limbs snapped steel saws and rammed through wagon boxes” (223). 
Astute though it may be, Fleur’s gesture is arguably futile, a reactionary lashing 
out against violence already done. The lack of recourse available to her indicates the 
totalizing nature of the system she confronts.15 Leaving the ruined grounds of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 As does her adherence, in the first place, to an understanding of family and heredity so 
decidedly contrary to those described by Chick as Chippewa in origin: “loyalty to tribal unity, 
interests, and traditions was more important than specific racial makeup of family tree” (86). 
Fleur’s unlikely investment in the Western family tree—being as she is, the novel’s fierce 
defender of old ways—reflects less her inclination, I argue, than the system she operates within. 
Hertha D. Wong offers a reading of the importance of Fleur’s relinquishing of Lulu (as a mark of 
the impossible post-contact pressures placed on Chippewa family structures), and of the 
importance of adoptive family structures to Native American traditions and practices of 
communal, rather than individual, mothering.  
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Matchimanito, she follows the road that “meet[s] with the “government school” where 
her daughter now resides; carting the grave markers of her forebears with her, she moves 
toward the “depots, stores, the plotted squares of farms” that now chart the course of 
Chippewa succession (224). But, Nanapush recalls to Lulu, Fleur “took strength” (218). 
With the falling of trees “plain daylight entered,” allowing for “small, new thriving 
grasses” to grow (9, 224). Despite the doom of her woods, Fleur’s garden, “the pumpkins 
and squash she tended,” “flourished madly, almost in defiance” as they “spread their 
leaves and blossoms” (218). Fleur’s trek toward the spaces of state and industry, then, 
may reflect neither concession nor inevitability, but further challenge fueled by the 
novel’s continued cultivation of metaphors linking human and plant life.16  
 
Mother Trees: The Business of Grafting Vigorous Hybridity 
While Fleur confronts the acquisitive impetus behind the discursive 
destabilization (and material destruction) of the family tree, Nanapush engages in his own 
acts of forestry: “I was a vine of wild grape that twined the timbers and drew them close. 
Or maybe I was a branch, coming from the Kashpaws, that lived long enough to touch the 
next tree over, which was Pillagers” (33). What Fleur levels, Nanapush seeks to secure. 
While Fleur rejects the forest as a figuration of the family, Nanapush undertakes to 
reinvent its very contours, attempting to entangle and interweave parallel trunks. If Fleur 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Indeed, Fleur’s march is in contradistinction to Hiawatha’s westward departure, which Erdrich 
clearly invokes. Where Longfellow facilitates Chippewa capitulation to the “words of wisdom” of 
his “guests,” Erdrich signals resistance and confrontation. 	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engages historic legal and commercial interventions in Chippewa genealogy, Nanapush 
experiments with the era’s biological mechanisms for reconfiguring heredity. Nanapush 
was not alone in his attempts to suture together the time-trained independence of 
individual timbers. During the years in which the novel takes place Luther Burbank, like 
the Turcot Company—and Nanapush—was disregarding familial boundaries, splicing 
together divergent plant life into novel and newly vibrant entities. At the height of his 
considerable fame in the early twentieth century, Burbank earned his own verb in 
Webster’s Dictionary: “to Burbank” was “to modify and improve plants and animals, esp. 
by selective breeding. Also, to cross or graft (a plant). Hence, figuratively, to improve by 
selecting good features and rejecting bad, or by adding good features” (Dreyer 13). 
Among his horticultural treasures, reported the Eugenics Review in 1915, were 
a scented Easter lily, a white blackberry, a stoneless plum, an enlarged 
sugar prune, rhubarb which will supply the markets months before the 
ordinary spring growth, cherry trees with double the ordinary crops, an 
edible quince, a strawberry vine which will bear the year round, a cactus 
pear, plants which will yield useful chemical substances, “paper shell” 
walnuts, and certain entirely new fruits. Among the latter are the 
“plumcot,” a fruit which combines the best features of the plum and the 
apricot […]. (Crane 198-99) 
 Burbank’s methodology for attaining many of these wonders echoes Nanapush’s 
strategy for uniting himself with Kashpaws and Pillagers. With a similarly deft hand for 
entwining disparate entities, Burbank turned to the time-honored practice of grafting, 
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transforming it into a modern means of mass production and altering the literal shape of 
plant life along the way. A trip to Burbank’s California estate would reward visitors with 
the spectacular sight of the family tree radically reconfigured (Figure 2.5). The 
centerpieces of Burbank’s garden were what he called his “mother trees,” upon which he 
pushed the very limits of botanical productivity by grafting up to five or six hundred 
seedlings on a single trunk (Smith 94). The seedlings themselves were all individual 
progeny of Burbank’s cross-breeding, something he undertook at a scale and scope the 
world had never seen.17 His garden was a microcosm of multicultural possibility, 
featuring Cacti from Australia, Mexico, and South Africa. Lilies and quinoa from Brazil. 
Pears from China. And plums from Japan and France (Smith 91). The hundreds of 
seedlings on each mother tree reflected vast and divergent parentage that manifested in an 
“amazing variety of fruit and foliage” spectacular to behold (Dreyer 7, 148). The purpose 
of the mother trees was at least dual: it enabled Burbank to easily see and compare the 
results of an entire cross of apples, pears, walnuts, or plums. At times producing up to 
65,000 seedlings in pursuit of a single fruit worth perpetuating, the consolidation of these 
hybrid forms onto a single locus aided Burbank in detecting superior variations among 
the offspring of each cross (Dreyer 6). It enabled the scale of his production, in other 
words. It also facilitated his ability to produce quickly: one of his earliest successes was 
the creation of an entire orchard’s worth of plum trees—19,500—in nine months’ time, a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 As Peter Dreyer points out, it was the scale of Burbank’s work, rather than his time-honored 
techniques, that distinguished him (7). The non-revolutionary—and even haphazard—nature of 
his work would later dispel hopes among the era’s geneticists and beliefs among the general 
public that he had discovered and mastered the mechanisms of biological inheritance. Katherine 
Pandora additionally provides an insightful discussion of Burbank’s exclusion from the official 
ranks of the life sciences.  
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feat he achieved by grafting plum scions onto the trunks of fast-growing almond 
seedlings (Smith 78-82). Burbank was revolutionizing both the means and the ends of 
botanical production: “the Henry Ford of the art” of plant breeding, he “brought mass 
production to hybridizing” (Dreyer 6).  In so doing, he dramatically increased the odds of 
attaining biological novelty—as well as industry’s ability to employ it (Dreyer 6).  
The vigor of Burbank’s hybrid means of production was reflected in the vigor of 
his hybrid products (Figure 2.5).18 His creations drew the attention of prominent 
biologists such as Hugo de Vries, who declared that, “The flowers and fruits of California 
are less wonderful than the flowers and the fruits which Mr. Burbank has made” (qtd. in 
Thurtle 1). They were admirable for their superiority in “size, shape, color, texture, and 
flavor, but also earliness of ripening, productivity, speed of reproduction, resistance to 
disease, insects, and frost, and cooking, shipping, and keeping qualities” (Shull, qtd. in 
Dreyer 147). “The correctness of his economic ideals” was unimpeachable (Shull, qtd. in 
Dreyer 147). “To Burbank,” then, was not merely to improve plants—it was to improve 
plants according to the criteria of commerce, which made him a figure of great 
contradiction: an advocate for a rigorous hybridity that ultimately served a logic of 
standardization and uniformity. His signature Burbank Russet potato, for example, 
resisted disease, traveled by rail without bruising or spoiling, and featured a “large and 
oval shape” (Thurtle 4; Smith 36). Robust, uniform, and transportable, it was also 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 It should be noted that there was (and is) no specific, identifiable biological mechanism that 
causes hybrid vigor, only the observation that “plants or animals which maintain normal size and 
vigor under self-fertilization or close inbreeding may nevertheless show an added vigor when 
outcrossed, that is when mated with individuals of races genetically different from their own” 
(Castle 301). Formally termed “heterosis,” hybrid vigor is theoretically, and phenomenologically, 
“due to heterozygosis, the cross-bred state of genetic factors” (301). 
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extremely palatable, with “white flesh,” and “conveniently shallow eyes” (Smith 36). It 
was especially favorable for making “fluffy baked and mashed potatoes”—and perfectly 
consistent French fries (Smith 36). Today, it is the preferred potato of McDonald’s, and 
dominates world markets (36).  
Burbank’s success arose from his unique ability to wed the novel appeal of a plant 
with the possibility for wide scale distribution. He was able to cultivate plants that 
produced and met demand: a strawberry that was both available year round and able to 
arrive intact on the East Coast created a dynamic by which consumers could “procure 
fresh fruit, often out of season, which increased the demand for fresh fruit throughout the 
year, which increased the demand for new and better plant varieties” (Thurtle 4). For 
Burbank, this amounted to what Phillip Thurtle describes as “self-perpetuating cycle” of 
profitable breeding initiatives.19 To farmers, it meant exploiting large markets through a 
new practice of “growing very large crops of single varieties and then shipping these 
crops across the country. This tended to concentrate agricultural production in a few 
specific locations that grew a limited number of varieties and eventually led to the 
modern monocultural practice” (Thurtle 11). Burbank helped initiate a process by which 
single crops underwent a massive upscaling, reducing the variety of plants in production. 
He additionally facilitated the very standardization of diversity, the transformation of 
singularity into ubiquity: “Once anomalous occurrences in large-scale crosses, these 
plants were selected for their ability to travel, for the fruits and vegetables to stay 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 This particular dynamic of Burbank’s work is reminiscent of the fruit fly “breeder reactor” that 
I discuss in Chapter 1. This internal efficiency in biological production is, I argue throughout this 
dissertation, both appealing to industry and a reflection of its own desire for perpetual growth. 
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undamaged in transit, and for the plants’ ability to grow in a variety of climates” (Thurtle 
11). Though Burbank pursued the remarkable variance latent in hybrid recombination, he 
did so in the service of the mass production of a vigorous uniformity.  
The spectacle of the mother tree epitomizes this political economy of Burbank’s 
endeavors: it was inter-special, interracial, and cross-cultural, the deliberate fabrication of 
a single and singularly fruitful organism defined by its simultaneous ability to yield, 
order, and cohere radical hybridity.20 It is the botanical counterpart to the redrawing of 
the family tree at White Earth, evincing the literal manufacture of heredity and the 
disciplinary redirection of disorderly origins back into the service of sanctioned realms of 
productivity. These realms are of course commercial and their products the literal stuff of 
white America: its wares and, subsequently, its populace. Hovering at the margins of 
Tracks are the industrial agricultural operations that Burbank’s efforts fostered; with the 
reservation cleared by the Turcot Company, its land is primed for white owners and the 
monocultural farming upon which they would build their economic, and subsequently 
their reproductive, vitality. Accordingly, the novel documents the rise of the industrial 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 In this respect, Burbank’s work both provokes and resolves anxieties internal to the practices of 
experimental genetics regarding the politics of its own imperative to traverse racial and special 
boundaries. William Castle points out the discipline’s own hopeless attempt to classify hybrid 
organisms as the specific progeny of two different species, and the reservation of the morally 
suspect term “mongrel” for those progeny who were merely the product of a cross between 
varieties of the same species (128). In this rhetoric, racial mixing appears more threatening than 
the potential recombination of widely divergent organisms; Castle, however, points out the 
futility of attempting to draw such distinctions: “it has been found quite impossible to distinguish 
species from varieties sharply, for Darwin showed that varieties may be only incipient species 
[…] If we cannot distinguish species from varieties, it is obvious that we cannot distinguish the 
products of a species-cross from the products of a variety-cross” (128). In the terms of this essay, 
Castle’s declaration underscores the impossibility of pinpointing pure genetic origin, and 
Burbank’s project the revolutionary as well as disciplinary potential of such a phenomenon. 	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farm alongside the declining fate of its mixed-blood family, the Morrisseys. At the start 
of the novel, their farm, “big for those days” and signaling the advent of large-scale 
agriculture, was “six hundred forty acres” (63). Near the end, despite their aggressive 
acquisition of land from their Chippewa neighbors, the proliferation of the family 
overtakes that of the farm: “The will to plant and harvest deserted them. They ceased to 
keep their books and breed their stock in their rush to breed with each other” (182). 
“Well-off people” seduced by the material comfort initially afforded by their alignment 
with industrial land use and appropriation, the Morrisseys are betrayed into a false sense 
of plenitude (63). Their sexual reproductivity paradoxically initiates their own demise, 
signaling the ideological mechanisms underpinning both the events at White Earth and 
the practices in Burbank’s garden, whereby hybridity—real or imagined—is a 
commercially leveraged vehicle for the ultimate production of whiteness.21  
The Morrisseys, arguably, can produce nothing else.  If the discursive effect of 
White Earth is to legally whiten Chippewa of mixed (or for that matter pure) descent, 
then their offspring become inimical to their very survival. It is in this way that Erdrich 
signals the complex logic of dispossession and annihilation that animates—and 
explains—the willingness to open the ranks of whiteness to Native America. Should the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Erdrich’s depiction of the Morrisseys seems to nod to Brian Dippie’s documentation of the role 
of amalgamation as a step beyond acculturation in theories of Indian assimilation. Dippie notes 
how the 1910 census was interpreted as legitimating theories by Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
Francis E. Leupp, and even Franz Boas, that “the offspring of the red-white union” was a 
“veritable superman” (250). Citing the superior fertility and physicality of mixed blood children, 
proponents of amalgamation advanced a particular strain of the story of the Vanishing Indian by 
which hybridity entails the production of a whiteness whose virtue derives from those native 
origins it paradoxically undoes. Burbank’s methodologies, then, are in direct accord with the 
specific politics of tribal futurity in the era.  
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Morrisseys have proven successful farmers, then, too, they would serve as stewards of 
white lifeways equally incompatible with Chippewa survival. To this extent Burbank’s 
mother trees serve as a biological specimen that both enables and reflects an imaginative 
shift in the function of the metaphoric family tree, whereby disparate origins may not 
only be rewritten, but also in fact physically conjoined into a seamless progression 
toward a robust national uniformity manifest in its plant life as well as the contours of the 
human lives that arise alongside it. This logic plays out in The Training of the Human 
Plant, where Burbank draws a literal correlation between the hybrid production of plant 
life and the hybrid production of people: “All that has been done for plants and flowers 
by crossing, nature has already done for the American people. By the crossing of type, 
strength has in one instance been secured; in another, intellectuality; in still another, 
force” (12). Out of this crossing arises “the grandest opportunity ever presented of 
developing the finest race the world has ever known” (4-5). The race of gleaming white 
Shasta daisies, or for that matter, the appealing white flesh of the Burbank Russet. Or the 
succulence of the Iceberg blackberry, laden with intrinsic and disturbing racial tenor, 
being, as Burbank presented it, evidence that a “White Blackberry” could in fact “be as 
productive and hardy, with berries as early, abundant, large, handsome and delicious, as 
the best black ones” (qtd. in Smith 115). Burbank’s productions could have the multiple 
virilities and virtues of their dark origins, repackaged into the more palatable form of 
“snowy berries” with “pale, almost translucent fruit” (qtd. in Smith 115) (Figure 2.7). 
It is worth noting that Burbank’s language itself crosses from the realm of the 
purposive to that of the inevitable: whereas “in my work with plants and flowers I 
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introduce color here, shape there, size or perfume according to the product desired,” the 
hybridity of the American populace occurs automatically, of its own accord (Training of 
the Human Plant 12). “Nature,” is the hand “developing” the hybridization of the 
American populace; this gesture rhetorically cloaks the specter of miscegenation at the 
heart of Burbank’s vision for the nation while also normalizing the re-production of the 
American from a single racial or national type (however fictive such a formation may be) 
into one of singular hybridity. Burbank’s language displaces the element of manufacture 
that nevertheless lies at the heart of his treatise, mirroring the complex ability of the 
mother tree to organically evince and, in so doing, dissimulate its own industrial 
making(s). His efforts to occlude these dynamics in The Training of the Human Plant 
clash with declarations elsewhere. In an essay written to elementary school teachers, 
“Cultivate Children Like Plants,” Burbank poses a question: “Did you ever think what is 
the most pliable and the most precious product of all the ages?” His answer:  “It is not 
pigs, mules, books, locomotives, cotton or corn—but children” (Cultivate 457). Burbank 
here presents children as the most critical of wares, the superlative of all commodities, 
but commodities nonetheless. His language suggests that children are products because 
they, like livestock, machinery, and cash crops, are producible. Similar to Nanapush’s 
enterprise as a grafter aiming to secure Chippewa continuity through the suturing together 
of once distinct family trees into a newly reinforced and fruitful entity, Burbank sought to 
procure an American futurity underwritten by an organic invigoration that could propel 
an in-built national supremacy in the form of genetic hybridity. Like Nanapush, though, 
Burbank would confront the limitation of his interventions, the falterings of hybridity as a 
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tool for manufacturing stable lineage. His naturalizing rhetoric, then, may also have to do 
with a certain wishfulness for a compliance that biology ultimately withholds. 
 
A Broken Net of Vines: Generational Incoherence and Historical Intervention 
“We don’t have as much to do with our young as we think,” Nanapush concludes 
near the end of the novel, as he sees the ineffectuality of his fatherly attempts to influence 
Lulu, his approaching failure to convince her to reunite with her mother (169). “They do 
not come from us. They just appear, as if they broke through a net of vines” (169).  His 
failure to reach Lulu to this end reflects a dual disjointedness: the inability of the grafter 
to secure lines of descent from one generation to the next, and the simultaneous inability 
to control the lives he has cultivated. Lulu veers out of the trajectory Nanapush has set for 
her. She has rejected the onus to perpetuate the hybridity she has inherited: Nanapush’s 
secondary motivation in speaking with Lulu is to prevent her marriage to a Morrissey, 
which would of course make her yet another conduit for the production of whiteness. 
Lulu stands in a precarious position in which she rejects her Chippewa past in Fleur and 
openly refuses to lend herself to Nanapush’s project of procuring a tribal futurity 
fabricated from recombination. This beautiful, bold child of myriad potential racial, 
mythical, and animal origins, locus of the doting parental energies of Nanapush, Eli, 
Margaret, and Fleur, finds herself in this textual moment either unable or unwilling to 
reproduce the hybrid vitality that has been her birthright and upon which the tribe has 
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placed its collective hopes for survival.22 It is no wonder, then, that Nanapush comes to 
imagine the arrival of children as an event of discontinuity, an instance of destruction 
rending those threads that tie their forebears. The vigor of hybridity, it seems, was located 
in the vitality of an organism, but not in its ability to breed true—to reproduce its own 
likeness.   
Generational incoherence was a phenomenon that tarnished Burbank’s reputation 
as a breeder. In the 1893 catalog that launched him to prominence, New Creations in 
Fruit and Flowers, Burbank offered customers “the best of millions of cross-bred, hybrid 
and seedling plants, which are now and have been produced at the rate of a million or 
more a year” (qtd. in Dreyer 98). In this sales pitch the scale and volume of Burbank’s 
operation testifies to the merits of his botanical wares; his seedlings are both superlative 
to the masses out of which they arose, and, commercially available in national markets, 
evidence of the ability to mass produce superiority. The expectation on the part of 
Burbank’s customers that, in possession of these prize seedlings, they, too, could perform 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 The importance of the Kashpaw-Pillager-Nanapush clan (and their offspring) to the rest of the 
tribe is indicated in the collective interest in Eli and Fleur’s lovemaking, which offers psychic 
sustenance when hunger and cold render the prospects of survival bleak: “That winter […] people 
fished with no concern for the lake man down there, no thought but food. People stood on ice for 
hours, waiting, slapping themselves, with nothing to occupy them but their hunger and their 
children’s hunger. It was natural that to take their minds off their own problems, they would cast 
their eyes to shore and learn a thing or two about what was happening with Fleur Pillage and Eli 
Kashpaw” (130). Although Lulu is already born, the potential fruitfulness of Fleur and Eli’s union 
signals the optimism bestowed upon her as well: “The chimney of the Pillager place smoked day 
and night […] Faint calls were heard, unmistakably human, thin in the freezing sky […] These 
cries were full of pleasure, strange and wonderful to hear, sweet as the taste of last summer’s 
fruit” (130). Offering the memory of times of plenty, Fleur and Eli additionally provide respite in 
the present, and an expectation of futurity: “Sounds carried so well through the hollow air, even 
laughing whispers, that people stood fast, let the chill reach deep into their bones, until they heard 
the satisfaction of silence. Then they turned away and crept back with hope” (130). The novelty 
of sexual pleasure and relief extends to an entire struggling community that finds itself now 
“faintly warmed” (130). 
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this marvelous feat led to disenchantment upon discovery that “Burbank’s second 
generation seedlings could not […] be expected to equal the first generation hybrid trees 
which he described in such glowing terms” (Dreyer 96).23 Basic laws of Mendelian 
inheritance—the understanding of which was still emerging during Burbank’s lifetime—
meant that traits that combined robustly in hybrid organisms would segregate themselves 
in subsequent generations. The children of cross-bred plants were by and large less 
spectacular than their parents, manifesting their more distant, and more mundane, 
ancestral origins (Figure 2.6). This tendency toward atavism led to skepticism about the 
nature of Burbank’s accomplishments. An emerging sense of Burbank’s charlatanism is 
visible in University of California agronomist Edward Wickson’s public response to 
being the namesake of one of Burbank’s newest plums: “To read in some eastern 
horticulture reports that ‘Wickson is a worthless cross-bred Japanese’ has caused him 
some anxiety lest he might be deported to Tokio [sic]’” (qtd. in Dreyer 108). 
Wickson’s remark testifies to the metaphorical comingling of human and plant 
life central to Burbank’s project, and its place in the national political imagination. 
Wickson’s estimation of worth, however, based as it is on a cross-bred organism’s ability 
to readily replicate itself, miscalculates the ultimate market value of hybridity. In Richard 
Lewontin’s Marxist reading of hybridization as a now universal practice in industrial 
agriculture, he remarks that, “self-reproduction presents a serious problem to someone 
who wants to make money by developing new varieties of organisms” (54). In particular, 
a true-breeding hybrid would render seed producers and nursery men like Burbank 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Dreyer is here summarizing the work of Donald Jones. 
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obsolete in the marketplace if, in possession of a specimen, farmers and gardeners could 
simply cultivate their own reproductions from its seeds. Hybridity, Lewontin argues, 
constitutes a “deliberate use of the principles of genetics to create a copy-protected 
product” (55). Especially before the Plant Patent Act of 1930 granted the first legal 
recognition of plants as intellectual property (Smith 308). Whatever bane hybrid 
irreproducibility might have been to Burbank’s reputation, it would equally become a 
commercial boon in that it shored up organic creation as the province of a few select 
producers, thus consolidating the already intertwined ideologies of horticultural 
profitability and racial perfectibility.24 Wickson’s uneasy sense of the hybrid’s propensity 
to convey not its own vigor, but that of its progenitors, bespeaks a certain haunting by 
disparate genetic origins manifest in the impulse to expel them from the nation. Though 
Burbank’s hybrid invention fails, here, to exceed its unpalatable heritage, this failure 
nevertheless incentivizes his efforts in botanical manufactory, granting him both a profit 
motive and an impetus to pursue further perfectibility.  
Hybrid irreproducibility additionally exposes a dual energy at the heart of 
Burbank’s project, in which the arrival at a superior cross-breed can be sustained only by 
a perpetual return to those devalued genetic predecessors from which hybridity arises, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Charlotte Perkins Gilman has her finger squarely on the pulse of this convergence, making 
passing reference to “these lady Burbanks” who populate Herland (51). Gilman’s lady Burbanks, 
“Conscious Makers of People,” are master breeders in the fullest sense: mothers to utopian 
governmental, agricultural, and cultural productions linked expressly to the careful management 
of human reproduction (69). In Herland, of course, biological and sexual diversity are at a 
minimum; Burbank’s commitment to an ideology of superior whiteness is more baldly presented 
by Gilman, whose “Mothers of the Future” reproduce their Aryan lineage asexually after 
geological catastrophe separates them from both men and the rest of the world’s population (58). 
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and only from which its vigor may be remade. On one hand, this return necessitates the 
continuous cultivation of origin, enacting certain limits to the production of standardized 
life forms. On the other hand, it structuralizes sociopolitical hierarchies of genetic worth, 
while also shoring up a genetic essentialism that disregards the inherent capacity of life to 
transform of its own accord. Despite its commitment to genetic novelty, the circularity of 
the commercial production of hybridity is predicated on an understanding of children as 
the product of a static ancestry. The valence of Lulu’s actions, the effort at detachment 
from origin, then, requires further scrutiny. By dismantling Nanapush’s net of vines, she 
severs the ties that make of hybridity a mutual bind, a cyclical impossibility whereby 
generations future and past are conceptualized as producing each other in perpetuity. Her 
act liberates her predecessors from an undue accountability for the shape of her life, the 
terrible obligation of ensuring an unattainable political and biological continuity. 
Unmooring them from the burden of producing her hybridity, she bestows upon her 
forbears a certain freedom, themselves, to vary. Embracing her inability to reproduce her 
hybridity, she need not enact the continued devaluation of her ancestry. Lulu 
counterintuitively animates tribal origins as themselves dynamic and indeterminate, and, 
therefore, vigorous and vital in their own right. If Fleur’s decimation of the Pillager 
family trees—and her subsequent relinquishing of her daughter—amounts to a rejection 
of a futurity dependent on inheritance, then Lulu’s dismantling of Nanapush’s 
hybridizing project constitutes a rejection of the past as both overdetermined and 
overdetermining.  
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Together, Fleur and Lulu perform complex textual work; their actions, and their 
severed relationships, enliven Chippewa origins through an unlikely strategy of 
disavowal that enables a reconceptualization of what origins are. Through them we can 
locate a tactic of Erdrich’s, who, as a novelist of Chippewa history, faces the particular 
burden of portraying the violent materialities of the past without conceding the future. 
Nancy J. Peterson discusses the especial vicissitudes facing writers seeking to articulate 
disenfranchised histories in an era of postmodernity: the hypertextualization of history 
writes the past away before unaccounted experiences and events can be authenticated, 
leaving already misrepresented or underrepresented groups doubly silenced, and 
historiography a fictive domain. Drawing on Linda Hutcheon’s retrieval of history from 
an over-theorized oblivion, in which Hutcheon insists that “past events are given 
meaning, not existence, by their representation,” Peterson argues that Erdrich presents 
canonical narratives of Anglo-American progress as a contextual backdrop against which 
Tracks intervenes, disrupting them by foregrounding perspectives that testify to 
Chippewa experience and marginalization (983).25 Arguing that Erdrich “works toward 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  25	  Jace Weaver’s recent work in The Red Atlantic goes further; his argument fundamentally 
rejects a tiresome practice of marginalizing the history of American indigenes by presupposing 
their marginality as players in the Atlantic sphere of activity. He traces patterns of travel, 
diplomacy, agriculture, and technology transfer that position Native Americans as defining 
contributors to, and not merely victims of, post-contact history. Similarly, Susan A. Miller and 
James Riding In’s collection Native Historians Write Back takes up the description and 
implementation of a practice of an indigenous historiography that fundamentally challenges both 
the stories and the methodologies of the “colonial” historiographies that dominate accounts of the 
American Indian history. Both accounts grow out of the ironic assertion by Vine Deloria, Jr., that 
“One of the finest things about being Indian is that people are always interested in you and your 
‘plight’” (1). Their work aims to correct the uncanny position by which “to be an Indian in 
modern American society is in a very real sense to be unreal and ahistorical,” in as much as 
Native American life is profoundly at odds with academically and culturally sanctioned accounts 
of it (Deloria, Jr. 2).	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an understanding of history not as an objective narrative but as a story constructed of 
personal and ideological interests,” Peterson reads Tracks as affirming Hutcheon’s 
estimation of the postmodern novel at large as “historiographic metafiction” (988).  
Walking a fine line between a referential past and one open for revisionary possibility, 
Erdrich “characteristically foregrounds the fictionality of history,” even in her bid to 
testify (988).  In Peterson’s formulation, this ficticity emerges through Erdrich’s 
depiction of contestation itself as the legacy of history—the very rise of relativism from a 
single point of origin in an ontological, material past.  
In an extension of Peterson’s reading, I suggest that by making history a space of 
contestation, Erdrich critically shores up futurity as a space of possibility. Erdrich’s task 
is not simply to testify to (and to make possible the telling of) untold histories, but to 
present a history of dispossession without enacting that dispossession as a foregone 
conclusion. Nanapush opens the novel by presenting Lulu as, and with, a paradox: 
“Granddaughter, you are the child of the invisible, the ones who disappeared” (1). Here, 
she is the heir of no ancestors, the progeny of no parents, the legacy of forbears whose 
ruin Nanapush aims to undo. As much as the material disinheritance Erdrich documents 
is attained through discursive and technological manipulations of genetic inheritance, she 
finds in these spaces of indeterminacy an unlikely space for reclamation. The unsettling 
of genetic origin becomes a plausible locus for protest and recalibration in which both 
family and history emerge as dynamic and irreproducible. And while such a stance comes 
at the risk of its own affront—the potential reenactment of the very annihilation of tribal 
past it protests—it also de-essentializes and, in so doing, deflects hostile cooptation. For 
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Gerald Vizenor the absence of referentiality in postmodernity becomes an extra-textual 
space of inaccessibility and preserve within which native cultures can thrive untouched; 
in Tracks, however, Erdrich unsettles the very notion of an attainable Chippewa-ness, 
whether defined by genetic purity or cultured hybridity—which is why Lulu cannot 
convey it.26  In Tracks, the obligation to perpetuate family, like the obligation to portray 
history “as it was” constitutes a limited understanding of what both family and history 
are: practices in flux rather than static, heritable, entities.27  
When the Pillager trees fall, Nanapush witnesses an exodus from the forest: “it 
was then that my relatives and friends took final leave, abandoned me to the living” 
(220). He experiences a terrible sense of loss in this proximity to a tribal heritage of 
death, a mark of the hostile and intentional disruption of the course of Chippewa history. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Vizenor writes that “postmodern is a pose in a language game that would controvert the 
institutional power of translation—what is seen or published is not a representation of what is 
heard or remembered in oral cultures. The postmodern printed word, in other words a pose, is not 
a source of aesthetic presence or historical modernism” (x). I understand him as reading outside 
(read: colonial) attempts to document, narrate, and study native life and cultures as encountering a 
certain futility from the start: the non-referential status of textual apparatus. In the realm of 
fiction, and Native American fiction especially, he sees this not as a force of historical 
evisceration, but rather as “a liberation of tribal stories” from the machine of cultural production 
by which Indian-ness is manufactured for popular consumption (xii). 
27 Such a stance indicates Erdrich’s intervention in Calvin Martin’s now famous (and flawed) 
description, in 1987, of the fundamental quandaries of “The Metaphysics of Writing Indian White 
History.” These, he argues, render Native America inscrutable to Euro-American perspectives 
because of fundamentally differing worldviews. Martin calls for a historiography that can move 
beyond the presentation of a “white reality, white thought world,” yet he proceeds to speak, 
himself, on behalf of the disorientation and helplessness of “the Indian” in a post-contact world, 
neglecting the most probable source of redress for both historiographic process and content: the 
voices of Native America themselves (30). The strength of Peterson’s reading is that it posits 
Erdrich as able to present a history recognizable to her readership while also renegotiating its 
very terms. Maria DePriest similarly argues, for example, that as a novel that tells Fleur’s history 
through the voices of Nanapush and Pauline, Tracks “makes what we cannot know as much a part 
of Fleur’s story as what we can know,” thereby embracing the limits of knowledge inherent to all 
history-making (250). 
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“Soldiers” momentarily infiltrate the passage, both assigning cause for and, in an act of 
further affront, disrupting Nanapush’s vivid reencounter with lost wives, lovers, sons, 
fathers, and mothers (220). Among the dead, he meets “Red Cradle, whom I’d called 
Lulu” long before assigning the name of this cherished daughter to Fleur’s baby (220). 
Here, Erdrich pinpoints the compensatory mechanism that motivates Nanapush’s 
experiments in hybridity, his attempts to mend past wounds by stitching together a future 
comprised of whatever incommensurate tribal families remain. His attempts to repair, by 
recasting, lines of Chippewa succession unduly obligate Lulu to perpetuate not only the 
past, but also its legacy of incursion and destruction. This particular inheritance—
embodied testament to suffering and obliteration—is one that Tracks disrupts. Flawed 
though his strategy may be, Nanapush ultimately embraces Erdrich’s impetus and 
relinquishes the dead for the living:  Sanawashonokek, “my first woman,” “took my arm, 
showed me how simple it was to follow, how comforting to take the step. Which I would 
have done happily, had only the living called from that shade” (220). Fleur helps him to 
this task through her decisive rejection of the political hostilities of the family tree, an act 
that liberates Chippewa ancestry even as it necessitates painful departure. And Lulu helps 
him through her rejection of the family tree as a site of genetic hybridization, in which 
she reads, by embodying, the reenactment of fracture and futureless-ness.  
It is Margaret, however, who delves into the practical matters of cultivating a 
Chippewa futurity. She does so by deploying this Western metaphor for family 
succession against itself in the commercial arena where it thrives, finding in the false 
diversity of its hybridizing energies grounds for a subversive tribal posterity rooted not in 
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the reservation’s timbers, but rather the cranberry bushes that thrive in their shadows.  
And it is through Margaret that Erdrich performs her own act of hybridizing, the 
amalgamating of fiction and facticity by which she revitalizes Chippewa history as the 
locus of an as yet undetermined Chippewa futurity. 
 
“Mishkeegawin”: The Hybrid History of Cranberry Bark 
 In a 1988 interview with the Chicago Tribune, Erdrich relays that, “The part in 
the book where they are really desperate for money and they gather bark for Lydia 
Pinkham’s Remedies is something my mom told me. They’d gather these bags of bark for 
the elixir” (Burleigh). It is not clear from Erdrich’s comment who “they” are: was it Rita 
Gourneau Erdrich herself who gathered bark? Was her mother, whose “stories of 
reservation and bush life” earn her prominence in the novel’s acknowledgements, 
relaying an earlier tribal history (xv)? Erdrich’s mother would not have been born—or 
certainly would have been too young—to participate in a harvest during the years of 
Tracks. But for that matter, there would have been no reason for anyone to be gathering 
cranberry bark from Pinkham’s from 1912-24: Vibernum opulus, as the company 
preferred to call it, was not then, and possibly never was, an ingredient in its Vegetable 
Compound tonic (Figure 2.8). And it was not until the late 1930s that V. opulus made an 
appearance in the less popular tablet form of Vegetable Compound.28 It is possible, then, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Sarah Stage and Susan Strasser both discuss the formula for Vegetable Compound, the contents 
of which are easily confirmed in the archival holdings in The Schlesinger Library. According to 
my search, there is no record of the addition of cranberry bark to the Vegetable Compound 
formula prior to 1939 (MC 181 Box 193; Folder 3417). 
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that Rita Erdrich gathered bark for Pinkham’s during the 1940s, when she would have 
been of age to do so. Historian Susan Strasser has commented that it would be unlikely 
that the by-then multinational conglomerate would undertake its sourcing in such a 
piecemeal fashion, although Charles Pinkham’s 1940 report “Location of Vibernum 
Opulus in Maine” speculates that, in Maine at least, “the natives would probably 
welcome the opportunity to gather bark and exchange it at the store for food and 
clothes.”29 He surmises further that the company might find ample supplies of wild 
cranberry bark in Nova Scotia, New York, and northern Michigan.  
 Charles Pinkham never mentions North Dakota as a possible location, or the 
Chippewa who live there as possible suppliers.30 But Erdrich’s seeming candor about the 
source of the novel’s plot also clashes with her stark assertion on the copyright page of 
Tracks: “Nothing in this book is true of anyone alive or dead.” Erdrich complicates the 
genealogy of her story, both invoking and obscuring the origins of her work. An 
exploration of this gesture, rather than a pursuit of the veracity of her tale, is instructive in 
interpreting the significance of the cranberry bark to the events and ideas of the novel. 
Tracks can be read as performing the work of Foucault’s “effective history,” described by 
Weinbaum as follows: “Effective history refuses timeless constants […] It refuses the 
certainty of absolute ‘truths’ and reveals the historical object to be just as complexly and 
contradictorily figured as the subjective lens through which the historian views the 
archive” (45). Effective history operates, as does Tracks, by refusing to seek in the past a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Susan Strasser graciously corresponded with me by email regarding her knowledge of 
Pinkham’s and cranberry bark. She also guided me to Charles Pinkham’s study in the archive.   
30 As noted in personal conversation by botanist Robert A. Kennedy, such a mention would be 
unlikely: cranberry does not naturally occur in North Dakota. 
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set of constants out of which the future arrives as a pedigreed derivative. It is the very 
search for historical origin that destabilizes flawed notions of timelessness, stolidity, and 
inevitability—and genealogy itself emerges as the methodology for achieving this 
recalibration:  
Genealogy does not resemble the evolution of a species and does not map 
the destiny of a people. On the contrary, to follow the complex course of 
descent is to maintain passing events in their proper dispersion; it is to 
identify the accidents, the minute deviations—or conversely, the complete 
reversals—the errors, the false appraisals, and the faulty calculations that 
gave birth to those things that continue to exist and have value for us; it is 
to discover that truth or being does not lie at the root of what we know and 
what we are, but the exteriority of accidents. (“Nietzsche” 81)  
 In animating cranberry bark as a complexly contradictory historical object, in 
linking its genealogy—mired as it is in error, false appraisal, and accident—to the 
geneaological disorder of Nanapush’s clan, Erdrich initiates a novelistic process equal to 
the task of telling necessary histories without foretelling their outcome.31 Refusing to 
“neglect as inaccessible the vicissitudes of history,” Foucault’s conceptualization of 
genealogical reading enables Erdrich and her critics to “cultivate the details and accidents 
that accompany every beginning,” to be “scrupulously attentive to their petty malice” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Gay Barton proposes that Erdrich animates family as a matrix of influence that affects 
individuals through heredity, but that also, in its own plethora of qualities, enables transformation 
in and by those who inherit them. Her study, like this one, links Erdrich’s interest in the 
multiplicities of heredity with the possibilities of history, arguing on behalf of “Erdrich’s 
conviction that Native people are not doomed, but have the power to rewrite inherited stories”—
even those stories of their own ancestry (77).  
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(80). The discrepant and indeterminate story of cranberry bark—a seemingly trivial 
historical object—emerges from Erdrich’s scrutiny as one full of petty malice readily able 
to lend itself to consequential ideological work. The discrepant and indeterminate story of 
cranberry bark additionally opens the novel and its inhabitants to their own productive 
indeterminacies. In her experimentation with the obscurities inherent in points of origin, 
Erdrich permits readings of the novel, such as this one, invested in accidental relatedness: 
the previously unnoted coalescence of the practices and ideologies in place at both the 
Pinkham Medicine Company and Luther Burbank’s nurseries, for example. What Erdrich 
mimics in her own hybrid presentation of V. opulus is Pinkham’s historied anxiety 
regarding the attainment and effect of the plant. This anxiety is industrial, the byproduct 
of a Burbank-ian desire to leverage a manufactured botanical amalgamation in the service 
of human standardization—and a recurring confrontation with the limits of this particular 
alliance of origin and outcome. Erdrich enacts precisely this confrontation through her 
literary cultivation of mystery regarding the role of cranberry bark both in and outside of 
the novel. Ultimately, Erdrich marks a proprietary boundary past which manufacturers 
such as Pinkham’s could not trespass, and which readers may interpret but not fully 
resolve. The selling of the cranberry bark emerges as an act of empowerment in that it 
shores up the hybrid production of whiteness as mired inimically in Chippewa roots 
whose particular vigor it could neither understand or control, much less efface.  Put 
another way, Erdrich initiates a readerly practice of agnotology, “the study of culturally 
induced ignorances,” whose virtues Londa Schiebinger describes as the following: 
“Agnotology refocuses questions about ‘how we know’ to include questions about what 
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we do not know, and why not. Ignorance is often not merely the absence of knowledge 
but an outcome of cultural and political struggle” (3). The uncertainties regarding 
cranberry bark, as they circulate in and outside of Tracks, constitute such a culturally 
induced ignorance, leveraged politically, I argue, as a strategy of Chippewa survival. 
 Despite Strasser’s reasonable doubts that Pinkham’s would be sourcing V. opulus 
directly from Native America, Charles Pinkham’s report reflects a particular quandary for 
a modern manufacturer of an herbal remedy. No doubt Pinkham’s would have preferred 
to buy what Burbank was working toward selling: uniform plant life.  Strasser notes that 
“every bottle of Lydia Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound – like every bar of Ivory soap – 
had to be essentially identical to every other one, so that consumers who liked them and 
came back for more would be satisfied that they had gotten the same product” (16). 
Natural variation and misidentification of wild herbs—leading potentially to differences 
in flavor as well as function—were both major concerns for Pinkham’s (Strasser 16-17). 
The company handled these problems in part by relying on wholesale druggists as 
middlemen who helped to ensure the merits of their purchase (Strasser 16-17), but also 
by developing its own internal quality control checks.  Indeed, its scrupulousness in the 
matter of herb selection became a marketing strategy: “All herbs used are purchased from 
reputable sources,” Pinkham’s eagerly assured consumers. “When bids are asked for 
various herbs a sample is requested […] Unless the sample equals or surpasses the 
standards” it is rejected. Should a vendor pass this initial test, the full shipment of herbs 
would be subjected to further scrutiny: “every bag is tagged and given a serial number” 
(“Process of Manufacture” 1). Once again, “Unless the entire lot meets the same high 
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standards it is rejected.”32 Increasingly sophisticated brochures depict the careful 
ordering, scouring, and purifying processes so critical to the making of Vegetable 
Compound (Figure 2.9). 
 These practices are at once reasonable and compensatory, catalyzed by a desire to 
impose an impossible uniformity on plants “gathered in all parts of the world and sent to 
the Pinkham Laboratories in large sacks, bales, barrels and cases” (“Yours for Health”). 
“The supply of crude herbs used in the Pinkham Laboratories in one year being over 
500,000 pounds” in 1924, the company allocated “over 10,000 square feet of floor space” 
to “handle them” (“Yours for Health”). This scale of operation dwarfs and antiquates the 
processes of local foraging that Erdrich presents, yet Pinkham’s does not appear to have 
considered or pursued commercial cultivation of the gentian, licorice, black cohosh, 
pleurisy root, unicorn root, chamomile, fenugreek, or dandelion root that were mainstays 
of its formula. The company instead cast itself as an employer: the collection of herbs 
was  “a great business in and of itself, and gives employment to thousands of men and 
women” whose expertise could “secure the necessary plants or herbs” for Pinkham’s 
(“Yours for Health”). The vast network of Pinkham’s gatherers possessed the specialized 
knowledge required for the painstakingly particular work of identifying and harvesting 
these herbs: 
It is of great importance that all these flowers, leaves, roots, and so on, be 
gathered in the proper season: that is, at the time when the natural juices—
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 An undated document specifies the allowable degree of contamination in each herb purchased 
by Pinkham’s. For V. Opulus, it is “Not more than 5% adhering wood and not more than 2% of 
other foreign organic matter” (“Herbs”). 
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the medicinal substances—are at their best. Flowers, leaves and parts 
appearing above the ground are gathered during the summer just at the 
time the plants are in their best state. Roots are dug during the autumn and 
winter, for then the juices have left the part of the plant above ground and 
returned to store energy in the root. Barks are collected according to the 
same idea, and the time of collection, of course, depends largely on the 
tree or herb from which they are taken. (“Yours for Health”) 
 Despite its rhetoric about quality, then, Pinkham’s is in the contradictory position 
of relying on foragers and suppliers to set the very standards it aims to enforce. With 
respect to cranberry bark, at least, there may be an identifiable reason why Pinkham’s did 
not eliminate this particular vulnerability by simply planting its own crop: “Though it is 
often cultivated in yards, under the name of Gueldre’s rose, or snowball,” reported I. J. 
M. Goss in the 1877 New Medicines and their Special Therapeutics, cranberry bark “is 
entirely changed by cultivation and the wild plant is only used as a medicine” (102). 
Goss’s study, which is included in the Pinkham Scientific Laboratory’s compendia of 
sources on V. opulus, may or may not present accurate information. But it points to a 
perception regarding the relative merits of domesticated and wild plants that reverberates 
in advertisements for Vegetable Compound, which presented Pinkham’s altogether 
modern product as an “old-fashioned root and herb remedy” (“Origin of Medicines”).  
Pinkham’s fostered this sense of time-honored trust in part through advancing Lydia 
Pinkham’s persona as a discreet and experienced practitioner of womanly healing akin to 
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Sarah Orne Jewett’s Mrs. Todd.33  But Pinkham’s additionally traded on a correlation 
between natural and native, running “Special Pinkham’s Notices” with headlines such as 
“The ‘Heal-All’ of the Indians” (1921) and “The Indians Knew” (1921). These ads 
invoke Native America without undermining the company’s own authority: “The Indians 
and early settlers knew and benefited by Nature’s Allies, the roots and herbs of the field. 
Because Lydia E. Pinkham knew their medicinal value, thousands of women all over the 
world have been saved from operations” (“The Indians Knew”). 
 Here, as in “The ‘Heal-All’ of the Indians,” Pinkham’s both associates itself with 
and distances itself from native herbal practitioners: 
There is an herb which grows wild on our Western Plains known as 
“Manzanita” and to which the Indians attribute wonderful curative and 
healing virtue. 
There is no question but that nature has bounteously provided in 
the roots and herbs of the field a remedy for many of the ills to which 
human flesh is heir. This is demonstrated by the wonderful success of that 
root and herb medicine, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound […] 
(“Heal-All”) 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Both Stage and Strasser mention Mrs. Todd as a figure relevant to and reminiscent of the 
persona of Lydia E. Pinkham as portrayed in Company advertising. Lydia Pinkham, though, 
stands in as a modern replacement for what Mrs. Todd formerly provided: personal contact. 
Susan Mizruchi describes advertising in the era as helping consumers navigate an increasingly 
large and impersonal marketplace of goods: “The fact that consumers no longer had direct, or 
only limited, contact with producers lent and element of uncertainty to purchasing and seemed to 
imperil the ethics of exchange” (The Rise of Multicultural America 143). Lydia Pinkham’s 
persona is an exemplary instance of the savvy mitigation of this commercial disorientation, a 
device through which “Advertisers stepped into the vacuum created by the anonymity of modern 
commerce […] advancing their own authority as antidote” (143). 
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Pinkham’s presents the practices of indigenous healers as authenticating herbal remedies 
without beholding its own remedy to them. This rhetoric reflects the awkward tension the 
company faced between setting supply standards and relying on foraging expertise, a 
tension manufactured by its own need—or preference—for utilizing wild ingredients in a 
mass-produced tonic. That is, Pinkham’s insinuates that it knows What Indians Know, 
while evincing both textual and procedural anxiety that it doesn’t. When Margaret 
proposes the sale of cranberry bark to the tonic dealer, she invokes the company’s crisis. 
A skilled herbalist in possession, like Fleur, of “secret ways to kill and cure” (2), a 
practitioner of “half-forgotten medicine” (12), Margaret’s diction indicates what it is 
Pinkham’s seeks to buy from the clan. Her use of the Chippewa term “mishkeegawin” 
suggests that what she is selling is not merely cranberry bark, but native knowledge of its 
use (176). 
 The Pinkham Medicine Company spent considerable effort trying to determine 
the precise medicinal value of cranberry bark. Its Scientific Laboratory amassed a 
sizeable folder “Studies on Viburnum – Complete Literature 1850-1950,”34 which 
features transcriptions from nineteenth century sources on herbal remedies such as John 
King’s The American Dispensatory, as well as data from twentieth-century clinical 
studies on the extracted uterine tissue of frogs, rabbits, guinea pigs, and humans. At stake 
was Goss’s claim that wild “cramp bark,” as it was also known, possessed 
“antispasmodic virtues” (102). As the 1876 edition of The American Dispensary phrased 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 It should be stated that though the sources in the folder “Studies on Viburnum. Complete 
Literature 1850-1950” span a century, it is not clear when the efforts to compile these sources 
occurred. The folder nevertheless documents an ongoing conversation regarding the effects of 
cranberry bark that exists independently of Pinkham's. 
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it, “it is very effective in relaxing cramps and spasms of all kinds, as asthma, hysteria, 
cramps of the limbs or other parts in females, especially during pregnancy, and it is said 
to be highly beneficial to those subject to convulsions during pregnancy.” Harvey Wickes 
Felter’s 1922 The Eclectic Medica, Pharmacology and Therepeutics [sic] puts the matter 
in plainer language: Vibernum opulus held a reputation as “a uterine sedative and tonic 
and may be used where there is a predisposition to abortion.” Appearing in both The 
Pharmacopeia of the United States from 1894-1916 and The National Formulary of 
Unofficial Preparations from 1916-60, cranberry bark’s reported antispasmodic qualities 
earned it a place in what Virgil J. Vogel refers to as “official medicine” (296).  
As such, it is easy to see the appeal of V. opulus to Pinkham’s. Its 1904 booklet 
Treatise on Disease presents Vegetable Compound as “A Great Preventive”: 
The most abundant testimony shows that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable 
Compound is an almost certain preventive to miscarriage or abortion. It 
gives strength to the uterine walls, quiets the first approach of pain, 
controls any spasmodic contractions, and brings about such a healthy 
condition that all danger is averted. I cannot speak too strongly of this 
Vegetable Compound for these cases. So many mothers have written us 
that they are now happy in the possession of a child, when for time and 
again, they would have a miscarriage at the third or fourth month. (27) 
These mothers feature prominently in advertising for Vegetable Compound throughout 
the 1910s and early 1920s. One ad touts that “there is hardly a town or hamlet in the 
United States where women cannot be found who bear willing testimony to the value of 
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this most successful of all remedies” (“Facts!”). Featuring a map of the United States that 
establishes the extent of the company’s reach, the ad presents the nation itself as the 
benefactor of its largesse in preventing the childlessness ailing its customers (Figure 
2.10). “Have you a Child?” asks one Pinkham headline in 1914, before presenting the 
stories of six women who attribute their fertility to Vegetable Compound (Figure 2.11). 
Mrs. John Mitchell of Massena, New York, Mrs. A. M. Myers of Gordonville, Missouri, 
Mrs. E. M. Doerr of Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, Mrs. Mose Blakely of Imperial, 
Pennsylvania, Mrs. E.W. Sanders of Rowlesburg, West Virginia, and Mrs. Winnie Tillis 
of Winter Haven, Florida, all offer their profuse thanks for their “fine, strong” baby boys 
and girls. 
 Other ads promise “The Joy of Motherhood” (1918) or declare “Her Home No 
Longer Childless” (1916). “Motherhood Woman’s Joy” reads one 1917 ad, which 
proffers helpful “Suggestions to Childless Women”—generous doses of Vegetable 
Compound. In 1920 the company featured Mrs. Katherine Kurzbacker of New York, 
New York, who felt so indebted to Vegetable Compound that she christened her child 
after its maker: “Baby Named Lydia E. Because Her Mother Was Made Well by Lydia E. 
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound” (Figure 2.12). Mrs. Kurzbacker explains, “I was in a 
very bad condition and had lost two babies. One of my good friends told me about Lydia 
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and after I had taken eight or ten bottles I felt like a 
different woman. I kept on taking it until my baby girl was born last month” (“Baby 
Named Lydia”). “I could not write all my thanks for your blessed medicine,” she states, 
articulating the sentiments of women featured in ads bearing headlines such as “Darling 
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Baby Brightens Home” (1921) and “Charm of Motherhood” (1921). “Little Children 
Brighten Homes” (1921) renders Pinkham’s estimation of its clientele: ensconced in the 
comforts of a well-furnished home and a generous hearth, a handsomely dressed couple 
halt their leisured reading to engage in a shared reverie. Within the smoke of the 
husband’s pipe appears an image of two children, as fair and idealized as their would-be 
parents (Figure 2.13). The suggestiveness of the ad’s imagery, its sexual subtext, echoes 
the gentle exhortation of the title, together inciting a reproductive fantasy that bolsters 
Pinkham’s own productive impetus. “Every young couple starting out in life has visions 
of joyful hours spent before the fireside with healthy, happy children,” opens the ad, 
normalizing the procreative domesticity it advances while also, like its testimonial 
campaigns, denominating its participants.  
 These participants are imagined, unceasingly, as white—the company’s 
international advertising features the same gleaming countenances as those found in 
domestic newspapers. “Mujeres Sin Ninos” presents to Mexico’s consumers the very 
“Childless Women” turned mothers in the ad’s American counterpart (Figure 2.14). Each 
ad features the testimonial of Mrs. Louise Fisher of Carlstadt, New Jersey, who “tell[s] 
everyone” that her “lovely baby boy” is a “‘Pinkham’ baby.” Mrs. C. E. Goodwin’s 
Baby, “one of the finest baby girls you ever saw,” is pictured, as are other customers who 
attribute their maternity to Vegetable Compound: Mrs. A. A. Balenger, of Baltimore, 
Ohio, Mrs. G. A. Laperouse of Montegut, Louisiana, and Mrs. John Howard, of 
Wilmington, Vermont. The use of these images out of their presumptive racial context 
performs complex work. The proliferation of their faces from ad to ad elevates Mrs. 
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Balenger and her cohort from individual to representative customers. With every 
duplication in print Pinkham’s performs an additional, imaginary, act of reproduction: 
latent in the promise that all customers, even those south of the border, can be like the 
mothers it presents is a desire to manufacture a maternity in exactly this image. The ads 
cohere an industrial impulse to transform consumers with a presumed consumer desire 
for transformation, producing, as Mizruchi argues in her discussion of the era’s 
advertising practices, the “illusion that the power to buy is the only limit to what one can 
be” (Multiculturalism 145).  Ranging as they do here from New York to Oregon, 
Massachusetts to Alabama, the addresses of satisfied Pinkham clientele smack of the 
company’s manifest destiny in making a maternity both pursuing and producing the 
whiteness it constructs as the very promise of its particular niche of American consumer 
culture. Pinkham’s, that is, fancied itself in the business of manufacturing mothers in its 
own image, and in so doing, stipulating and standardizing the course of American 
fertility.  
 As if to shore up this fantasy, a billboard portrays Lydia Pinkham exchanging a 
meaningful glance with an expensively and angelically dressed young mother holding her 
eminently healthy, fair, and admirable infant (Figure 2.15).  Depicted, literally, as behind 
this exemplary pair, Lydia Pinkham emerges as not just a figurative grandmother to 
superlative American babies, but an actual one—a progenitor of both this flower of 
American motherhood and her baby, a Shasta daisy among children. In its various 
advertisements, that is, Pinkham’s genealogizes an idyllic white America derived from 
wild, mongrel roots which, once collected, scoured, authenticated, and strategically 
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recombined, ensured a lightened American lineage whose origins are traceable to the 
company itself in the figure of Lydia Pinkham.35 The Pinkham Medicine Company 
imagines and presents Vegetable Compound as performing similar work to Burbank’s 
mother trees: the reconfiguring of diverse plant origins into a material entity for 
streamlining and elevating American (re)production. It transfigures its perceived ability 
to regulate plant life, reading in the manufacture of a uniform tonic for female fertility the 
ability to manufacture the product of that fertility. The preference for wild herbs may 
then have to do with a desire to alleviate anxiety about diverse origins, a compensatory 
pursuit of variation with underlying, and conflicting, intent to standardize. Yet the 
exclusion of cranberry bark from the formula for Vegetable Compound, an ingredient so 
seemingly sympathetic to Pinkham’s campaign to protect its consumers against 
miscarriage, marks a certain limit to this too easy correlation of human and plant products 
that Erdrich works to complicate. 
 Virgil J. Vogel’s American Indian Medicine notes that the Chippewa—the real 
Pillager family—did use V. Opulus medicinally. They “used the inner bark as a physic 
and drank a tea of it for stomach cramps” (Vogel 296). Huron Smith’s 1932 
“Ethnobotany of the Ojibwe Indians” confirms Vogel’s information, adding that “among 
the white men” cranberry bark is “recommended as an antispasmodic in asthma, hysteria, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 Mizruchi describes a visual rhetorical process by which the eminence of the white middle class 
rises from advertising’s appropriation of Native American “symbols of authenticity”—
particularly the canoe and the feather (The Rise of Multicultural America 145). My own analysis 
accords with hers, adding to her list of symbols the herbs by which white America lays figurative 
claim to Native American lineage. I also extend the reach of this dynamic, given the material 
dimension of indigenous roots in the production processes of Vegetable Compound. Pinkham’s 
advertisements present the consumption of Vegetable Compound as entailing the possibility in 
fact, and not merely in fancy, of producing white Americans from Native American origins.	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puerperal convulsions, and dysmenorrhea” (361) (emphasis added). What Smith catalogs, 
then, is the circulation of a racialized knowledge regarding the medicinal value of 
cranberry bark that also appears in Goss’s study sixty years earlier: “it was used by the 
aborigines and from them the whites learned its use, as they did many of our most 
positive remedies. It has been in successive use among the people, as a domestic remedy 
for a century, in painful affections of women” (Goss 1) (emphasis added). Vogel’s entry 
on Pillager Indians both affirms and withholds the function of cranberry bark: the term 
stomach cramps advances a treatable symptom while also mystifying the nature of the 
ailment requiring treatment. His language makes digestive dysfunction an equally likely 
source of pain as menstrual cramps or early labor. And in affirmation of Smith’s 
suggestion that Chippewa healers did not, like their white counterparts, turn to 
mishkeegawin to prevent miscarriage, Fleur prepares an altogether different remedy 
when she is in precisely this trouble. Pregnant and bleeding, Fleur sends Pauline to fetch 
and prepare a concoction: “‘Go out to the lean-to where I keep my plants and bring back 
alder. Boil some for me.’” It is “‘Too soon,’” Fleur explains. “‘Alder stops it’” (155). In 
her own furious effort to assimilate, to adopt the whiteness that is her partial heritage, 
Pauline finds herself disoriented among Fleur’s stores of “wrapped leaves and roots, 
small packets of bark” (155). In a gesture by Erdrich marking herbal medicine as the 
domain of Chippewa practitioners, Pauline narrates: “I could not remember the plant’s 
configuration, even though its use was common enough for bleeding problems” (156).  
Despite the urgency of the plot, Erdrich makes an authorial decision not to reveal 
the characteristics of the alder root Fleur seeks: “‘What does it look like?’” asks Pauline. 
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“‘You know!,’” shouts Fleur: “In the corner, tied in a brown cloth’” (156). With the 
effect of distancing readers while also shoring up Fleur’s arcane and expert knowledge of 
botanical remedies, Erdrich provides only Pauline’s bewildered attempt to navigate 
“plant after plant. Some were shaped like a man’s forked legs and some were rolled in 
balls. Some were wrapped tight in reeds and some were strewn about, careless, gathered 
from the woods or shore or the bottom of the lake” (156). Pauline’s descriptions exoticize 
and defamiliarize the common woodland items that comprise Fleur’s inventory, allowing 
Erdrich to emphasize that it is intimate knowledge of the plants, and not mere access to 
them, that animates their medicinal value. In Erdrich’s explicit contrast of Fleur’s 
Chippewa methodology with products like Pinkham’s, Pauline describes how Bernadette 
Morrissey “had her remedies too. But they were all in bottles, labeled, mainly bought 
from a store” (156). Pauline’s preference for manufactured medicines with herbal 
ingredients neatly named and packaged signals the novel’s distaste for this practice. 
Unsympathetic, uninformed, a midwife of death, Pauline’s inability to read Fleur’s 
Chippewa roots—a symptom of her own willing relinquishment of medicinal authority to 
industrial America—costs Fleur her baby: “I swept through the dry things and don’t 
know what I seized” (156). Fleur instructs her to “scrape the root upwards, into the water, 
find a small leather packet and some other leaves,” but Pauline’s clumsiness, and her 
clear selection of the wrong plant, fail Fleur: “She spoke into my face, her eyes deep and 
ringed, and said no and kept saying no over and over again as the baby slid from her”  
(157). 
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Fleur eventually retrieves the alder Pauline was unable to locate. Pauline watches 
her move to “the stove where she came back to scrape the root, to where she dripped 
water over the shavings with an awful patience, and added a crumbling powder of bees 
dried and crushed” (158). In Fleur’s hands, Erdrich divulges the detailed preparation that 
effectualizes the alder root. Her actions, her instructions to Pauline, and her ingredients 
all correlate exactly with Frances Densmore’s presentation of alder root in How Indians 
Use Wild Plants for Food, Medicine and Crafts. A reference in current circulation with 
reviews on GoodReads and available for purchase on iTunes,36 Densmore’s text was first 
published as “Uses of Plants by the Chippewa Indians” in a 1928 report for the 
Smithsonian (Densmore iii). It lists alder root as a resource under the category “Diseases 
of women,” specifically for “Difficult labor” (359). “In preparing this remedy,” 
Densmore specifies:  
the root must be scraped upward. A weak decoction is made from a few 
inches of the root and a pint of water. The following ingredients are added 
to this: 4 bumblebees are caught and put in a box to die of themselves. In 
catching the bees they must be stunned but not injured. It destroys the 
efficacy if the bees are treated otherwise. The bees are dried, ground to a 
powder, and put in a leather packet until needed. (359) (emphasis added) 
The perfect alignment between Erdrich’s description and Densmore’s suggests Erdrich’s 
carefulness, her purposiveness in selecting the plant material she includes in Tracks. Her 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 The contemporary appeal of a work like Densmore’s demonstrates a continued fascination with 
Native American healing that walks a fine line between the tokenism of Pinkham’s rhetoric and 
respect for practices that lie outside the sanctioned spaces of institutional medicine.  
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choice, then, to situate cranberry bark at the center of the transaction with Pinkham’s may 
plausibly be accepted as informed and deliberate, and not merely a haphazard turn to a 
physic used neither by its purveyor nor its purchaser for its reputed purpose.37  
 Yet the very drawing of this conclusion enacts a certain crisis of knowledge. To 
cite Densmore as authenticating Fleur’s medicinal practice is to relocate her expertise, to 
undermine her authority—to whiten, literally, the source material of Chippewa healing, 
here expressly the ability to nurture tribal futurity in the form of successful childbirth. 
Through Fleur’s terrible loss Erdrich conveys the high stakes of medicinal trade in the 
novel. It is precisely the sourcing of Chippewa roots for the cultivation of white 
epistemological—and, subsequently, industrial and sexual—productivities that Erdrich 
perceives and guards against in Tracks. Erdrich portrays the rise of these productivities as 
explicitly and directly in conflict with Chippewa continuity. Yet while apparently 
borrowing Densmore’s authority, Erdrich undermines it, highlighting to readers the 
inscrutability of Fleur’s practices without the assistance of white textual apparatus.  
Through Erdrich’s triangulation, Densmore’s study emerges as a barrier to the Chippewa 
roots that are the object of its study. Its translational efforts emerge as intermediary, the 
manufacture of a product that obscures its origins in its very ability to re-present them. 
This postmodern gesture, signaling as it does the fundamental crisis of signification, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 The presence of these details in Tracks stands as a rebuke to Leslie Marmon Silko’s critique of 
Erdrich’s writing as historically detached. In her now infamous review of The Beet Queen, Silko 
observes that, “no history or politics intrudes to muddy the well of pure necessity contained 
within the language itself” (179). Susan Perez Castillo dismantles Silko’s assessment of what she 
sees as Erdrich’s dangerous preference for the postmodern play of language by presenting 
postmodernism itself as politically relevant, but also by pointing to Silko’s own investment in the 
reality-making power of the discursive. Critics such as Peter Beidler and Amelia Katanski 
additionally treat Erdrich as a writer who undertakes careful historical source work.   	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additionally locates in ethnographic work like Densmore’s the same fantasies of 
hybridization at work in Burbank’s project, in which white production surpasses the 
assemblage of various darknesses from which it stems. It also exposes the futility of 
Pinkham’s files on cranberry bark, full of white authority whose very assertions of its 
value emerge as insecurity and even ignorance.  
The vagueness of Vogel’s language on the official prescription of cranberry bark 
for stomach cramps reflects the indeterminacies about the plant that haunt Pinkham’s 
files. For every Goss or King advocating for the medicinal worth of V. opulus is a 
detractor declaring its ineffectuality. A critical feature of this debate is the easy 
misidentification of the plant, and the frequency with which striped, or mountain, maple 
was passed off for cramp bark: “The two plants and their barks are remarkably similar, 
and the mistake was quite natural” report Charles Rusby, Richard Bliss and Henry 
Ballard in their 1930 The Properties and Uses of Drugs. “Among the whites,” writes 
Smith, “Mountain Maple bark is often gathered and sold for Cramp Bark. In fact, it has 
often been wholly substituted for it, and seems about as effective as a uterine sedative and 
preventative of abortion” (353). In Smith’s estimation, this effectiveness is quite low. 
With mountain maple serving as his control in a test of cramp bark’s value as an anti-
abortive, he writes off the latter remedy as the folly of the uninformed. What emerges 
from his participation in the fray over V. opulus is an account of a plant difficult to 
authenticate in form and function. To white readers. I suggest that this difficulty is 
precisely what Margaret, and through her, Erdrich, cultivates. Between the gaps of 
Erdrich’s presentation of cranberry bark in her story, her invocation of a plant whose past 
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is not, and cannot be, as she both asserts and denies it to be, is an act of Chippewa 
manufacture, the very production of an industrial America as plausibly arising from 
native roots. This unlikely gesture shifts the power dynamics of Tracks, which seem so 
unremittingly entrenched, so inevitably detrimental to the Chippewa lives it imagines, 
and, in so doing, documents. What Margaret arguably sells to Pinkham’s in the form of 
mishkeegawin is white America’s fantasy of its own fertility, the mass production of 
which relies on a contorted understanding of hybrid vigor that she understands all too 
well.  
In this understanding, exemplified in Burbank’s commercialization of cross-bred 
plants and articulated throughout the advertising and manufacturing discourses of the 
Pinkham Medicine Company, vigorous whiteness emerges from an impossible sublation 
of mongrel origins. As a purveyor of cranberry bark, Margaret ensures the continual 
confrontation with this impossibility. If put to use, the seemingly deliberate faultiness of 
her remedy would ensure the return of Childless Women to Pinkham’s; similarly, with 
the lure of a plant so potentially vital to its cause, Pinkham’s will inevitably come back to 
“The ‘Heal-All’ of the Indians.” Pinkham’s hybrid product, then, inevitably reverts—like 
Burbank’s cross-breeds—to its rootedness in diversity. What Margaret so skillfully 
achieves is an act of dissimulation by which industry thinks it has access to the vitality of 
Native America, an access for which it is willing to pay. Yet Pinkham’s is not, and can 
never really be, sure of what it is learning and buying from Margaret. Its own efforts to 
demystify the function of V. opulus lead it to an inevitable confrontation with its inherent 
inability to whiten native sources. In the event that the reputability of cranberry bark as 
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an anti-abortive is a hoax perpetrated by Native America on its industrial aggressors, 
what Erdrich documents (and herself promotes) is a masterful scheme to mire Pinkham’s 
in a futile cycle that necessitates its continual return to Chippewa roots while also 
undermining its ability to deploy them.  Pinkham’s buys from Margaret something, in the 
novel, that it essentially did not, and purportedly could not, use outside it. Rather than 
carelessness on Erdrich’s part, this discrepancy signals a defensive intervention, a 
reversal of the terms of engagement between industrial and Native America in which the 
former becomes a source of, rather than an affront to, Chippewa perpetuity. Out of 
industrial America’s reimagination of the possibilities of succession emerges the 
possibility of Chippewa success: the purchase of cranberry bark belies an industrial 
demand for Native America whose terms could have originated only with Native 
America itself. Rather than inevitable and ongoing victims, then, Erdrich’s characters 
emerge as savvy market manipulators quite capable of survival among and within the 
institutions of capital.  
 Erdrich’s treatment of cranberry bark in Tracks raises literal questions about what 
Chippewa roots are; these indeterminacies about mishkeegawin then translate into the 
novel’s engagement with the metaphorical associations between human and plant 
reproductivities, especially in their industrially mobilized forms. Destabilizing the 
material valences of mishkeegawin has the effect of transforming Chippewa rootedness 
into an entity neither identifiable nor traceable—and therefore neither appropriable nor 
manipulable. This gesture disrupts fantasies of a mass-produced population arising out of, 
and at the expense of, Native America—fantasies with which Tracks clearly concerns 
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itself. In producing doubt about both the medicinal use and purchase of cranberry bark by 
Pinkham’s, Erdrich additionally produces Chippewa history as unforeclosed and 
indeterminate, further disrupting the association between origin and outcome. Her 
invocation of epistemological incommensurability surrounding the sale, purchase, and 
use of cramp bark calls out history as a domain not merely fictive and contestable, but 
approaching inscrutability. Such a stance liberates, rather than annihilates, a Chippewa 
past that her work aims simultaneously to attest to and reshape. This complex stance 
amounts to a nuanced performance of the function of hybridity as a dual agent of 
transformation and reversion. In Erdrich’s hands, it is the messiness latent in reversion—
the impossibility of either hereditary recapitulation or historical return—that makes 
vigorous transformation possible. The past itself unrooted, the legacy of the future 
remains open for cultivation.  
It would obviously be remiss to read Tracks as a novel of triumph. The sale of 
cranberry bark to Pinkham’s does not undo the unbearable loss of Fleur’s baby, and it 
undeniably initiates the fracture between Fleur, Margaret, Nanapush, and Eli—and the 
terrible estrangement between Fleur and Lulu. Erdrich’s modest offering of optimism 
comes when Nanapush and Margaret retrieve Lulu from boarding school. The aging pair 
meets her, fiercely defiant and youthful: “We gave against your rush like creaking oaks, 
held on, braced ourselves together in the fierce dry wind” (226). In this, the last sentence 
of the novel, the book’s enduring interest in the trope of the family tree asserts itself, as 
does its commitment to troubling it. Here, the vulnerability of the family tree is its virtue. 
Here, the creaking oaks are sustained not by rootedness, but by mutual reinforcement, the 
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embrace of choice rather than the bonds of inheritance—a distinction reinforced by the 
scene’s juxtaposition of Lulu’s biological and adoptive family: “your grin was bold as 
your mother’s, white with anger that vanished when you saw us waiting” (226).  The 
events of the novel have of course proceeded past the moment Nanapush narrates: Lulu 
has already refused the wishes of her grand/father, already refused to reunite with her 
mother. The creaking of this new family tree reverberates with the splintering undertaken 
by Fleur. But so does it prefigure a new outgrowth something like Fleur’s defiant garden: 
the possibility for other forms of life and family unhindered by the overburdened 
dynamics of direct descent—the obligation both to reproduce and, in so doing, to recreate 
an unalterable procession through time. The novel finally fictionalizes the very notion of 
descent.38 Nanapush is able to retrieve Lulu from boarding school only because, in 
ascribing his name to her birth certificate as her father, he has made of biology a 
fabrication, a documentation of impossible succession that in turn underwrites tribal and 
familial continuity as a matter of choice rather than the happenstance of genetic—and, in 
this novel, its equivalent, historical—inheritance.  
By the time of Lulu’s adult life in Love Medicine, she will fulfill tribal fantasies of 
her vigor in her own terms. Defiant mother of eight sons of scandalously variant and 
undisclosed paternity, she stands as a fully realized figure of hybridity’s contradictory 
duality, its simultaneous plenitude and irreproducibility. Erdrich leverages the former as a 
means to elevate the unlikely redemption of the latter. Invoking material Chippewa roots 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 David Stirrup’s reading of the scene astutely argues that, with Nanapush’s manipulation of the 
state’s records and mechanisms of heredity, the bureaucratic interrupts the natural to unsettle the 
inevitability of demise. 
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with the effect of obscuring them—proffering the literary suggestion that they are neither 
knowable nor there to be found—Erdrich offers a paradoxical gift: that the legacy of the 
Chippewa may be equally unknown, and as variant, contradictory, and lively as her own 
imagination of the lineage of her characters continues to be.   
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Figure 2.1.  “The Herb Room.” Making a Medicine. Though this image is undated, the 
absence of sprinklers and palettes elevating the herbs from the floor indicates it depicts 
the warehouse prior to 1923. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University.  
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Figure 2.2.  “Gigantic Gargantuan Bigissimus Growths the Eastern Mind Associates with 
the Mystic Genius of Burbank.” Country Gentleman, February 25, 1914. From The 
Garden of Invention by Jane S. Smith. 
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Figure 2.3.  “Grow Babies as Plants.” New York Evening Journal. From The Garden of 
Invention by Jane S. Smith. 
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Figure 2.4.  Family tree that opens Tracks.  
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Figure 2.5.  Burbank’s garden drew tourists in both volume and notoriety. Here, Henry 
Ford and Thomas Edison enjoy a much-publicized visit to Burbank’s estate in 1915. 
From A Gardener Touched with Genius, Peter Dreyer. 
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Figure 2.6.  Images depicting contrast between a generation of hybrid corn and its 
progenitors. From Genetics and Eugenics by William E. Castle, 1932. 
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Figure 2.7.  “Mr. Burbank’s White Blackberries.” Luther Burbank: His Life and Work, 
1915. 
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Figure 2.8.  Herbs used in Vegetable Compound liquid. No date. Schlesinger Library, 
Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University.
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Figure 2.9.  “Making a Medicine.” 1919. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, 
Harvard University. 
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Figure 2.10.  “Facts!” 1919. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University. 
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Figure 2.11.  “Have You a Child?” 1914. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, 
Harvard University.  
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Figure 2.12.  “Baby Named Lydia E.” 1920. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, 
Harvard University. 
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Figure 2.13.  “Little Children Brighten Homes.” 1921. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe 
Institute, Harvard University. 
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Figure 2.14.  “Mujeres sin Ninos” / “Childless Women.” 1914. Schlesinger Library, 
Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University. 
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Figure 2.15.  Billboard for Vegetable Compound. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe 
Institute, Harvard University.
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Chapter 3 — Crossing-Over into History: Chiastic Structure and Corporate 
Embodiment in Richard Powers’ Gain 
 
In a 1998 Salon interview following the publication of his sixth novel, Richard 
Powers describes Gain as “a dialogue between two people: a forty-two-year-old woman 
with cancer and a multinational corporation, who under the laws of the United States is 
considered an individual, with due process and all the rest” (Miller). Powers here glosses 
the two key legal events that personified the pivotal institution of American business: the 
opinion in Dartmouth v. Woodward (1819) by which Chief Justice John Marshall 
declared the corporation “an artificial being,” and the subsequent ruling in Santa Clara 
Co. v. Southern Pacific Railroad (1886) by which that artificial being gained the 
constitutional standing of an authentic person. Powers’ ability to imagine a conversation 
between a legal person and a biological one amounts, argues Paul Maliszewski, to his 
insight that “in literary terms, corporations became characters” (167).  
Not that Clare Soap and Chemical Company speaks in the novel, to Laura, or in 
any conventionally dramatic way. Public relations announcements and advertising copy 
intercede the never-quite-intersecting frames that narrate the one hundred seventy years 
of Clare’s history and the last months of Laura Bodey’s life. Such ventriloquizing hardly 
constitutes direct speech. Susan Mizruchi comments that by the end of the novel, 
marketing claims have evolved into “company pronouncements” that manifest an abstract 
and “divine authority” (Risk Theory 122). As Ryan Brooks has observed, Clare never 
acknowledges Laura, and Laura never has the satisfaction of meeting the presumed 
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maker of her cancer, the conglomerate with whose world headquarters she shares a 
hometown—not even in the mediated venue of the courtroom. Far from offering an 
admission of guilt, Clare merely concedes the expense of defending itself against a class 
action lawsuit by offering Laura and her fellow cancer victims a settlement. For Brooks, 
the withholding of confrontation amounts to Powers’ “post-political form”: Gain’s 
demonstration not only that the corporation has evolved beyond the possibility of redress, 
but that neoliberalism has reached an apotheosis signaled by the impossibility of 
ideological conflict.  
Powers, as Brooks notes, describes the dialogue he presents as one between 
“incommensurable individuals” who “can’t talk to each other; they partake of different 
ordinal realities” (Williams 108). This conversation between individuals who cannot 
speak to one another precludes, for Brooks, the possibility of disagreement, and therefore 
the passing of politics. With the passing of politics—“the motor of historical change”—
goes the passing of history, the arrival of an era defined by its structural inability to 
pursue, much less enact, social transformation (Brooks 444). Powers’ political aim to 
leverage the incompatibility of Laura and Clare’s stories into social action thereby falls 
victim to the very structures it means to describe; the impetus to render Clare’s rise and 
Laura’s death morally intolerable by posing their interdependence is lost by the absence 
of an arena in which these stories might converge.   
Brooks’ work is representative of criticism on Gain, which largely considers 
whether the novel’s aesthetics are robust enough for its politics. Ursula Heise, for 
example, concludes that the controlled design and narration of the novel falls short of the 
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chaotic environment of risk it strives to depict. Maliszewski maintains that, “Gain is not a 
novel that will rip the covers off big business. The covers are off already and have been 
for some time. Nor is Gain the book that will reveal the incredible toll of large, 
impersonal corporations […] Gain is, rather a work that understands the world as it is” 
(182). A recent dissertation by Jeffrey Gonzalez similarly rejects readings of Powers that 
reduce Gain to what he regards as facile rejections of corporate capitalism. Gonzalez, 
akin to Brooks, suggests that activism is itself subsumed within consumerism’s mores of 
self-improvement and as such cannot be a plausible means of resistance. Like 
Maliszewski, he reads Powers as presenting a world not likely to change very much, and 
Gain as facilitating less a call to readerly action than a tragic, because unactionable, 
awareness of the structures that preempt the practice of individual choice. 
Scholarly work on Gain largely concedes the perpetuity of the corporation as a 
foregone conclusion, aligning itself with Brooks’ sense that Powers writes in, and into, 
the post-historical wake of capital.1 This collective stance both corroborates and 
necessitates Powers’ stated sense of history as a recursive process, “in which every 
moment emerges out of a multivariate past and also retroactively changes all those pasts” 
(Burn 169). Powers frequently comments on “the reciprocal relations between the past 
and present,” and the mistake of “falling into the belief that somehow we are on a 
specifically fated or determined historical path” (Sun 343). “The future,” Powers asserts, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 One important exception is Bruce Robbins, who sees Powers as posing the marvels of what the 
corporation has done as its imminent potential to do better. Mizruchi offers a similarly modified 
perspective to the assertion that the novel presents “no alternative to perpetual corporate 
experimentation driven by the profit motive,” noting that Powers challenges readers to “locate 
sparks of invention within destruction,” the human ingenuity required to create and respond to the 
complexities of corporate capitalism (“Risk Theory” 121, 127). 
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“remains negotiable” (Sun 343). The ceding of the present to the past is a self-fulfilling 
process, an act of world-making by which potential futurities are claimed or disavowed. 
Powers is fond of asserting that “we live our lives as a tale told” (Neilson 15), and yet the 
current vein of criticism on Gain seems all too eager to cede what Powers sees as 
literature’s most valuable offering: “fiction can be a mirror in which we come to know 
our fictions about the world” (Neilson 16). 
Among these fictions, I argue, is the notion of a post-historicity defined by the 
inevitable longevity of corporate order in American life. Without, I hope, ascribing the 
particular variety of discontent that Gonzalez finds both naïve and unattuned to the 
nuance of the novel, I assert that Powers portrays the corporation as having an internal 
vulnerability, a willing susceptibility to change that leaves the course of its evolution as 
yet unwritten. To do so, I return to a technical difficulty in Powers’ project to translate 
the legal personification of the corporation into the literary equivalent of character. As 
Jan D. Kucharzewski describes it, “the Clare narrative in fact retraces the story of a 
gradual disembodiment that paradoxically culminates in the company’s incorporation” 
(180). The law may endow the corporation with “one composite body” (Gain 158). This 
body may theoretically be able “to live forever,” “beyond the span of any owner’s life” 
(156). Its collective structure may grant it a unique status as a “protected person,” with 
limited liability for “its debts and indiscretions” (159). But none of these legal privileges 
gives, or can give, the corporation corporeality in the strictest terms.2 Despite the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 In this respect, Powers launches his own exploration of what Alan Trachtenberg distinguishes as 
the “literal and figurative” life and legacy of incorporation (4). Powers traces the corporation 
through and far beyond the Gilded Age, tending, as does Trachtenberg, to the cultural impact of 
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altogether material consequences of its existence, the corporation remains, in the early 
twenty-first century, “an artificial being, invisible, intangible,” much as John Marshall 
described it in 1819 (Woodward v Dartmouth).  
One important incommensurability in Powers’ conversation between Laura and 
Clare is Clare’s quite literal inability, without the apparatus of a biological body, to 
speak.3 The novel’s closest approximation to interpersonal discourse occurs as a fantasy 
Laura constructs in her final moments in the novel. She envisions that 
Paul Loftus, the head of the Ag. Division, visits her. He sits on the edge of  
her bed and offers her an apology. Franklin Kennibar, the CEO, flies out 
from Boston. No one knew anything. They will clean everything up. They 
have to, of course. No company could stay in business if it caused people 
harm. The market wouldn’t let it. (344)  
But neither Paul Loftus nor Franklin Kennibar is Clare. The personal apologies Laura 
imagines come without quotation marks because they are unspeakable. The corporation, 
as Powers reiterates over and again, is irreducible to the sum of its parts. No individual 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
this defining institution on “the shape and texture of daily life” (4). Powers exchanges 
Trachtenberg’s sweeping view of the latter term for an extremely localized one, connecting the 
rhetorical bid for a corporeal business to the practices of industry, and reading the impact of both 
on the individual body.  
3 Since Addie Bundren, or possibly even before, the possession of liveliness in the strictest of 
terms has been no barrier to literary voice; yet Faulkner’s particular experiment in As I Lay Dying 
is to assert the power of the body to speak. Dos Passos additionally precedes Gain in presenting 
corporate perspective through corporate textuality. My position is not so much an insistence on 
the necessity of a referential physical apparatus for the conveyance of literary voice as it is a 
recognition that Powers uses the matter of speech as an inroads for juxtaposing the capacities—
and desires—of the biological and the corporate body. 
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can speak for it; and it cannot speak for itself.4 It is both more, and less, than the human 
bodies that comprise it. Immortal though it may be, it is not living. The oversight in much 
of the criticism on Gain revolves around the granting of liveliness to the corporation, 
itself a major concession of power. I argue that in what may plausibly be described as his 
biography of Clare Soap and Chemical Company, Powers presents not the story of a 
corporate life, but the story of a corporate wish to be—and to present itself as—alive.   
 As if to explicate the fallacy at the heart of her initial fantasy, Laura moves on 
from her imagined conversation to a second scenario:  
Clare comes to take her out for dinner and dancing. A male, in mid-life, 
handsome, charming, well built, well meaning. He comes with an armload 
of flowers, thoughtful gifts, even a poem. He comes again and again, 
always finding her at home. But always, the night of romantic dancing 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 In his scathing dissent to the 2010 Supreme Court Citizens United ruling, which upholds a 
corporate First Amendment right to specific forms of political speech previously prohibited as 
electioneering, Justice John Paul Stevens raises precisely this point: “It is an interesting question 
‘who’ is even speaking when a business corporation places an advertisement that endorses or 
attacks a particular candidate” (Stevens 77). His dissent decries the majority opinion of the Court, 
which, he argues, willfully effaces the distinction between the corporate and natural person (50). 
Justice Anthony Kennedy, in his opinion for the majority ruling, defends corporations as 
“disfavored associations of citizens” unfairly “penalized for undertaking the same political 
speech” as individuals or members of “unincorporated associations” (Citizens United 40). In his 
concurring opinion, Justice Antonin Scalia similarly maintains that, “the individual person’s right 
to speak includes the right to speak in association with other individual persons” (Scalia 7). The 
tensions in the two sides of this argument speak to a paradox I examine at length below: namely, 
in upholding the corporation as a natural, speaking person entitled to the rights of a person 
naturally endowed with the ability to speak, Kennedy and Scalia both necessarily exhibit the 
impasse Stevens, and Powers, identify—the corporation’s literal voicelessness. In making their 
arguments on behalf of the right to corporate speech, that is, Scalia and Kennedy necessarily 
resort to the capabilities of the individuals who comprise the corporation.   
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turns by evening’s end into desperate caresses, a brutal attack, a date rape. 
(344) 
These dual confrontations make of Laura’s deathbed a locus of conflicting desires: 
Laura’s, for the romantic fiction of corporate conscience; and Clare’s, for Laura’s body. 
Or rather, for her embodiment. Powers presents Clare’s pursuit of Laura Bodey as 
emblematic of a corporate quest not merely for the body of an individual woman, but for 
bodiliness itself. He twins Clare’s literal inability to express regret to Laura with the 
violence it perpetrates against its object of desire. The former underwrites the latter, 
emerging as a corollary of Clare’s enamored aggression.  
Clare’s hostilities toward the biological body constitute the pursuit of a 
reproductive economy grounded in a misconception of the organic as an engine of 
assured perpetuity. I argue that, in the early twentieth century, the theorization of the 
corporation as a natural entity grounds itself precisely in this misconception, which is 
thrown into relief by recent work describing evolution as a mechanism through which life 
finds itself in an ongoing state of impermanence. Writing from a perspective in which 
biological life is profoundly situated, obligated to react to particular places and times, I 
read Powers as presenting the body as both subject and agent of historical change. He 
grounds this theoretical stance in an explicit mechanism of variation internal to biological 
reproduction, chromosomal chiasmus, which serves the novel rhetorically and 
structurally as it explores the consequences of Clare’s literal attempts to cross into 
Laura’s life. To the extent that Clare pursues bodily economy for its own in a bid for 
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ongoing survival, it does not attain an easy longevity; rather, it relinquishes an 
incorporeality endowed with the capacity to exceed history.  
 
Fictions of the Natural Entity: The Biological Undoing of Corporate Post-History 
In 1985, Morton J. Horwitz published a definitive reinterpretation of the legal 
theory that gave rise to corporate personhood. In “Santa Clara Revisited,” he argues that 
despite granting the corporation the rights of an individual under the fourteenth 
amendment, the Supreme Court’s 1886 decision did not, as was then commonly accepted, 
articulate an understanding of the corporation as an individual. Rather, Santa Clara was 
falsely cited as heralding “a new theory of corporate personality” that emerged only 
gradually in the decades to follow (174). The Court based its extension of protection to 
corporations, Horwitz argues, not on the logic that corporations were people, but that they 
were comprised of people. The arguments presented to the Court emphasized that state 
infringements upon corporate beings “must necessarily infringe upon the rights of natural 
persons” (177). Similarly, “corporations cannot be separated from the natural persons 
who compose them” (177). Horwitz notes the sharp distinction, in this line of argument, 
between the artificial entity of John Marshall’s decision in 1819, and those real beings 
whose inalienable natural rights ground corporate claims to constitutional standing.5  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 In his analysis, Horwitz turns to the language of argument in Santa Clara, given the Court’s lack 
of clarification for its opinion: “The court does not wish to hear argument on the question whether 
the provision in the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which forbids a State to deny any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws, applies to these corporations. We 
are all of the opinion that it does” (qtd. in  Horwitz 173). In his account, the brevity of the 
decision reflects that, to the court, “it was not thought of as an innovation but instead was 
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The full potential of corporate growth hinged, Horowitz demonstrates, on the 
minimization of this distinction. And rather than marking its dissolution, Santa Clara 
articulates the need—from a corporate perspective—for its demise. Theories of the 
corporation as an artificial entity derived, fundamentally, from the history of charter: the 
state’s power to grant, regulate, and rebuke incorporation. They similarly maintained an 
understanding of the corporation as an aggregate of members whose interests as 
shareholders hindered the function of limited liability. This last point is somewhat 
counterintuitive, given the prioritization of shareholders; yet to truly shield it from risk, 
the corporation needed to assume independence from its membership. It sought this 
independence by claiming its own status as a real entity, not derivative of, but equal to 
the standing of its members. To this effect, Horwitz traces the rise of natural entity 
theories of the corporation following the Santa Clara ruling in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries.  
The corporation as a natural entity, in his account, emerges endowed with the 
unassailable rights of a natural person while also delimiting the reach of the state that 
upholds those rights:  
Beginning in the 1890s and reaching a high point around 1920, there is a 
virtual obsession in the legal literature with the question of corporate 
“personality.” Over and over again, legal writers attempted to find a 
vocabulary that would enable them to describe the corporation as a “real” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
regarded as following a line of cases going back almost seventy years to the Dartmouth College 
case” (174). 
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or “natural” entity whose existence is prior to and separate from the state 
(217-18). 
Both popular and scholarly histories of the corporation turn to Horwitz’s analyses in 
tracing the rise and effects of natural entity theory. Scott Bowman’s The Modern 
Corporation and American Political Thought corroborates Horwitz’s timeline, citing the 
very end of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth as the era in 
which “the personified corporate individual gradually supplanted the ‘artificial’ legal 
fiction to produce an autonomous corporate entity” (37). Bowman assesses the “the 
doctrine of corporate individualism” as a means through which “the improper exercise of 
corporate power may be explained as a discrete act, a violation of law by one or more 
autonomous individuals in the marketplace” (74). Joel Bakan’s modern day muckraking 
in The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and Power similarly draws on the 
ideological inflections of Horwitz’s work: “Beguiled by the ‘natural entity’ conception of 
corporations, the notion that they are independent persons, we tend to forget that they are 
entirely dependent upon the state for their creation and empowerment (155). This, even 
as his own study adopts the rhetoric of corporate individuality so far as to ascribe it a 
(psychopathic) psychology.6  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Bakan argues that corporate beholden-ness to profit, in the form of its legal obligation to 
shareholders, compels it to act in socially destructive ways, belying the possibility of a “new 
stage of capitalism” heralded by leading business scholars as “capitalism with a conscience” (32). 
His perspective poses challenges to Mizruchi’s suggestion that Powers “prophecies a corporate 
model forged by a new scientific class that may have learned from past mistakes,” leading to “a 
new era of the corporation in which the social trust is genuinely earned” (128). Throughout this 
study I argue that scientifically driven business models do not necessarily confer on business 
social beneficence, or even neutrality—not historically, and certainly not now. The particular 
virtue in arguing on behalf of the genetic body as endowed with mechanisms for variation is to 
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The vocabulary of the natural corporation had amongst its original opposition 
generalized anxiety about the origins and potential longevity of the new conglomerates. 
A doubter from the Minneapolis Socialist Labor Party asked in 1888: “are they abnormal 
excrescences that can and should be eradicated by legislation?” (qtd. in Horwitz 190). 
Natural entity theorists answered these questions with persistent resort to “the 
inevitability thesis,” by which the economic structures they advanced jettison their social 
origin and rise through laws of nature (Horwitz 196). They claimed the scientific 
authority of evolution on behalf of corporate consolidation, claiming, as did E. Von Halle 
in 1891 that, “the movement is an unavoidable step in an organic development” (qtd. in 
Horwtiz 196). Or as William C. Cook in the same year: “The laws of trade are stronger 
than the laws of men” (196). Jack Beatty describes how Andrew Carnegie’s encounter 
with Darwin provided him moral absolution: “All is well since all grows better” (qtd. in 
Beatty 134).  
Bowman asserts that, even “for many reformers and social critics, combination 
was desirable so long as it was the product of a ‘natural process’ or evolution of 
competitive, and therefore fair, business practices” (63). In the ruling against Standard 
Oil in 1911, for example, “the violation inhered in the ‘intent and purpose’ to dominate 
and to restrict the field of competition. The sin is neither the size nor the market share of 
fair play, but willful domination and disregard of the rules of fair play—that is, the 
infringement of the right of others to compete on equal terms in the marketplace” (67). 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
locate a biological arbiter of social institutions whose ubiquity otherwise resists aesthetic, 
political, and even scientific intervention. This position is precisely antithetical to social 
Darwinism’s eagerness to justify suffering and disenfranchisement as biological failing; it is, 
conversely, to position biological life as the harshest critic of social life.  
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Ida Tarbell opens her indictment of the Trust with Rockefeller’s famous evolutionary 
logic for consolidation: “The American Beauty rose can be produced in the splendor and 
fragrance which bring cheer to its beholder only by sacrificing the early buds which grow 
around it” (v). Beatty, in his citation of Rockefeller’s parable, includes its explicit lesson: 
“This is not an evil tendency in business. It is merely a working-out of a law of nature 
and a law of God” (Beatty 134).7 Out of the discourse of natural entity rises the 
corporation as an “autonomous, self-sufficient and self-renewing body” (Davis, qtd. in 
Horwitz 218). Upon this rhetorical scaffolding “the legitimacy of the business 
corporation” was so normalized as to escape even the ire of the Progressives, who, 
Horwitz argues, accepted its existence as “a fait accompli” and directed their energies at 
showing that “all rights, both corporate and personal, were entirely the creature of the 
state” and therefore subject to regulation (221).  
The significance of Horwitz’s work in this discussion of late twentieth- and early 
twenty-first-century reflections on the corporation is at least threefold: 1) He traces the 
evolution of the corporation, as I see it, from a legal fiction to a biological one. He 
records a corporate aim to cross over from the realm of the artificial into that of the 
organic, to claim for itself the standing of a biological body as the ultimate basis of its 
right to exist and function in unfettered perpetuity. 2) He presents this transformation as 
the outcome of struggle. Horwitz issues a corrective to legal scholarship that has so 
readily absorbed natural entity theory that it occludes the process of its origination, as 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 While Rockefeller’s logic, and Carnegies’, are more properly described as social Darwinist 
rather than evolutionary, my point here is the generalized appeal to some construction of the 
“natural” as a means to legitimate the corporation as an institution. 
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symptomatized by the assigning to the Santa Clara court a stance whose intellectual 
history postdates its ruling. 3) His readings thereby inspire inquiry into similar processes 
in recent scholarship treating Gain, in which the by-now purported nature, the 
naturalness, of the corporation beguiles critics into misreading Powers’ account of 
corporate history. This account presents the seeking, but not the attainment, of a 
corporate embodiment that is the logical endpoint of natural entity theory. As such, 
Powers’ literary history does similar work to Horwitz’s legal history: it portrays a process 
by which the corporation pursues power and thereby denaturalizes it. Along the way, he 
also destabilizes the conceptions of nature underwriting the appeal of natural entity—
namely a vision of biology as a harbor of safekeeping, a realm of a progression so 
inevitable as to seem itself an agent of timelessness. 
My approach to Gain takes up Elizabeth Grosz’s call for thinkers in the 
humanities to jettison precisely such a vision of nature, which has too long “been 
regarded primarily as a kind of obstacle against which we need to struggle, as that which 
remains inert, given, unchanging, resistant to historical, social, and cultural 
transformations” (13). Challenging conceptions of nature as a repository of essentialism 
and the telos that often accompanies it by way of foregone conclusion, Grosz asks a 
question that I read Powers as asking: “How does biology facilitate and make possible 
cultural existence and social change?” (14). Grosz answers this question by pointing to 
evolution’s structure of “fundamental indetermination” as “one of the most exciting 
elements of Darwin’s contributions to both science and politics” (15). In contradistinction 
to natural entity theory’s appeal to a stalwart biology outside of culture upon which to 
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claim both its legitimacy and longevity, Grosz points to post-Darwinian life as “offer[ing] 
an account of the genesis of the new from the play and repetition of the old, the 
generation of history, movement, and the dynamism of evolutionary change from the 
impetus and mobility of existing species” (19). Grosz situates biology as a motor of 
history, imbued with an internal mandate and mechanism for change that necessarily 
drives, and reacts to, the cultural variation it inspires.8 In Grosz’s reading, the biological 
is an ongoing space, an originator, of political conflict that organisms in and across time 
can do little to arrest. I pose that, in depicting the incorporate being’s quest to attain a 
corporeality beyond that of a legal fiction by asserting its natural subjectivity, Powers 
presents it as also, necessarily, opening itself to the unavoidable fluctuations that demark 
all forms of life as creatures of historicity. If Powers denies the Clare Corporation its 
claim to life, he additionally shifts the terms of the liveliness to which it aspires. 
Vulnerability through time is the paradoxical, and inescapable, tradeoff of the 
biological promise of self-succession: “The principle of preservation is the preservation 
of the fittest, of the most appropriate existences in given and changing circumstances, not 
the victorious species—the ‘winners’ of evolutionary struggle at any particular 
moment—but those most open and amenable to change” (Grosz 21). The staying power 
of organic life, its appeal to corporate endeavor, is inextricably bound to the historical 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Grosz equalizes nature and culture, making them recursive elements of the same operative 
system rather than oppositional forces; their forms reflect and give rise to each other: “ Culture 
cannot be viewed as the completion of nature, its culmination or end, but can be seen as the 
ramifying product and effect of a nature that is ever-prodigious in its technique of production and 
selection, and whose scope is capable of infinite and unexpected expansion” (31). The 
phenomena of natural and artificial (sexual) selection, in her argument, reflect the presence and 
operation of aestheticism, pleasure, and even irrationality within the evolutionary framework, 
making culture internal to the function of biology.  
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quality of biological form and function; evolutionary success is only ever temporary. In 
the economy of the organic body, the price of permanence is provisionality. This tradeoff 
is elided by natural entity theory and unacknowledged in studies of Gain, which largely 
capitulate the telling of corporate history to its own evolutionary fiction of timeless 
existence.  
The two most recent readings of Gain present biology as a pivotal element in 
Powers’ portrayal of corporate history, yet they operate with precisely the indoctrinated 
understanding of nature that Grosz seeks to correct. Brooks, whose work is discussed 
above, suggests that Powers’ “intention to think politically by thinking historically” (444) 
fails precisely because of Powers’ formal choice to present Clare’s development as 
“evolutionary development” (448). Against the “novelistic” narrative that comprises 
Laura’s half of Gain—which Brooks reads as adhering more properly to an Aristotelian 
aesthetic in which character development progresses throughout a neatly controlled 
plot—Clare’s story appears “formless” (448). The messy largesse of the Clare narrative 
violates the principles of aesthetic unity as if to indicate that the events it describes 
originate “by circumstances other than the designs of an author” (448). These 
circumstances, for Brooks, are the relentless specificities of corporate adaptation as Clare 
deploys for itself the “meaningless,” if purposive, biological drive for survival (448). 
Invoking the lack of telos inherent to evolutionary processes as an explanatory device for 
the absence of formal design in the Clare narrative, he reads that narrative as one charged 
with the necessarily repetitive task of survival. It reflects the end goal it describes: the 
bare impetus of continuation for its own sake. And yet as such, it confusingly goes 
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nowhere. For Brooks, the outcome of repeated adaptation, of Clare’s recurring 
confrontation with the possibility of its own demise, is, by default, Clare’s inevitable 
persistence.  
Brooks’ larger argument about the social stagnation ushered in by corporate 
capitalism hinges on the endowment of adaptation with known outcomes, the false 
assurance of perpetuity. He confuses the means of survival with its attainment. 
Adaptation is just as easily fatal as it is vital, and its outcomes are by definition novel and 
unforeseeable. Appealing to the randomness of the processes of evolution for their lack of 
structure and governing meaning, he assigns both, making Clare’s endurance a certainty 
and nature an agent of political foreclosure. By invoking evolution to argue that Powers 
presents “the form of Clare’s history” as if it were “dictated by history itself,” that is, as 
an organic and not an authorial development, Brooks divests biology of its talents for 
rupture and transformation. Conflating the events of corporate history with an evolution 
described as a mechanism for stasis, it is no wonder that he finds the structures of 
neoliberalism beyond approach. 
Where Brooks’ reading argues that Powers’ method of historicizing the 
corporation has the effect of naturalizing it, Ralph Clare suggests the opposite: Gain 
“explicitly historicizes the corporation itself as a kind of corrective to the fact that the 
corporation has become so naturalized that it appears as if it has always existed, and 
therefore, always will” (28). The very positioning of the corporation as a subject of 
history, for Clare, demystifies the intractable course of corporate evolution. In this line of 
argument, the biological and the historical oppose one another, the former defined by an 
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opaque or illegible determinism and the latter capable of spontaneity and contingency. 
Clare makes this distinction precisely to open the possibility for intervention not only 
within the events of history, but against narratives such as Brooks’ that posit its course as 
inevitable. Nevertheless, Clare’s reading repeats Brooks’ assignation of organicism to the 
Clare Corporation, suggesting that Powers “offer[s] a full anatomy of the corporation 
[…] dissecting its organizational structures and decoding its ‘genetic’ makeup” (28). 
Clare initially argues that “Powers presents [the Clare Corporation’s] maturation as an 
analogue of an organism’s or person’s growth, which bolsters the view of capitalism as a 
time-bound, historical economic system with a beginning, middle, and, at some time in 
the future, ‘end’ or transformation” (30). Yet given his equation of the category of the 
natural with an ahistoricity defined by changelessness, it is no wonder that by the end of 
his essay Clare also doubts Powers’ ability to wrest a viable human futurity from a 
corporation whose march through time is imaginable only as invigorated, destructive 
monstrosity. In a reading that aims to mobilize the category of the historical to undo the 
construction of the naturalized corporation, Clare makes the history of Powers’ corporate 
entity into one of inexorable endurance precisely because it appears in the form of “an 
evolving organism” (34).  
In both essays, the novel’s project of telling corporate history is described as a 
biological one. Clare and Brooks each read Power’s presentation of the life of a company 
as one that posits the corporation as living and thereby outside the realm of artistic or 
political influence. I maintain, however, that the granting of this position is precisely the 
aim of natural entity theory; its own characterization of the organic as pre-, extra-, and 
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finally post-cultural overdetermines these retrospective attempts to demystify the social 
process and trajectory of incorporation. The seizing of history by biology is not an effect 
of nature, then, but of its corporate misappropriation. What Brooks and Clare present is 
not Powers’ conception of corporate history, but the corporation’s. While Powers is 
keenly aware of corporate appeals to biological vigor, and while he certainly tells the 
story of those appeals, he himself engages an alternative narrative of the organic world, in 
which the ability of the biological body to adapt, to generate novelty, leads not to the 
eternal progression of the status quo, but the potential for unforeseeable lives to come.9 
Powers shifts the political valence of the biological; he exploits the double movement of 
adaptation, in which the reproductive work of an organism, its ability to succeed itself 
through time, is bound to its aptitude for variation. Internal to the corporate desire for the 
perceived durability of embodiment, then, is the necessity of alteration, an inherent if 
unarticulated welcome of the bodily vulnerability that attends the biological quest for 
survival.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Brooks and Clare’s arguments both demonstrate the influence of Francis Fukuyama’s The End 
of History and the Last Man (1992), which posits that the arrival at liberal democracy—and the 
corporate economy that attends it—constitutes the end game of the “progress in the development 
of underlying principles and institutions” that mark the evolution of history in a Hegelian or 
Marxist sense (xii). Yet a decade later in Our Posthuman Future, Fukuyama necessarily revises 
his bold claim based on the potentially radical social change latent in the body, or rather in the 
biotechnological alteration of it. He usefully points out that, “Our political world rests on the 
existence of a stable human ‘essence’ with which we are endowed by nature, or rather, on the fact 
that we believe such an essence exists” (217). The outcome of a posthuman era in which the 
fundamental stuff, the genetics, of humanity changes, will be an ethical, political, and institutional 
landscape that is necessarily different than the one in which we currently live. Throughout this 
dissertation, I argue on behalf of the body’s ability not only to testify, materially, to the events of 
a history often theorized away into a space of mere discursive play, but to engage and respond to 
those events with innate genetic abilities that translate readily into political action. 
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In making this argument, I assert, first, that the history of Clare, Inc., is not 
without authorial design, but rather reflects a citational strategy on Powers’ part. Rather 
than a haphazardly organic corporate history, Powers engages a specific historiography, a 
practice of corporate self-representation that he mobilizes with the purpose of exposing 
the complexities animating its biological longing, as well as the effects of this longing.10 
Powers deploys a formal design for the novel that invokes a specific biological 
mechanism for introducing variation during the reproductive process: chromosomal 
chiasmus. Rather than parallel frames, the novel’s two stories are chiastic in structure, 
reflecting the logic of crossing-over that impels the incorporate pursuit of bodiliness. 
Powers allows the biological and rhetorical devices of chiasmus to converge in the form 
of his novel, highlighting that in its pursuit of an immortal embodiedness Clare 
encounters, as well as renders, a corporeality defined by a state of permanent flux. 
Reading the body it attempts to make as the body it wishes to inhabit, Powers asks Clare 
to reckon with the end game of evolution: the certainty of instability.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Gain won the 1999 James Fenimore Cooper Prize for Outstanding Historical Fiction. Awarded 
by the Society of American Historians for “a book of historical fiction on an American subject 
that makes a significant contribution to historical understanding, portrays authentically the people 
and events of the historical past, and displays skills in narrative construction and prose style,” the 
prize acknowledges the depth of Powers’ historical engagement, his knowledge of corporate 
history—and, in my mind, the implausibility that the Clare narrative proceeds designedly without 
design (Society of American Historians). It additionally, in praising the verisimilitude of its 
rendering, reinforces the difficulty Clare and Brooks have in reading Powers’ historical novel as a 
critique of corporate historiography; his story of a fictitious company, recognizably “authentic,” 
by definition, then, reciprocates what readers think they already know about corporations. And 
this, arguably, is the corporate history presented by the corporation.  
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Procter, Gamble, and the Chemistry of Conversion 
Reading Gain as a novel of biology is somewhat counterintuitive given its explicit 
concern with chemistry. Yet chemistry serves Powers fundamentally as an instrument of 
convertibility. In it, he finds an equalizing language by which all things are made 
interchangeable: “Chemistry was not the means to soapmaking. Soapmaking was, rather, 
a means toward the consummate chemical end” (79). The novel is fascinated, as are more 
than a few of its characters (this particular aphorism comes from Benjamin Clare), by 
soap’s ability to make oppositional entities conversant: “So soap stood, a Janus-faced 
intermediary between seeming incompatibles, an interlocutor that managed to coax 
mutually hostile materials onto speaking terms” (46). It is the “the slippery go-between” 
by which “the insoluble [is] taken up into solution” (46). It is cleanliness from filth: “This 
waxy mass, arising from putrescence, became its parent’s most hated anodyne” (34). It is 
refuse reemployed: “something turned waste inside out. Dirt’s duckling transformed to 
salve’s swan”  (34). It is demand amid supply:  “No one in his right mind would pay to 
import soap. Waste fats, potash, and brine: a household produced soap as the body made 
excrement” (20). It is an agent of irrepressible interchange, that mainstay of capitalism. 
But it is chemistry from which it derives these talismanic qualities; while soap may be the 
novel’s emblem of liquidity, chemistry is its mechanism—the vehicle by which Clare 
absorbs seemingly everything in its path, by which it projects onto the body the fluid 
properties of capital, by which it is able to envision the corporate body as a biological 
one. As one Clare advertisement states with perfect frankness: “It’s elementary: your life 
is chemistry. So is ours” (152). Clare’s investment in chemical process opens the terrain 
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of the body as a site for the production of its own quite literally formulated corporeality: 
“As corporate bodies go, ours has grown beyond belief in this short century” (140). 
It took no great act of imagination for Powers to endow soap with a legacy of 
corporate gigantism. It took, rather, an act of research. Though he describes Clare as an 
“aggregate of corporate histories” (Miller), his corporation shares a most readily 
recognizable heritage with Procter & Gamble, whose self-reported history occurs, in 
short, as follows:  “What began as a small family-run candle and soap business, grew 
through innovation, creative marketing and partnerships to become the largest consumer 
goods company in the world” (“How It Began”). This matter of fact account comes from 
a one-page, 2009 Procter & Gamble fact sheet, which whittles the company’s then 172-
year-old story down to two paragraph-long biographies of William Procter and James 
Gamble, a brief account of how their marriage to two sisters prompted their business 
partnership, and a few bullet points communicating essential points: P&G’s current size 
(135,000 employees), sales ($79 billion), and geographical reach (80 countries). The 
notable contributions of William and James’ sons also make the list, namely, the 
invention and naming of its now iconic Ivory soap and the subsequent construction of one 
of the earliest product research laboratories. The brief document opens with the headline 
“Our History—How it Began,” proceeding, in the near absence of narrative describing 
the years between 1837 and 2009, to equate the act of beginning with the fact of survival.  
“Our History” tells the story of how “a bold new enterprise was born.” William 
Procter, a trained chandler, flees England when an “entrepreneurial venture” goes wrong. 
After making the journey with him to the United States, his wife contracts cholera while 
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traveling the Ohio River and dies ashore in Cincinnati. At which time he turned to his 
trade: “Procter began as a one-person operation – manufacturing, selling and delivering 
candles to his customers in the area.” Eventually remarrying—to Olivia Norris, the 
daughter of an established Cincinnati candle maker—he meets James Gamble, who, after 
his own journey from Ireland, falls ill en route to Illinois, resulting in his parents’ 
decision to settle in Cincinnati. A soap maker, he meets and marries the other Norris 
daughter, and, at their father-in-law’s behest, Procter & Gamble is “born.” In this most 
abbreviated portrait of its history, P&G allocates space predominantly to the pathos of its 
origins. What makes its story compelling is its roots in human ability to overcome 
adversity; at the center of this ability, I would suggest, is the heteronormative plot by 
which the company is endowed with that productivity reserved especially for marriage, 
the capacity to generate succession through time. Itself the offspring of a union that 
originates with marriage, it emerges the legitimate child of history, which, given life, 
lives—in this case vigorously, and, seemingly, without mortality.  
This founding narrative anchors Procter & Gamble’s ongoing efforts at 
autobiography, including its current website, which repeatedly states, always in nearly 
identical language, that Procter and Gamble “might never have met had they not married 
sisters.”11  Elsewhere: “The two might never have met had they not married sisters, 
whose father convinced his new sons-in-law to become business partners.”12 And, “So 
with a few strokes of a pen, the Procter & Gamble Company was officially born—and the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 <http://www.pg.com/Heritage/origin-story.php> Accessed March 24, 2015. 
12 <http://www.pg.com/en_US/company/heritage.shtml> Accessed March 24, 2015. 
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Long Blue Line began.”13 This last statement, part of the public relations campaign 
celebrating its 175th anniversary in 2012, introduces the phrase the Long Blue Line14 to 
describe P&G’s products and their history, indicating, to me, the complete realization of 
its self-image as “officially born,” a (re)productive entity capable of generating its own 
hereditary perpetuity. The belatedness of the phrase Long Blue Line shows the 
retroactive work of constructing P&G’s life, the after-the-fact transmutation by which the 
stuff of its own manufacture emerges as a process of organic succession. 
These resources, of course, postdate Gain by over a decade. The narrative logic 
they employ, however, is already in place in the 1944 publication that Powers features 
early in the novel—Into a Second Century with Procter and Gamble. A copyrighted 
imprint by P&G whose hard cover indicates its ambitions to enter itself and the company 
into posterity, it opens by saving readers the trouble of either suspense or interpretation: 
“This is a success story” (1). The decisiveness of this opening statement highlights the 
strange temporality indicated by the booklet’s title, by which arrival in the twentieth 
century also enables Proctor & Gamble to lead the way through it—and maybe even 
beyond, given the potential double meaning of “a second century” as both the date of 
publication and the prospective age of the company. In addition to the biographies of 
William and James, Into a Second Century documents the vicissitudes of business growth 
that “How It Began” omits: the hostile economic climate of P&G’s early years, the 
challenge of filling Union contracts during the Civil War, a fateful fire that destroyed the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 < http://news.pg.com/blog/procter-meets-gamble> Accessed March 24, 2015. 
14 It is not clear why Procter & Gamble describes its long line as “blue”; without corroborating 
explanation in the company’s own account, I am left to assume the phrase makes some appeal to 
the social ranks of blue bloodedness. 
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plant in 1884. It details the company’s happy accidents as well: the “artistic aspirations” 
of the clerk who “sketched a cluster of stars on a box of candles” and inadvertently 
invented the practice of branding (8); the “careless workman” whose inattention to the 
crutcher resulted in a batch of the floating soap that would become Ivory (10); the happy 
luck of pursuing hydrogenating technology and the subsequent launch of an entire food 
industry from the processing of vegetable oil (18). Invariably, faced with either challenge 
or boon, this story ends with P&G’s never ceasing ability to produce, and therefore to 
succeed itself. 
Which is to say that the story never ends. The evidence of P&G’s vitality, its at 
first gradual and soon exponential accumulation of products, indicates an internal ethos 
of convertibility, by which every historical event—supply shortages, war, territorial 
expansion, agricultural industrialization—is reducible to and absorbable within the stuff 
of manufacture.15 Challenge fosters inevitable growth, competition leads to superior 
products, demand inspires quality control, waste stimulates ingenuity, emergency inspires 
innovation and foresight. Similarly, product begets product in an endless chain of 
succession: fat becomes soap which becomes oil which becomes salad dressing which 
becomes shortening which becomes processed foods, shampoo, and toothpaste, which 
leads to specialized synthetic soaps and cosmetics, on through “dynamite, smokeless 
powder, rubber, textiles, live stock feed, photographic film, quick drying paint, floor 
coverings, artificial leather, plastics, roofing materials, safety glass and pharmaceuticals” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Mizruchi traces a similar dynamic in advertisements for Sapolio, which transform the historical 
events of immigration and expansion into soap’s ability to wash the nation free of ethnic 
difference (Multicultural America 147-53). 
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(Into a Second Century 36). Until the company’s life has engrossed every phase and 
process of the lives of its consumers. There is a criss-crossing in this story by which the 
legacy of the first Procter and Gamble emerges not as a family lineage but “the Long 
Blue Line” of products that populates its history: Ivory (1879), Crisco (1911), Tide 
(1946), Crest (1955), Pringles (1958), Pampers (1961), Bounce (1972), Pantene (1985), 
Noxzema (1989), Tampax (1997), Prilosec (2003) (“A Company History”). Instantiating 
the liveliness of the incorporate Procter & Gamble, these products describe and conscript 
livelihood as the province of the company and not just its founders. There is a certain 
currency enacted through the manufacture and use of these products by which the body 
becomes a site of exchange at which Procter & Gamble is enlivened by claiming for itself 
the ability to enliven. Having literally manufactured the stuff of its own history, it 
imagines history as a mere province of self-making, by which it approximates the 
ceaselessly autopoetic quality of organic life: “Nothing in creation asked why bud relaxed 
into leaf or calf exploded into cow,” reflects Douglas Clare, who “had no more use for 
why than nature had” (218). 
The parallels between Clare’s biography and Procter & Gamble’s are readily 
recognizable. Broadly, the two product lines develop almost identically, one wildly 
successful bar of soap paving the way to a seemingly infinite number of other wares. 
Specifically, William and James are refashioned into Jepthah and Ennis. Powers is unable 
to resist the irony of Martha Procter’s death, preventable through the very soap her 
husband will make to overcome his grief. Or the quaint image of the original Procter and 
Gamble “peddl[ing] their products through the streets […] in a wheelbarrow” (Into a 
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Second Century 42).16 Clare’s statistics are astonishingly similar to those on P&G’s fact 
sheets: “Clare has more than twenty production facilities on every major landmass but the 
icy ones. We market our products in 83 countries to half a billion consumers” (140). 
Even the factory fire of 1884 reemerges in Gain. Just as William Procter telegraphed his 
brokers with the instructions “Buy, buy, buy!” because he “knew what this fire would 
mean in the oil markets of the world” (Into a Second Century 13), so does William Clare 
act “boldly to secure a replacement stock” of red oil “before world prices skyrocketed on 
news of detonation” (Gain 265). Where for William Procter, canniness results in “an 
ample supply of raw materials” (13), William Clare does even better: “quick action led to 
a virtual corner on the good” (265). As a result, “the anarchist bombing of 1895 resulted 
in a tidy profit for Clare” (265). Powers here amplifies the persistence that he finds in 
Procter & Gamble histories, but mostly he needs to do very little to dramatize the 
bewildering pace of the company’s development, the staggering scale of its growth, its 
vested inroads into human life. In relaying it so transparently, Gain implies that Procter & 
Gamble’s narrative has already done this work—which is to say that in recapitulating 
Procter & Gamble’s story, Powers issues his own reading of it. Deploying the history of 
Procter & Gamble as dramatic in its own right, lifting it so readily from corporate annals 
to contemporary fiction, he scrutinizes it as yet another of the company’s productions. 
Where P&G presents a history of its life, Powers presents its history of aspiring to life.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Many thanks to Maurice Lee for pointing out to me that Powers here catches Procter & Gamble 
leveraging the iconic image of Benjamin Franklin pushing his wheelbarrow through the streets of 
Philadelphia. The reference to Franklin’s Autobiography suggests the canniness of Procter & 
Gamble’s self-representation; its appeal to this early account of American industry grants it not 
only a venerable kinship, but also indicates and implements its keen understanding of Franklin’s 
early savvy in public relations.  
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Part of the way Powers exposes P&G history as P&G historiography is to invoke 
the company through Clare while also taking his own clear departure.17 Procter & 
Gamble is Douglas Clare’s “enemy incarnate” (237). He “grumbles” about the popularity 
of Ivory, “‘the soap that floats,’” wondering why anyone would want “soap with too 
much air in it” (237). Powers maps the physical properties of the soap onto the emptiness 
of Procter & Gamble’s advertising campaign, its scientifically dubious, yet historically 
verifiable, claim that Ivory was “99 and 44/100 percent pure” (238).18 Though certainly 
not without its own long list of vacant claims—matching P&G’s bombast with the 
assertion that a bar of Snowdrop is “Purer than the driven snow” (238)—Powers’ 
corporation, here, enters into rhetorical and not merely commercial competition with 
Procter & Gamble. I would suggest that Clare’s intercession into the rhetorical habits of 
P&G indicates Powers’ larger process of doing so. His iteration of corporate history, told 
through Clare, is at odds with the iteration he engages through Procter & Gamble.  
The passage Powers cites from Into a Second Century serves him in introducing 
the double-edged nature of his expose, its nuanced cost-benefit analysis of the corporate 
ascendency through which modern hygiene arrives:  
Soap is a desperately ordinary substance to us. It is almost as omnipresent 
as air and water. It is so common that it is difficult to imagine life without 
it. Yet soap is probably the greatest medical discovery in history …. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Powers has commented that Clare is “a monstrosity that makes Procter and Gamble look 
benign” (Williams 109). 
18 Juliann Sivulka’s Stronger than Dirt offers an extended discussion of the Ivory advertising 
campaign and Procter & Gamble as innovating marketing practices generally, and especially on a 
national level (84-91, 123-9). Mizruchi’s The Rise of Multicultural America additionally 
discusses soap manufacturers as leaders in developing the new science of advertising.  
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Not until modern industry came along to demonstrate the virtues of 
mass production did soap become the property of all the people. (Gain 21) 
The passage additionally locates P&G’s unwavering attempt to make industrial chemistry 
the very underpinning of life. But Powers shrewdly introduces a narrative conflict as 
well, a sleight of hand that characterizes P&G’s efforts at self-representation. This 
paragraph employs a plural first-person perspective. In doing so it constructs a vague 
sense of community in which P&G assumes, in the slightly more subtle—because 
potentially exclusive to the soap makers—pronoun of “us,” an alliance with its 
readership, effectively projecting the intimate inclusivity of a “we” without a 
presumptuous violation of good social graces. The effect of making a statement on “our” 
behalf is the appearance of refraining from speaking for “you,” while also doing just that. 
The insincere restraint of the pronoun aligns readerly perspective with P&G’s, 
grammatically asserting agreement with the account to follow. So does it, in devising a 
plurality of which both P&G and readers partake, affirm a certain likeness between them. 
The use of the first person plural divests readers of precisely that quality Procter & 
Gamble seeks, yet cannot claim: individuality. Itself a collective entity, it has no access to 
the singular perspective it aims to project. 
 What Powers reads in this passage, distinct among the others in Into a Second 
Century, is a narrative crisis introduced by natural entity theory: the corporate inability to 
say “I.” In the bid to exist independently of its membership, the corporation finds itself in 
a narrative no-man’s land, caught between the plural voice that, in reflecting its structure, 
belies the artificiality of its autonomous status, and the voicelessness of third person 
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narration, which, in evoking the corporation as a subject that does things, also cedes its 
ability to speak for itself. Powers’ citation of the unusual “us” with which P&G begins its 
history highlights the peculiarity of the narrative that follows, the oddity of an 
autobiography told in the third person: “The birth of Procter & Gamble of Cincinnati” 
(Into a Second Century 2). To adopt the ruse of its own vitality, the corporate person is 
necessarily rendered speechless; Powers duly notes that Into a Second Century has “no 
author” (Gain 21). The inherent irony in every assertion that Procter & Gamble 
“introduces,” “builds,” “ celebrates,” or “had its eyes on the future” is that the company 
can do none of these things—people can (“A Company History” 3-7). It is precisely this 
irony that justifies the risk of referring to “our” life, which, in appealing to an audience of 
people by invoking its own constituent humanity, simultaneously appeals to that defining 
mainstay of biological personhood: vulnerability.  
Powers situates Clare in this narrative bind, presenting corporate historiography 
as a practice that necessarily writes the fiction of natural entity, that displays the 
contrivance of “enterprise’s long-evolving body” (155). His third-person account of Clare 
reciprocates the device by which Procter & Gamble animates itself; situated against it, 
however, the relentless assertions of Clare’s vitality appear ironically exaggerated. The 
novel’s lengthy discussion of the moment of Clare’s incorporation in 1867 stages, first, 
the attendant loss of voice. To mark the occasion, Samuel offers a speech, an account of 
Clare’s history:  
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He spoke of his father, Jepthah, of his tireless brother Resolve and 
the devastated Irish widower they had befriended. He spoke of Baby Ben’s 
magic Utilis root […]  
He spoke of the larger plant, the factory that housed them all. 
Business, he declared, of rights ought to be our ancestral home, stately and 
permanent, upon whose paneled halls hung the portraits of all those whose 
hands had raised the beams and sped the plow. (158) 
Samuel’s speech is the entire Clare narrative in miniature, ending by reflecting on the 
company’s emergence as “an aggregate giant,” a “beast that gave them all eternal life” 
(158). His account follows the company’s progression from an early entrepreneurial 
partnership defined by the people who comprise it, through to its ominous apotheosis as 
an incorporate, life-giving immortal in its own right. Ignored by the assembled employees 
and dragged off the stage “mid-coughing fit,” he is literally silenced: “The very 
irrelevance of his words laid bare the commercial paradox. For he spoke on behalf of 
their mass, solitary successor” (158). Samuel’s age and health are red herrings for the 
faltering of his efforts as an orator; the emergence of the “mass” but “solitary” Clare 
Soap and Chemical Company prohibits either collective or individual speech, nullifying 
the possibility of any voice for the successor of J. Clare’s Sons.19 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19  Don has precisely this realization when he initiates his own confrontation with Clare by 
visiting its corporate headquarters: despite its massive facilities, and the considerable prosthetic 
devices for corporate communication, who or what is it he hopes to encounter? Approaching the 
boardroom he reflects that, “If there are humans at the helm, this is where they steer. As close as 
he’s going to come to Them” (257). Finding it empty, he assesses “the truth of the matter”: “there 
is no ground zero,” no possible personal interface (257).  
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 This scene does the work, for Powers, of subjecting his narrator to scrutiny. Who 
is it that tells the story of Clare, Inc.? Certainly, it is a voice that writes from a position of 
historical hindsight, enjoying its expository role in explaining the legal intricacies that 
would soon allow Clare’s “corporate destiny” to take shape: 
If the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments combined to extend due 
process to all individuals, and if the incorporated business had become a 
single person under the law, then the Clare Soap and Chemical Company 
now enjoyed all the legal protections afforded any individual by the spirit 
of the Constitution. 
And for the actions of that protected person, for its debts and 
indiscretions, no single shareholder could be held liable. Each part of the 
invention shone out, innocent and beautiful. But the whole, like some 
surprising mathematical proof that twists its modest axioms into a 
stunning QED, ended up providing just that slight boost needed to propel 
the Roxbury soap works—and with it, all world history—into its final, 
irreversible form. (159) 
Through this academic taste for arcane information, the tendency to mix analysis with 
description, Powers grants the narrator authority as the novel’s historian in residence.20 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Powers’ work is largely characterized by this “discursive” turn, its tendency to interweave 
expository and informational prose into fiction. As he discusses it: “The direct introduction of 
discursive material has been considered anathema for a long time. I’ve been trying in different 
ways to violate that prohibition from my first book on. True, you can get more emotive power 
over your reader by dramatic revelation than by discursive narrative. But you can get more 
connection with discursive narrative! The real secret is to triangulate between these two modes, 
getting to places that neither could reach in isolation” (Williams 109-10). Powers discusses this 
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These scholarly flourishes, while legitimating claims to omniscient knowledge of the 
past, nevertheless clash with the brash generalizations of the narrator’s conclusions. 
Powers situates his narrator as a student of historically specific time while also allowing a 
contrary indulgence in millennial rhetoric, the proclaiming of the “final, irreversible 
form” of “all world history to come.” In narrating the story of Clare, Powers’ narrator 
positions all history as leading to Clare, Inc., and, upon its arrival, all of history—past, 
present, and future—becomes Clare’s. 
 This narratorial indulgence occurs again and again: 
Such was all the nod needed to turn a handful of harmless beans into a 
beanstalk, that, in time, outgrew the world’s terrarium. The limited-
liability corporation: the last noble experiment, loosing an unknowable 
outcome upon its beneficiaries. Its success outstripped all rational 
prediction until, gross for gross, it became mankind’s sole endeavor. (159) 
Here the historically specific advent of incorporation is the stuff of fairy tale magic, in 
which what might at first seem an ominous threat is merely precursor to a happily ever 
after defined by nobility, beneficence, and common human effort. Once again, the 
“unknowable” of the discrete time, the “experiment” described by the narrator, is 
transformed into the certain and eternal outcome of narratorial proclamation. The leap out 
of history and into timelessness occurs, critically, through the super natural—the 
formidable propensity for organic growth by which a plant exceeds all conceivable limits 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
technique at length in his interview with Jian Sun, which both Sun and Daniel Grassian refer to as 
“hybrid” storytelling. My reading here explores how these two modes work together, in this 
instance, to describe, by dramatizing, a particular practice of narrating history. 
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to life, aggregating its earthly environs and all inhabitants to its totalizing economy of 
relentless increase. The narrator links the moment of incorporation to a fantasy of 
rigorous, if botanical, corporeality. Yet what appears in the form of parable here is 
another condensed history, of Native Balm, through which, by leveraging the vegetative 
qualities of Ben’s Utilis clarea, Clare began its speedy inroads into the bodily economy it 
imagines as a vehicle to timelessness. Which is to say that Powers presents the narrator’s 
history of Clare as self-reflexive, continually re-asserting the account it presents. Which 
is to say that Powers elaborately, and exquisitely, portrays what corporate attempts at 
self-articulation look like: an endless, because impossible, act of self-assertion.  
 In his narrator’s overreach Powers stages Procter & Gamble’s pretense, the third-
person pose by which it asserts its authenticity as a natural, living subject—and therefore, 
in its understanding, its mastery of history. This pose is on one hand a vulnerability, a 
legible gesture of corporate approximation to, rather than attainment of, self-realization. 
On the other hand, it manufactures a formidable narrative economy in which the 
corporation must continually become what it also claims to be, always projecting its 
completion into a futurity defined by further transformation. It did not escape Powers’ 
attention, I am sure, that Into a Second Century includes an illustration charting the 
evolution of the P&G logo from an initial cross mark, to a star, to a fully formed insignia 
depicting the company’s celestial status (Figure 1). Another encapsulated mini-history of 
corporate beginnings and non-endings, the figure strangely resembles a drawing of the 
emergence of a primitive life form, an amoeba, maybe, or even an illustration of cell 
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division—either way invoking a biological promise of forward moving growth and 
transformation (Figure 2). 
In the exhibit on Clare history at the Riverton mansion, Laura encounters an 
elaborated version of this illustration in a curio cabinet. Examining a collection of Clare 
memorabilia, she watches as “the famous Clare logo grows backwards before her eyes. 
The icon unsimplifies. It branches and embellishes itself until finally, after all these years, 
she makes out what it is: the bud of an ornate plant” (294). Laura’s body, I will argue 
below, is the closest Clare comes to embodiment; she is, subsequently, the corporation’s 
encounter with the mortal time that underwrites the longevity of biological time. In this 
scene, she locates the pulse of organic life to which Clare aspires, the founding myth by 
which it claims affinity to the natural world, whose rich propensities appear paradoxically 
through their devolution—their increasing distance from corporate interference, in which 
state they are “branche[d],” “embellished,” “ornate,” “unsimplified.” In its 
unincorporated form, nature is manifold, full of possibility unspoken for—including the 
possibility of failure. Laura’s reading both echoes and undoes Don’s assessment of the 
Clare logo on his visit to corporate headquarters: “the logo he grew up with still hides out 
in the incarnation he now hurries past. The original design persists, like the Kennedy 
forelock or the Hapsburg harelip. It’s gotten a little simpler maybe, more spare and 
inevitable. But Don is suddenly struck by the continuity” (254). Don reads in the logo’s 
evolution precisely the image of family dynasty, of forward moving self-succession, that 
Clare intends to project. As if the incorporate person has the perceived birthright of a 
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corporeal one: physical evidence of an inheritance that speaks simultaneously of the 
capacity to bequeath itself into futurity. 
 In her encounter with the corporate history that leads to and enters her embodied 
history, Laura watches as “Time pulls off, layer after layer. The company strips in front 
of her, like someone getting undressed for the night” (294). Her reading of Clare’s 
history, like Powers’, both acknowledges and denudes the fiction of corporate personality 
with which Clare has clothed itself.21 In each of the narrator’s declarations that the ever-
surging Clare was a “giant in embryo” (212), merely in “fiscal adolescence” (212), 
entering into “gangly young adulthood” (218), a “scant teenager” (221) at the age of fifty, 
Powers records an appeal to the ongoing process and nascent possibility of biological 
development. He points to its distortion as well, the positing of the corporation as a 
never-matured juvenile: “for three decades, the firm had shot up like a backwoods boy 
fed on bear meat” (165). Clare is embryonic and adolescent in the same stage of growth, 
indicating its interference in (or misunderstanding of) the very processes it emulates. 
Specifically, Clare positions the organic propensity for transformation as a mechanism 
for its own inevitable persistence, a distinct misrepresentation of how biological bodies 
progress through time.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Charles B. Harris explicitly denies Laura this kind of interpretive skill, arguing that a broad 
lack of characterization in Gain signals Powers’ strategy to position readers as the analytic agents 
of the novel, thereby allowing them to reclaim themselves as political actors able to shed Laura’s 
particular plight as “simply another waste product of corporate America’s merger of money and 
chemistry” (100). I obviously disagree, and would assert that, like other voices that have 
criticized the novel’s treatment of character (John Updike and Bruce Bawer in particular), Harris 
fails to notice the extent to which Powers invests in Laura through her aptitude for figurative 
language. 
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More than that, however, Powers exposes in these overcompensations the 
fabrication that “Clare suffered” (264), “Clare now competed” (276), “Clare offered” 
(278), “Clare thrived” (290), “Clare proudly declared” (299) (emphasis added). Clare, 
like Procter & Gamble, can do no such thing, a verity exposed with each attempt to assert 
that it can. However, Resolve, Samuel, Benjamin, Julia, Douglas, Peter, and William 
Clare, and the myriad other people whose lives intersect with Clare, do. Powers must, and 
ultimately does, present corporate history through the stories and perspectives of the 
individuals who contribute to its enterprise, marking the limits of Clare’s (and Procter & 
Gamble’s) quest for the privileges of embodiment. Thus, while exploring—and even 
admiring—the formidable power of incorporate rhetoric, Gain also declines to offer all of 
history to it.  
The ethos of conversion by which Clare propels itself from the chemical into the 
biological, the artificial to the organic, the historical to the eternal also animates Gain—
only in a richer capacity. The spirit of the novel, so fascinated by the propensity for 
transmutation it examines, does not accord with readings that assign to its watch the 
unilateral march of corporate order. Despite his own encounter with Clare’s seemingly 
indomitable capacity to convert all matter, all life, all politics into the history of its own 
vitality, Ben attains a realization that, I think, the novel also upholds: “mutable substance 
had no final shape” (145). If Gain exposes the voicelessness of the incorporate person, 
and the attendant inability to narrate its own post-historicity, it doubly challenges that 
aspiration by refusing to cede the body as a repository of the timelessness Clare seeks. 
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 “Life Causes Cancer”: Chiasmus and the Corporate Crossing into History 
As if to belie the fiction of Clare’s ascension into personhood, Powers reasserts its 
collective composition immediately following the scene of its incorporation. “You Know 
Our Name (Look Up Our Numbers)” reads the headline of a Clare advertisement, after 
which comes a second exhortation: “Be a part of a life that’s already an integral part of 
yours” (159). In this appeal to prospective shareholders, the company risks the plural 
perspective that is its only real means to self-description. That risk is offset through the 
affinity it gains with embodied subjecthood, the mutual ability to share life that it both 
describes and seeks to enact. The ad implies Clare’s integration into personhood at large, 
asserting its ubiquitous presence in the individual lives of its readership and thereby 
impelling reciprocal engagement. Clare’s creepy assertion of omnipresence is checked by 
the structural requisite latent in both its grammar and appeal: its inability to survive as a 
corporate creature without biological life support.  
The passage, whose content describes a criss-crossing in which corporate and 
individual life enter into one another, marks an additional shifting: Clare’s alternation 
between the mutually limiting narrative modes available to it. The ad’s copy rescinds on 
the plurality of its headline, avoiding the inconvenience of pronouns and retreating back 
into “a life” that defines Clare as a single entity even as it pursues membership. It also 
marks the novel’s non-linear movement through time. The novel jumps, here, from 1867 
to an unspecified year in the late twentieth century, and from there back into Laura’s 
millennial confrontation with the possibility that emissions from the Clare plant have 
caused her cancer. While Clare and Laura’s narratives occur chronologically, the shifts 
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between them inherently enable Powers to juxtapose and interrelate differing moments in 
and scales of time. Clare has over one-hundred-fifty years to travel before its story 
coalesces with Laura’s, and the two stories, do, I assert, coalesce.  
Descriptions of Gain’s two frames as parallel disregard both the novel’s thematic 
interest in conversion and the larger motion by which it conducts itself, the back and forth 
of the narrative by which it asserts that Clare’s story is Laura’s story, and, likewise, that 
Laura’s story is Clare’s. The ad’s invitation to “Be a part of a life that’s already an 
integral part of yours,” is a stylized chiasmus: “A grammatical figure by which the order 
of words in one of two parallel clauses is inverted in the other,” as the OED defines it. 
Reworded to more baldly exhibit its logic, the phrase might read: “Be a part of our life, 
since we are a part of your life.” Or even more blatantly, “Be part of our life; we are part 
of yours.” As Powers writes it, the sentence affects an inversion without announcing its 
work, positioning its directive as a matter of choice while also asserting that a crossing 
has “already” occurred. His sentence omits the caesura that often marks the center of a 
chiasmus; Powers presents Clare, in its eagerness to accomplish its rhetorical work, as 
speeding through the pregnant pause by which chiastic structure otherwise makes itself 
readily known. Powers obscures the syntactical nexus at which Clare claims the bodies of 
its consumers as its own, and subsequently incorporates their lives into its. The larger 
structure of the novel enacts the same obfuscation, though it, too, is chiastic.  
Laura’s story is the account of her gradual reckoning with the truism of the 
advertisement. As she puts it in her moment of revelation: “It makes no difference 
whether this business gave her cancer. They have given her everything else. Taken her 
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life and molded it in every way imaginable, plus six degrees beyond imagining. Changed 
her life so greatly that not even cancer can change it more than halfway back” (320). The 
astonishment Laura experiences upon realizing that her life is a product of Clare’s 
making is possible only because the process by which it came to claim her life as its own 
has been obscured to her. This mystification is precisely the function of the corporate 
fiction of natural entity, and its rigorous ability to conceal itself as such is one of the 
stories Gain tells. For this reason, the novel must stage the near invisibility of this 
corporate crossover into life, into Laura’s life. Though the storylines never converge 
dramatically, Powers absolutely presents Laura’s cancer as their material intersection. 
Some critical energy has been spent determining Clare’s guilt or innocence in the matter; 
however, the novel ultimately takes Laura’s stance.22 It does not finally matter whether 
Clare caused Laura’s cancer; cancer is Powers’ unsubtle metaphor for Clare’s metastatic 
intrusion, the altogether physical realization of its rhetorical grasp at organic 
embodiment.23 
Situated at the near perfect center of the novel, Clare’s chiastic demand distills the 
larger crossings that make up the infrastructure of Gain. It links the event of Clare’s 
incorporation and the onset of Laura’s suspicion regarding its role in her cancer, formally 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 For discussions of Clare’s role in Laura’s cancer, see Gonzalez, Heise, and Harris. In 
Mizruchi’s reading of the novel, she positions the attempt to locate the cause of Laura’s cancer as 
part of the “scapegoat culture” that potentially arises out of a corporate culture defined by the 
distribution of risk, the faulty promise of locating fault for hazard when looming catastrophe is 
the defining fact of life (“Risk Theory” 127).  
23 Gonzalez offers an extended consideration of Susan Sontag’s assertion that cancer is a 
structural function of industrialized, and in particular, middle class lifestyles—and not a matter of 
personal failing, as it is often rhetorically presented. In his argument, the structures of capital 
overwhelm not only individual, but also institutional agency, making any blame game for Laura’s 
cancer fruitless (106-15). 
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bridging these plot points. The very middle of the novel, it indicts corporatization as the 
mechanism through which Clare crosses cancerously into Laura’s life; it also initiates the 
dual motion of chiasm, the implications for Clare of Laura’s life crossing into its own. 
This is to say that Powers does not imagine Clare’s entrance into an inert body, but rather 
a reactive and even volatile one. In pursuing the organic dynamism by which it imagines 
only perpetuity, Clare must confront the full scope of the body’s capacity for change. 
Late in the novel Laura declares that “life causes cancer” (284). And from her 
perspective, it does; she bears bodily witness to the cancerous existence that Clare built, 
this realization her small consolation. The impossibility of inverting her statement, of 
plausibly maintaining that “cancer causes life,” is Powers’ disruption of the larger pattern 
of interdependence he establishes; the novel finally asks Clare to confront the end game 
of its bid for biological post-historicity, positing such a status as inimical to the very 
terms of life, or, at least, inimical to life in any currently recognizable state. Either way, 
he reserves for the body the capacity to reject or transform the terms of living with which 
Clare presents it, and thereby to impact the shape and arc of Clare’s life. While the novel 
certainly depicts the ways that Clare’s life causes Laura’s cancer, it also asserts that 
Laura’s cancer cannot sustain Clare’s life in return. 
Gain’s interest in the rhetorical inversion of chiastic structure, used as it is to 
describe and depict a process through which corporate and human bodies come to 
approximate one another, resonates with the chromosomal mechanism described in 1909 
by Belgian scientist Frans Janssens as chiasmatypie, and in 1912 by the American 
Thomas Hunt Morgan as crossing-over (Sturtevant and Beadle 361, Shwartz 182). 
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Morgan’s work with fruit flies, as described in my first chapter, enabled him to theorize 
chromosomes as the organizational units of genes, thereby earning his reputation as the 
founding father of modern genetic science. Observing patterns of inheritance, he noticed 
that certain traits reliably appeared together, while others distributed themselves more 
randomly. Based on the relative frequency with which traits grouped in his specimens, he 
proposed a spatial relationship between the genes responsible for them, gradually creating 
maps that described the physical location of individual genes, their proximity to one 
another along the chromosomes on which they reside. Morgan’s work had dual 
implications: in charting the location of genes, he asserted tangible evidence of these 
fundamental units of inheritance, establishing the apparatus of heredity as a material and 
observable fact. Yet his maps relied on, and described, a chromosomal ability to produce 
variation that his work also entered into the canon of genetic science. Morgan illustrated 
why, for instance, the direct descendant of one parent with blue eyes and brown hair and 
one parent with brown eyes and blond hair can have blue eyes and blond hair or brown 
eyes and brown hair, without a forbear that has this particular combination of traits to 
offer.24 
The answer is that parents do not necessarily pass along to their children genetic 
information identical to their own, but rather chromosomes that reflect various 
recombinations of maternal and paternal genes. The first step in the process of producing 
an egg, for example, involves the replication of a woman’s complete set of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 My example is a gross over-simplification; it would require at least two generations for these 
traits to arise, and then, their origins would be traceable only in an isolated population like those 
Morgan used to study patterns of inheritance. However, it does accurately illustrate the general 
pattern of genetic exchange that crossing over enables. 
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chromosomes—those she inherited from her mother, those she inherited from her father. 
After this replication has occurred, like chromosomes align themselves; the chromosome 
carrying genes for hair and eye color from her mother stretches itself alongside the 
chromosome carrying genes for hair and eye color from her father. This alignment, which 
occurs in preparation for the cell to divide itself, can be parallel, or it can occur with 
some degree of intersection (Figure 3): “Whenever the chromosomes do not untwist at 
this time there must result an interchange of pieces where they were crossed over each 
other” (Morgan 132). As the cell splits in two, each half will take with it one of the 
reconfigured chromosomes.25 Four egg cells will eventually be produced from the 
beginning of this single replication and division, each potentially carrying a unique set of 
genes.26 The resultant eggs the woman produces will feature chromosomes that are a 
novel combination of her own mother and father’s genes for hair and eye color, each 
potentially distinct from the other. Multiplied across the entire spectrum of egg and sperm 
production, crossing over enables even a single parent to bequeath a significantly 
divergent set of genes. Differences in matters of physical appearance seem modest 
enough, yet they translate into the fundamental shape of life. And given the manifold 
bodily traits and functions genes describe—size; bone structure; organ function; cellular 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Morgan reasoned, and demonstrated, that genes in close proximity are less likely to experience 
a “twist” that separates them (137); based on the frequency with which parental traits rearranged 
or recombined themselves in successive generations, Morgan mapped the location of genes by 
placing them in relative position to one another. The phenomenon of crossing over, in other 
words, provided early genetics with a double insight, enabling the simultaneous description of 
genetic order and play, each fully indebted to the other. 
26 This has to do with the spatial arrangement by which chromosomes copy and divide. Once 
duplicated, chromosomes attach themselves length wise; if crossing over occurs, it may happen at 
only one end of the double length, or in different locations on each segment, meaning that each 
“copy” of the original chromosome may diverge dramatically from the other.  
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metabolism; predisposition to musical talent, athleticism, or disease—what Morgan 
described is a powerful apparatus for biological diversity internal to the process of 
reproduction. As he put it, “chance variation combined with a property of living things to 
manifold themselves is the key note of modern evolutionary thought” (vi). 
Clare, of course, colonizes Laura’s ovaries as its cancerous point of entry into her 
body—Powers’ way of situating its pursuit of embodiment as a pursuit of a 
reproductivity that it misreads as an engine of stable futurity—by which it might “go on 
self-propagating forever” (180). But this is not the reproductive economy Morgan 
describes, and neither is it the economy advanced by the novel. Laura concludes early in 
her experience of cancer that “No one knows their real body,” its contours, it capacities 
(114). Despite the painful self-knowledge of bodily limitation Laura confronts, she 
harbors an understanding of nature as a space and source of transformation with which, I 
argue, the novel deeply sympathizes. In positing a chiastic structure by which Clare 
claims Laura’s body for its own, Powers also, of necessity, allows Laura’s body to affect 
Clare. In this scenario, bodily refusal and inability become the unlikely sources of 
transmutation born of this union, instantiating the limits of Laura’s consensual 
relationship with Clare, a physical rejection of the violence Clare perpetrates in seeking 
it. Laura’s depiction of Clare as a date rapist marks this violence as sexual in nature, and 
organic reproductive prerogative the aim of its desirous aggression—the end game of the 
romantic overtures by which Clare initially endears itself to her as life-giving in its own 
right. What Clare presents to Laura is the very life it seeks to attain from her—the 
unattainable promise of a prolonged existence defined by continuous self-improvement. 
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Crossing over into embodiment, Clare enters into the limits of life as it has produced it, 
marking this corporation distinctly as a creature bounded by the historical time of its own 
making.  
 The specificities of this time can be deciphered in the first Clare advertisement to 
appear in the novel. Titled “Things to Do Today,” it offers a long list of mandates in the 
form of consumables, among them: “Rise and Shine (Viva-Cleanse), “Put On a Happy 
Face (Clarity Pore Purifier), “Provide for the Common Defense (Compleet Daily 
Supplements),” “Bring Home the Bacon (Heat ‘n’ Eat),” “Be Fruitful and (Multi-Pli 
Maxiwipes),” “Shed a Little Lite on the Subject (Fat Fighter Spreads),” “Soothe the 
Savage Breast (Gastrel Caps)” (11). Dictating the activities of daily routine, the ad 
produces the impossibility of life without Clare. The clownish spellings and half-realized 
puns evoke the trademark culture that motivates Clare, an indication of the competition 
for the bodily inculcation, the “compleetion,” the ad both constructs the need for and 
aspires to attain. The decided modernity of the ad’s diction and description of daily life 
contrasts with its design, which is instructed to appear as “sixteen rectangles run across a 
two-page spread, bordered like a colonial sampler” (11). This detail importantly 
distinguishes the ad as one in production—it is a storyboard, the ongoing work of 
designers and copywriters that has not yet appeared in glossy print. The description of the 
ad, then, grants readers brief access to Clare speaking to itself, a portrait of the 
corporation’s internal dialogue about its self-image. The motivation to juxtapose the 
simplicity of colonial needlework with the synthetic luster of its wares presumably stems 
from an appeal to history as a domain of authenticity. Clare clearly wishes to deflect the 
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artifice of both its merchandise and its marketing claims through self-association with the 
earnestness of, the indistinction between, early American art and industry. That particular 
art and industry, of course, is not Clare’s to claim: even Jepthah’s exploits neatly post-
date the Revolution.  
It is a distinct misrepresentation to allude to Clare’s colonial history as a means to 
legitimate, as time-honored, the intimate demands it places on costumers, the exhortation 
to its own corporeality through the consumptive practices by which individuals admit 
Clare, self-described as an agent of health, beauty, and sustenance, into theirs. In this ad-
to-be, at the start of the novel, Powers sketches the desire for historical reach that he so 
relentlessly depicts throughout Gain, as well as its contrivance; here, from the beginning, 
he interprets the corporate historiography by which Clare equates entrance into bodiliness 
with an extension of the company’s lifespan, the tactic by which, for Clare, “history 
vanished,” its onset in discrete time obscured through its self-projected futurity: “The 
long road of arrival disappeared, lost in the journey still in store” (3). Powers distills the 
disingenuousness of this practice, the engineered alliance between a history and a 
corporeality each falsely conceived as loci of timelessness into which the corporation 
situates itself. In its efforts to cast the body as a site and agent of perfectible endurance, it 
produces instead a body defined by mortality, aesthetic imperfection, injury, 
debilitation.27 The happy corporeal outcomes to be achieved by following Clare’s list of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Suellen Hoy’s Chasing Dirt: The American Pursuit of Cleanliness, explores the ideology of 
cleanliness that arises from the culture of incorporation at large, and out of the collaborative 
energies of the soap industry in particular. Describing a dynamic of which Powers is altogether 
aware, she provides an extended discussion the Cleanliness Institute, founded by Colgate, Procter 
& Gamble, and others as an independent educational organization designed in the simultaneous 
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“Things to Do Today” depend entirely upon the subtextual production of a body that is 
dirty, ugly, malnourished, hungry, infertile, excessive, symptomatic (Figure 4).28 The 
perverse logic of Clare’s desire to enter into the robust embodiment it imagines and 
advertises is that it must manufacture bodily denigration as the fundamental condition of 
life, a paradox that Resolve articulates with perfect clarity: “they could solve the needs of 
progress by selling the very condition that the need remedied” (118).  
 For Resolve, this paradox is a rhetorical game in which corporate profit may be 
indefinitely drawn against bodily deficit; the very ability to imagine the manufacture of a 
deficient body as an unlimited pool of capital rests squarely on the accompanying fantasy 
of the body as replete with renewal. For Laura, it is a zero sum game: “Every win has 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
interests of public health and corporate sales, responding in part to the “troubling” fact that in an 
age of modernity, “Americans had actually become cleaner”: “Driving on paved roads, riding in 
closed cars, working alongside machinery that bore the burden of manual labor, enjoying electric 
lights, the world was objectively less grimy than it had previously been” (141). In combination 
with threats across industries, from cosmetic companies, for example, these modern conveniences 
intimidated soap makers sufficiently that they combined their energies with the goal of 
communicating to Americans that “they had not become clean enough” (142). As Vincent 
Vinikas puts it in his similar study, Soft Soap, Hard Sell, “Manufacturers had to let Americans 
know, not just that they were still soiled, but that they could never be sanitary enough” (83). 
Powers clearly explores the ethics and outcomes of this impossible standard of cleanliness, and it 
is worth noting that he borrows directly from the Cleanliness Institute early in the novel, 
reprinting its illustration of “The Drama of Soap” from A Tale of Soap and Water: The Historical 
Progress of Cleanliness (Powers 33). 
28 In a strange replay of its rhetorical impasse, by which its attempts to speak articulate its 
inability to do so, Clare products additionally engage in a discursive practice of self-denigration, 
an open acknowledgment of prior inferiority that propels the introduction of a never-ceasing line 
of improved products designed to redress the very ills they have introduced. Echoing the 
Palmolive ad referenced above—which distinguishes its own product, soap, from “ordinary 
soap,” that “tends to weaken and coarsen the tissues”—Laura encounters a bar of soap in her 
linen closet whose own physicality testifies to its bodily impact: “She takes it up close to her face. 
It seems scraped all over, gouged by some glacier, some cranky whittler […] The soap’s skin is 
everywhere dimpled, scratched all over by the factory’s fingernails. A tiny piece of one corner 
has come unchunked, flaked off like shale, leaving a rough, clayey pocket against the polished 
white” (305). Mystified at its presence in her home, she remarks, “How could she possibly have 
bought soap? Soap, which everybody knows is the worst possible thing for your skin” (305).  
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somebody’s loss pegged to it” (123). Powers intercedes in Resolve’s impossible economy 
by tracing its material consequences for Laura, indulging Clare’s cancerous fantasy of 
corporeal cross-over and thereby staging its unsustainability. It is true that Clare and 
Laura’s stories never dramatically intersect; they do, however, converge at multiple touch 
points, particularly the novel’s ongoing depiction of plants.29 As she reads in the 
evolution of Clare’s logo the artful refinement of the complexity of plant life into a 
streamlined symbol of corporate durability, Laura encounters a competing myth 
regarding Utilis clarea’s medicinal properties. Deciphering the surviving handwriting of 
Ben’s journal, she learns that “powerful taboos prevented the plant from hurting anyone, 
by binding the soul of the injurer to his victim” (295). Powers broadly grants plant life 
this capacity for restitution, reviving an alternate history for Clare aside from the one in 
which it “lived on, immortal, in a rhizomous bulb of Utilis clarea” (61). He binds Clare 
and Laura in a mutually influential relationship; the novel structurally interweaves 
Laura’s cancer treatments with the conceptualization, production, and meteoric rise of 
Native Balm, Utilis clarea’s industrial incarnation. One story presents the faulty 
ideological underpinnings of a specific corporate bid to usurp biological vitality for itself; 
the other presents its organic fallout. Set distinctly alongside one another, Powers enables 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Kucharzewski’s reading is sympathetic to mine in this respect; considering the processes of 
subject formation from a systems perspective in which the individual is both part and product of 
the larger structures in which he or she lives, she describes the novel’s structure as Powers’ 
presentation of “two entities […] intertwined in a reciprocal dynamism up to a point where they 
mutually construct and reconstruct each other from chapter to chapter” (174). Gain’s “parallel 
plots,” she argues, as I similarly do, “resonate with each other through analogies, metaphors, and 
conceits” (175).  Like me, she also finds analytical use in identifying chemical conversion as the 
novel’s “governing structural metaphor” (177).  
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these stories to align, intersect, and impact one another in the interest of generating a 
narrative that protests the foregone conclusion of corporate survival.     
Resolve declares his axiom in preparation for the first production run of Native 
Balm, the soap whose dual appropriation of the “natural” healing propensities of Utilis 
clarea and the American Indian launches Clare as a juggernaut among companies. From 
its conception, Native Balm belies its own claims to both organicism and the purported 
longevity to be found there. Powers allows the tortured process of manufacturing Native 
Balm to stand as an imminent and ongoing exposure of the bogus logic behind it. Utilis 
clarea, from the start, resists Clare’s designs on it: “it remained insoluble during the 
boiling process,” “failed to survive pitching and settling,” and “clotted most 
unpleasantly” (118-19) before Ennis finally devises an elaborate methodology whose 
final steps Powers describes as follows: 
Cooled, cut, and trimmed into rounded oblongs, the cakes went into a 
drying room until cold, firm, and smooth to the touch. Last came the 
crucial step: one by one, feeders fed the raw oblongs into an ingenious, 
foot-powered mechanical stamper. All day long, pressers slammed down 
the pedals, snapping back the lever that sprang the soap free of its imprint. 
And all day long, from out of the jaws of the mold, fell glistening, 
aromatic cakes, each one perfectly incised with the profile of a noble 
Brave. (119) 
The sheer repetitive effort expended to affix the Brave to Native Balm is matched by the 
persistent drive to bend the will of Utilis clarea to Clare’s own, bespeaking the 
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artificiality of the terms by which Clare engages and emblematizes life. The patent 
disingenuousness of linking Ben’s South Pacific root with the “native insight” (116) of 
American Indians reflects a shallow disregard for the specificities of both human and 
plant life, a willful obliteration of inherent variation, the mechanistic imposition of a 
deadened likeness between plant and person manifest in “glistening,” “cold,” “firm,” 
cakes of soap born of the force of “perfect incision.”  
Powers points to a surgical abomination at the heart of Clare’s fantasy that “the 
factory system’s best trick lay in releasing nature’s secret of simple beneficence” (132). 
The factory system, as the narrator openly acknowledges, is itself heir to forces of 
modernization oppositional to the very lives Clare holds up as its mascot of healthful 
longevity. The romance of the Red Man trades on the blatant falsification of Clare’s role 
in sustaining lives its own vitality requires it to undercut. Clare envisions and positions 
itself as selling “dependability” precisely because “any bar stamped with the Brave was 
in every way indistinguishable from any other” (133). But this vision of conscripting 
nature to the operations of predictable manufacture is as deeply flawed as the deployment 
of the noble savage as an emblem of the “simplicity” of “Nature’s deepest intricacies” 
(116). Clare’s major offense, argues John Dewey, is the way it “promotes the engrossing, 
if destructive, fiction of controlling nature, of making nature itself” (121). Utilis clarea, 
initially outwitted, reasserts its noncompliance. Clare is never able to synthesize the 
plant; it ultimately hinders the production of Native Balm, which becomes “bottlenecked 
by the tiny stores of tropical plant it could cultivate” (173). It rejects Clare’s attempts to 
reproduce it to scale or specification, asserting—by circumscribing—its own operational 
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economy. Clare of course outlasts its first best seller. But in this modest instance, 
organismal life asserts its hostility to the manufactory of corporate life, a small indication 
of the novel’s larger statement that Clare’s incision into nature cuts both ways. Native 
Balm stands as an early object lesson in Clare’s capacity to make life inimical to itself, 
and life’s subsequent ability to instantiate limits to a corporate vitality derived from it.   
Ben bequeaths Utilis clarea to his brothers immediately before Laura begins her 
first chemotherapy treatment, marking the particular importance of the plant’s history to 
Laura’s.30 Laura’s own attitude toward and relationship to plant life changes as it 
traverses her experience as a chemotherapy patient. She is plant-like during her first 
treatment, during which “her cells respond like succulents after a rain” (112). This 
description provides insight into Laura’s expectations at the start of her illness. The 
figurative language it deploys is hers, an echo of the scene through which Powers 
introduces her at the start of the novel. Readers first encounter Laura in her garden, the 
appeal of which, to her, derives at least in part from its propensity to inspire metaphor: 
“The early oriental poppies unwad like her children’s birthday crepe. The alpine 
columbine spread their two-toned trumpets, an ecstatic angel choir. Every growing thing 
looks like something else to her” (7). Nature in cultivation is, for Laura, a space of 
transformation:  
Tight, hard globes of Christmas ornament relax into peonies. Daisies 
already droop their tutus like sad, also-ran Degas dancers. Bleeding hearts 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 In Clare’s chronology, Ben makes his offering prior to incorporation, indicating the privileged 
place of Native Balm in the company’s growth; it is the rhetorical and market economies of utilis 
clarea out of which Clare’s incorporation rises. 
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hang in group contrition. She urges them on, each to its colored destiny. 
No human act can match gardening. (7) 
Powers’ gift, to Laura, of free indirect discourse, discloses her motivation as a steward of 
plant life: participation in the magic of reinvention that charts the unknown course of its 
“destiny.” In describing her body as a succulent, then, Laura borrows the transformative 
economy with which she endows the plants in her garden, thereby indicating her 
plausible expectation of survival, and of treatment as a life-changing experience. 
 The ability to describe her treatment as having the restorative properties of rain to 
a thirsty plant originates in her understanding of the medication she receives as itself 
organic, a concoction derived from tree bark: “How can tree bark hurt you? Tree bark is 
100 percent natural. The Native Americans used to make all sorts of things out of tree 
bark. Canoes and houses. Mighty medicines. The completely natural toxin is set to drip 
into her for twenty-four hours” (112). Laura here indulges in the fiction by which Clare 
peddles Native Balm; this plant, like Utilis clarea, can heal because a romantically 
conceived Native America asserts that plants, generally, have medicinal qualities. In her 
logic, “natural toxin” is a contradiction in terms; the transparent goodness of nature, as 
she understands it, can affect no evil. Under the influence of the drip, “weird ideas come 
to her”: “there is no history. Everything already is” (113). Her sense of time evens out 
into Clare’s, in which all pasts organically develop into the static futurity of 
chemotherapy: “A day dripped out in microseconds outlasts the idea of time […] 
Humanity is a child locked by accident in a library, reading its way through the 
permanent collection, looking for a way out” (113). Here, then, is a direct intersection 
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between Laura’s story and Clare’s: their shared nostalgia for a Native America now 
surviving predominantly as namesake to those products and places—“Sawgak” and 
“Iroquois” counties—by which they conduct their own lives (139). Laura’s unconscious 
inheritance of the rhetoric surrounding the healing powers of Native Balm affirms Clare’s 
stretch forward and backward in time, claiming all—even Laura’s—history for its own. 
Caught in a story already written, there is no other life for Laura than the one Clare’s 
prescription offers. Which is to say that through Laura’s invocation of Native American 
medicine, Powers correlates her body with that of the Red Man in the Native Balm 
campaign: the simultaneous victim and agent of Clare’s ahistorical vitality.    
 Laura will eventually make this correlation herself. Recovering from her second 
round of chemotherapy, “she lies fetal, crumpled into the no-crumple comforter, all stick 
and corn silk, one of those burial mound mummies that so spooked her on grade-school 
field trips, before they closed the mounds forever” (134). The unflappable rigidity of 
manufactured “comfort” throws the vulnerability of Laura’s rumpled biological body into 
relief; yet the helplessness of her fetal posture also signifies a certain nascence, a 
beginning from imminent ends. Laura’s emerging sense of camaraderie between her own 
deteriorating body and the noble brave’s precedes a series of confrontations with the 
industrial cooptation of plant life that inspires a full-fledged awakening. She receives a 
package of herbal remedies from a coworker with gratitude: “All plants: the gardener in 
her has always believed in the health value of green things” (135). Yet Laura’s faith in 
the healing power of the natural world is challenged by the realization that the remedies, 
and the concern of her colleague, are commercial productions: an Amway scheme. Three 
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pages later, Laura stands bewildered in her garden, “where she can no longer tell plant 
from weed” (138). Thinking she would “rather spade it all over into black than this. This 
uncultivated, silkweed chaos,” she is physically outmatched: “she might put her full 
weight on the spade and still not succeed in sinking the iron lip” (138). It is here that her 
daughter Ellen presents Laura with a critical double-entendre, a report from the local 
newspaper about the carcinogenic effects of “toxic emissions from local plants” (139). 
Finally, she discovers that her third chemotherapy treatment is no longer a “natural 
toxin,” but a fake one, derived from artificial tree bark manufactured with the aid of 
“cheap materials” from Clare (151). 
 The transformative capacity of plant life, once so inspiring to Laura, becomes in 
this series of events the stuff of bewilderment, the disorienting confrontation with the 
deployment of that capacity against itself at the behest of Clare, which, by the end of the 
novel, she is able to recognize as proffering both the cause and the cure for her cancer. 
The mere pun that Clare’s plants—as factories—cause cancer will literalize itself when 
Don reports to Laura that the herbicide Clare manufactures is linked particularly to “fake 
estrogens” that “signal the reproductive system to start massive cell division” (319). 
Throughout the course of the novel, Laura is asked to confront her garden as the scene of 
a reverse Fall, polluted from the first with the literal and ideological manufacture of the 
“Healing Root,” the legacy of Utilis clarea that “spread by word of mouth” like an 
infectious disease leading her to believe she “needed to somehow reduce the number of 
weeds in the universe,” or that she could (132, 138).  Her encounter with Clare as a literal 
manufacturer of natural healing allows her to see with perfect insight the fiction of the 
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Red Man, how he could never have “lived in a state of noble simplicity and rapport with 
the world about him,” because no one ever does (116). Her body, marked like his through 
Clare’s designs on its own natural life, transforms into a startling medium of self-
knowledge. She is, like all life, endowed by Clare with a compulsion to live: “Her body, 
not knowing any better, rallies. She’s like a tiny science-fair seed planted upside down, 
spinning, righting itself by the laws built into growing things” (292). And as such, she is 
the target of Clare’s decimating energies.  
No longer “tolerating” chemotherapy, she undergoes a course of irradiation, 
during which she spends her sleepless nights envisioning the internal drama of both 
treatments: 
First, her organs present themselves as rubbery pink cartoons, her hat-tip 
to the graphics in old school health movies […] 
Then she releases a horde of animated rug cleaners, plaque 
fighters, scrubbing bubbles, those enzymes that come on like bug-eyed 
brushes, chasing the world’s deviate growths down the kitchen drain. This 
crack regiment of mixed specialists goes over and over her cartoon 
insides, washing, tumbling, coursing through all her organs’ nooks and 
crannies, until it leaves every internal surface with that see-yourself shine. 
(243) 
Laura’s fantasy writes the postscript to “Things To Do Today,” her body reflecting back 
to her the literal internalization of Clare’s self-serving ideological definition of life as 
dually vigorous and deficient. Hers is the body cleansed, supplemented, polished, and 
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refined, the body Clare imagines itself as sustaining into perpetuity by affecting and 
treating its vulnerability “just so long,” Laura reflects “as the number of cures, however 
narrowly, stays ahead of the number of ailments” (114). The overstimulation of Laura’s 
reproductive system signals Clare’s fantasy of nature as perpetually regenerate; Powers, 
however, presents perpetual regenerativity as a diseased fantasy, and Laura’s body the 
grounds for dispelling it. Laura’s “see-yourself shine,” brought to her by Clare, generated 
by the intertwining of these two bodies, affects not Clare’s perpetuity, but Laura’s self-
awareness, the ability to dispel the myth by which her prescripted life has appeared 
natural to her.  
 At the start of the novel, Clare products lurk discreetly around Laura’s house: 
Two pots in her medicine cabinet bear the logo, one to apply and one to 
remove. Those jugs under the sink—Avoid Contact with Eyes—that never 
quite work as advertised. Shampoo, antacid, low-fat chips. The weather 
stripping, the grout between the quarry tiles, the non-stick in the nonstick 
pan, the light coat of deterrent she spreads in her garden. These and other 
incarnations play about her house, all but invisible. (7) 
This inventory is the narrator’s, in distinct contrast with Laura’s offhanded 
acknowledgment of Clare’s “soaps, fertilizers, cosmetics, comestibles: name your life-
changing category of substances” (6). Set directly against her cultivation of metaphor in 
the space of her garden, her nonchalance belittles the “life-changing” nature of make up, 
toiletries, processed food and sets up the dramatic encounter to follow. Powers explicitly 
juxtaposes the narrators’ awareness of the extent to which Clare “incarnates” itself 
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through Laura with the “invisibility,” to her, of this fact. The arc of the novel presents 
Laura’s passing through the foundational scenes of Clare’s rhetorical and industrial grab 
at embodied life, testifying all the while to its physical inroads, and eventually crossing-
over into a self-awareness that dually affirms Clare’s life-altering capacity. 
 Returning from her insightful reading of Clare’s logo as an emblem of the 
corporation’s disciplinary designs on plant life, she describes her home as an ongoing 
“exhibit” of Clare’s history,  “a one-star museum of trade” (303). Once invisible to her, 
she looks to find “Clare hiding under the sink, swarming her medicine chest, lining the 
shelves in the basement, parked out in the garage, piled up in the shed” (304). She 
describes Clare’s presence as an infestation of termites: “They paper her cabinets. They 
perch on her microwave, camp out on her stove, hang from her shower head” (304). Her 
analogy blatantly poses the corporation as parasitic. It also becomes “they,” signaling a 
crucial breakthrough in Laura’s ability to unravel the fiction of natural entity—Clare is, 
in her imagination, not only ubiquitously recognizable in her life as a hostile intruder, it is 
also a plural entity. Her most devastating revelation is her own complicity, her 
participation, in this plurality:  
As if cancer just blew in through the window. Well, if it did, it was an 
inside job. Some accomplice, opening the latch for it. She cannot sue the 
company for raiding her house. She brought them in, by choice, toted 
them in a shopping bag. And she’d do it all over again, given the choice. 
Would have to. (304) (emphasis added) 
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This much cited passage seemingly indicates the novels’ indictment of consumer 
complacency. Yet Powers complicates matters significantly by raising the question of 
consent, belaboring, in the passage, the question of “choice”. Laura’s suggestion that she 
“would have to” voluntarily cede her life to Clare again anticipates her description of 
Clare as a date rapist, her shrewd insight into the way the allure of natural entity—its 
happy reliance on a fiction of life’s benevolent will to endure—effectively forecloses the 
ability to preempt or reject it. Natural entity theory transforms the hostilities of the 
corporation into the stuff of beguiling appeal by adhering the goals of the company to 
those of the individual: “to beat death,” as Franklin Kennibar, the novel’s final in a series 
of CEOs, describes the purpose of business (350). Likewise, Laura “wants to make it. 
She’s gotten into the habit of existing. She likes being here. She doesn’t know what else 
she would do” (243).31  
 Laura doesn’t know what else to do. But her body does, making the decision for 
her. It, and she with it, “shirk[s] the responsibility of living forever” (317). Life, as Clare 
manufactures it, causes cancer: “Cucumber and squash and baked potato. Fish, that great 
health food she’s been stuffing down the kids for years. Garden sprays. Cooking oils. Cat 
litter. Dandruff shampoo. Art supplies. Varnish. Deodorant. Moisturizers. Concealers. 
Water. Air. The whole planet a superfund site” (284). And in the end, the cancer that 
Clare manufactures cannot sustain anyone’s life, even its own. Refusing the obligation to 
endure is, on these terms, a political act: “What are these things to her, that she can’t live 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Joseph Dewey remarks that Laura has lived with the “reassurance that she always has a 
tomorrow—a reassurance, Powers points out, encouraged by the extravagant promises of 
chemical industries like Clare itself. Laura—and Clare—have prospered under the same damning 
illusion” (112). 
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without them?” (317). Asserting the body’s limits, its finality, is, in the context of natural 
entity theory, to hold Clare accountable to a specific historical time defined by its attempt 
to outlive life by asking life to outlive itself. And the challenge to an ethos in which all 
life, any life, is worth living, is posed by Powers as the transformative political outcome 
of the union of the corporate and biological body. 
 
Lovely Lichen and the Political Return to Vegetable Origin: A Conclusion 
 Laura’s final, peaceful vision involves the acceptance of death as a voluntary 
action: “She can do this. It is not so hard” (344). Noting a flock of geese outside her 
window, she correlates her embrace of mortality with the shared burden of migration: 
“One by one, each takes his turn at the difficult tip of the V” (344). She presents her 
action in a communal context; her departure implies a collective arrival at a new life 
defined in spatial, rather than temporal terms. She rejects the onus to stretch the 
biological body through time, asserting instead its ability to mark as well as alter its own 
situatedness, thereby making it an agent of time’s transformation. She imagines a post-
corporate order in which “Lovely lichen will manufacture soil on the sunroofs of the 
World Trade” (344). Here, organismal life overtakes corporate life, reasserting biological 
economy as the superlative world-making agent. Likewise, Gain ends with Laura’s 
legacy, not Clare’s—although it is initially difficult to see the events of the novel as 
upholding Laura’s prophecy. 
 Ellen’s fate is Laura’s, as foreshadowed in her moving attempt to reclaim her 
mother’s garden: “Her daughter, wearing her boots and gloves, jumping clumsily on the 
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heel of a shovel,” will succumb, childless, to ovarian cancer (318). And Tim seems on the 
verge of ceding Clare’s perpetual march, allowing his mother’s settlement money to 
bankroll the next great corporate enterprise: an algorithm that can read and manipulate 
the amino acids that comprise the body and its functions. At long last, on the final page of 
the novel, chemistry is biology: “In such a vat, people might create molecules to do 
anything. The team found itself staring at a universal chemical assembly plant at the level 
of the human cell” (355). Fully reverberating with both the millennial language and the 
mechanical apparatus of Resolve, Samuel, and Ennis’s earliest soap-making endeavors, 
Tim’s venture seemingly affirms Kennibar’s closing assertion that “there is nothing but a 
series of little Clares, each with its own purpose, spreading down the fiscal quarters 
without end” (349). It could be plausibly argued that Clare, in claiming both of Laura’s 
children’s lives for its own, has infiltrated and attained the reproductive economy of 
corporeality this essay has strived to demonstrate. 
 Yet Ellen’s death indicates Clare’s unsustainable trajectory, and Tim’s endeavors, 
in seeking a cure for cancer, fulfill Laura’s wish to see “the wrongful users of the magic 
plant, answering to her” (334). Clare transforms Utilis clarea’s ability to heal into the 
need to be healed, producing the perpetually diseased existence that ultimately exposes 
Clare as an outlier to a corporeality that it can manufacture its way into, but never fully 
claim as its own. Tim’s nascent corporation is, I argue, different in kind from Clare. Clare 
appropriates the body as a field upon and in which to do business; Tim endeavors to 
mobilize the body as the agent and locus of business, a simultaneous originator and 
benefactor in which a totalizing internal economy leverages even its own deficits as the 
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foundation for its gains. This perfect efficiency is precisely what Clare pursues 
throughout the novel; Tim’s venture, however, stipulates by its very existence the limits 
of Clare’s achievement, the as yet incomplete trajectory of a corporate embodiment 
attained only in the form of cancer. Tim’s project throws Clare’s relationship to the body 
into relief: it is, by comparison, topical, prosthetic, an interference—a self-made 
externality whose costs must, in the end, be borne by the corporation as well as its 
victims. The cost to Clare of killing consumers can only be its own eventual death, the 
very reciprocity found in the lore of Utilis clarea.  
 If Tim’s venture smacks of the sinister endurance of corporate ethos, so does it, 
like Laura’s lichen, return to the body its rightful role in producing life on biological 
terms. These terms are, as this dissertation has argued, endowed innately with a talent for 
rupture and change. As Ben reflects in his own contrition over Clare’s conversion of his 
healing root into a producer of malady, “There was something in the human that wanted, 
above all things, to be a plant. To return to its vegetable origin” (147). Allowing his pun 
to play out again and again, crossing into ever shifting valences as do so many of Gain’s 
ideas, characters, and events, Powers finally locates the medicinal property of life—
human, botanical—in its always latent capacity to manufacture itself precisely as it needs 
to be, and when. Even if that means affecting the discontinuation of life as it has 
historically evolved to be. 
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Figure 3.1.  The evolution of the Procter & Gamble logo. From Into a Second Century 
with Procter & Gamble. 1944. 
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Figure 3.2.  Illustration of cell division in human sperm. From A Critique of the Theory 
of Evolution. 1916. 
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Figure 3.3.  Illustration of chromosomal chiasmus, or crossing over. From A Critique of 
the Theory of Evolution, 1916. 
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Figure 3.4.  Palmolive advertisement, illustrating the detriment caused to skin by soap, 
1904. From Soft Soap, Hard Sell.   
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